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EDC secures additional industrial land
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Wnter
Now there's room for industry to grow.
. The
Muni y:Calloway
County Economic Development
Corporation bought 112 acres
across U.S. 641 North from the
existing industrial park on Max
Hurt Drive. EDC President
Mark Manning said the property's northern boundary is the
road that goes to the water tower
there. The group has an option
on another 25 acres that he
expects to close on in the coming year once more funding is
available.
"The EDC and community
have known for quite some time
that we needed to acquire good
industrial property for future
growth and we feel that we have
taken a giant stride in accomplishing that goal," MurrayCalloway County EDC chairman Ronnie Gibson said in a
release. "After extensive study,
we are convinced that this is the
core property that will enable us
to successfully grow our community for many years."
Manning said utilities come
to the site, which was purchased
Friday from Young Farms, and
will just need to be expanded

throughout the property. He
expects to start site improvements soon.
Then prospective companies
can see what's available.
"We have prospects we're
working with, but in realty it is
very difficult to recruit a
prospect to a site that isn't
developed when other places
have developed sites," Manning
said. "We'll start marketing it
very soon, but as far as there
being a specific project for that
site, most of the time that's
unrealistic until it's ready."
But having the land was the
necessary step toward recruiting
more industries to Calloway
County.
"It's going to take some
work, but at least we have something to work with. As a good
fnend told me, you can't sell out
of an empty wagon," Manning
said. "I will say it this way: We
have missed a lot of looks
because we did not have a large
enough site."
In July, the EDC received a
low-interest $1.6 million loan
ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times
from the state for the purchase Traffic moves around the entrance to Max Hurt Drive this morning. Local economic officials announced much-needed land
of this new land. The 112 acres across U.S. 641 North from the industrial park has been purchased for additional industry growth.
was sold for $1.5 million,
The new site has potential to Another 25 acres is available said that property goes north was,
according to the Calloway be even larger with the option from
another owner once EDC from the water tower road to the
County clerk's office.
on a neighboring property. secures more funding. Manning creek that comes up to the high-

II See Page 2A

Fletcher to visit Murray Friday
for funding announcements
Staff Report
Gov. Ernie Fletcher will be in Murray on
Friday afternoon to help announce funding for
local transportation infrastructure improvements and school safety projects.

Fletcher's spokeswoman Jodi Whitaker said
the governor will join local and state leaders at
Murray City Hall at 4:45 p.m. Friday to
announce the projects.
The announcement will be on Murray City
Hall's second fl(x)r in the Council Chamber.

Health board moving
forward with center
ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times

Murray State University officials participate in the ribbon cutting in front of the new Clark
College Tuesday afternoon.

Murray State gets a new
'home' with Clark College
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Don't call the new building
on Waldrop Drive a dorm.
You'll quickly be corrected by
those who know what goes on in
there.
It's a residential college at
Murray State. More specifically.
it's Lee Clark College.
The four-story building
replaces a low-rise unit just
across Dorm Circle and towers
over Winslow Cafeteria, which
backs up to its back door. Inside
there's 301 beds, many in twoperson bedrooms that have pris ate bathrooms and 15 four-person suites. There are conference
rooms and common areas.
But remember, it's not a
dorm. It's a residential college,
one of eight campus COMM111116C1 that make up a system that
allows students a chance to fos-

ter relationships and get
involved outside their academic
classrooms.
"They try to take the learning
environment out of the classroom and put it in the living
room." said Clark College
Faculty Head Dr. Steve
Horwood."We know real learning takes place at home."
Horwood was among those
who showed off the new building Tuesday dunng a dedication
ceremony and open house. The
old Clark College, which was
constructed in 1962 that backs
up to Chestnut Street. was the
oldest living facility on campus.
The new version of the building
by the same name is the first
new "dorm" built since 1970.
During introductory remarks,
MSU President Dr. Randy Dunn
asked Horwood if he ever wondered whether this day would
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"Yes. I wondered." Horwood
said with a smile.
Clark College is named for
former state representative Lee
Clark, who served five terms in
the 1920s and '30s. Clark also
was a farmer and businessman
who helped Rainey T. Wells
establish the university, at
which he worked and served on
the Board of Regents.
But to Quava Clark Honchul,
Clark was just "Uncle Lee."
Clark's niece, who lives in
Murray and retired as MSU's
law librarian 20 years ago,
described her uncle as humble
and unassuming.
"I can hear him saying.'Why
are you all going to all this trouble" Honchul said after the
ribbon cutting in front of the

II See Page 2A

By TOM BERRY
The action also included an
Staff Writer
interlocal agreement between
The Calloway County Board Calloway County Fiscal Court,
of Health has taken another step the board of health and the
forward toward construction of Purchase
District
Health
a new health center in Murray Department (PDHD) intended
while also freezing the county's to guarantee a joint effort in suphealth tax rate for one year.
port of the project required to
Board members approved at obtain the CDBG.
least two resolutions during a
The measure has already
meeting Tuesday at the Olive been approved by magistrates.
The board also authorized its
Street center designed to meet
all legal requirements for chairman. Calloway County
obtaining at least $I million in Judge-Executive Larry Elkins to
state funds and a community begin advertising for bids on the
development
block
grant project as soon as the necessary
(CDBG) to get the project off paperwork has been accepted in
the ground.
Frankfort. The final date for

reception of bids has been set
for Sept. 20 with the approved
bidder expected to be awarded a
flexible 365-day contract to
complete the construction on a
site leased for $1 per year for 50
years from the Housing
Authority of Murray on
Memory Lane.
Elkins said construction
could be delayed longer than
one year should bad weather or
other setbacks occur.
However board members
took no action concerning how

•See Page 3A

Image provided

This blueprint details the intenor planning for a new Calloway County Health Center scheduled
for construction beginning this fall on Memory Lane. The approximate $1.6 million protect ig
expected to take about a year to complete.
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resideClark College Tuesday after getting a tour of the new
Murray State students congregate in the front lobby of the new
tial college Many were impressed with its look
-7ttr-

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times

new
Local leaders arid guests got the opportunity to tour the
group
tour
a
is
Pictured
afternoon
Tuesday
Clark College
looking at a four-bedroom suite

•Clark College ...
but it helps with retention,"
Stout said. "It's one thing to get
building that will bear her the students here, but it's anothuncle's name. "I think it's beau- er thing to graduate them."
College
Residential
tiful. I shoveled dirt at the
Allan
President
on
Associati
go
to
want
I
so
breaking
ground
inside and see what the result Hendricks said those who were
involved with designing the new
is.
paid particular attention
facility
former
ago,
years
II
Almost
MSU President Dr. Kern to fostering community living.
"A building alone is not a
Alexander initiated the residencollege,- Hendricks
residential
similar
after
tial college model
arrangement Yale. Harvard and said about the students who will
Oxford had for their students. make the new walls their own.
The new facility was
The system has proven successful with the university's recruit- designed by Louisville-based
Luckett and Farley with engiment and retention efforts.
"I get the pleasure of the rib- neering work by local GeoTech
bon cutting, but the heavy lift- Engineering. Benton's Pinnacle
ing was carried by others," Inc. constructed the building.
Dunn thanked those compaDunn said of Alexander and his
son, Dr. King Alexander, who nies, legislators who lobbied for
succeeded his father as presi- the state approval for Murray
dent, for developing the system State to issue bonds that will be
and initiating the building proj- paid back with student fees and
the community for its support of
ect.
And now the system can the university.
And he praised the efforts of
thrive in the first building creatdirectly involved with
those
ning
ed with the living-and-lear
community concept in mind. construction because Clark
Each residential college has its College was finished on time
own governing council, intra- and within budget after dirt was
mural sports and other pro- first moved last spring. Bonds
for the project were issued for
grams.
"There are a lot of things $16.5 million with construction
going on that didn't go on projected at $10.4 million and
before,- Horwood said. "... The another at least $2.5 million to
students have ownership in finish out the new facility. Tbe
those activities. They take pride additional costs were consulting, site work and debt service.
in their hall."
"You can't do anything like
One of those students
impressed with her new home this — a project of this magniwas Stephanie Sharp, a junior tude — without the help of
many people," Dunn said.
from Benton.
College Council
Clark
"It's a pretty good surpnse. I
wasn't here when the furniture President Kathe Payne-Boget
was picked out, so I wasn't sure also thanked those who made
what to expect,- Sharp said the first true residential college
Tuesday while touring a four- possible for students, like herbedroom suite with friends. self, who want to get involved.
-The students are so excited
"I'm excited."
Board of Regents chairman and so grateful for this building
Alan Stout said the new facility and all the opportunities it
will help the university continue opens," she said.
In fact, Richmond College is
enhancing the residential college system rather than trying to next up for a new building.
"fit a square peg into a round Dunn said bonds were just sold
for Richmond while university
hole."Your board is committed to officials are lobbying for
the residential college concept. approval to proceed with a new
We not only believe it increases Franklin College. Richmond
enrollment, which is important will be located near Hester
for a public institution like ours, College.
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"h's a very iiiipo'itant piece
of property to us. It squares up
the property we are trying to
develop,- Manning said. "We
have every intention of closing
on it 'The property owners have
been very helpful to us We are
hoping to get additional federal
and state funding"
The site selection was the
result of intense study, including
environmental, archaeological
and wetlands reviews, according
to Manning
"We have had tremendous
input and assistance from
Tennessee Valley Authority, the
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Kentucky
for
Cabinet
Economic
Development,
the
Purchase
a
e
r
A
Development
and
District
especially our
legislators and
Marining
local units of
government,Manning said. "Because of this
collaboration effort we feel confident that we have made a wise
investment for the future of this
community"
Of the $14.25 million worth
of projects included in the federal Transportation. Housing and
and
Development
Urban
Agencies
Related
Appropriations bill is a proposed $2 million for the
Murray-Calloway County EDC
to put toward new land. Sen.
Mitch McConnell is pushing for
the funding for the local group,
according to information his
office released last month

STATE/REGIONAL

Murray Ledger & Hines
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Attorney General requests
execution date for Base
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — An execution date has been requested for a Kentucky Death Row inmate convicted of killing a sheriff
and deputy in 1992.
Attorney General Greg Stumbo asked Gov. Ernie Fletcher to
schedule an execution for Ralph Stevens Raze on Sept. 18. Baze
was condemned to death.for the shooting deaths of Powell County
Sheriff Steve Bennett and Deputy Arthur Briscoe.
The U.S. Supreme Court rejected Bares final appeal in July,
clearing the way for Stumbo to make the request.
David Fleenor, general counsel to Fletcher, said the Department
of Public Advocacy, which represents Baze, will be asked to comment on the proposed execution. After that, Fletcher will make his
decision about whether to sign the death warrant, Fleenor said.
-Typically, we would move fairly quickly," Fleenor said.
Baze's attorney, David Barron, declined comment Tuesday.
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Teen charged in boy's murder
MAYFIELD, Ky.(AP) — A 15-year-old
western Kentucky boy was charged Tuesday
with murder in the shooting death of his I I year-old neighbor.
Dustin Doughty, who started the sixth
grade last week at Farmington Elementary
School in Graves County, was fatally shot at
about 6:30 p.m. CDT Monday at his home,
Chief Deputy Sheriff Dwayne Redmon said.
The boy died almost immediately of a

single 12-gauge shotgun blast to the head,
Graves County Coroner Phillip McClain
said.
He probably was shot from a distance of
about 3 feet, McClain said.
Dustin was dead when deputies arrived at
his family's trailer home, Redmon said. No
parents were home, he said.
Deputies would not say whom the gun
belonged to, whether the 15-year-old was

inside when they arrived or who called 911.'
the newspaper reported. They also declined •
to discuss a motive or descnbe the relationship between the boys.
The 15-year-old was taken to the
McCracken County Juvenile Detention
Center.
Juvenile proceedings are closed in .
Kentucky.
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Emergency responders, Corps hold
paper exercise on dam collapse
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SOMERSET,Ky.(AP)— Local and state emergency responders
from communities downstream from the leaking Wolf Creek Darn
sat down Tuesday to react to various scenarios they would face if it
collapsed.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineets-is in the process of repairing
the massive dam in southeastern Kentucky that holds back Lake
Cumberland, the largest reservoir east of the Mississippi River.
Its failure, while considered unlikely, could flood towns and
cities down the Cumberland River in Kentucky and Tennessee,
including parts of downtown Nashville.
Almost 100 police, fire and other emergency management officials from three of the most vulnerable Kentucky counties met
Tuesday in Somerset, where Corps officials gave them emergency
scenarios on paper — such as evacuating homes — and had them
write down how they would respond.
Corps officials referred to it as a "functional exercise" and said
it was the highest-level exercise short of actually moving people
and equipment on the ground.
Emergency officials with the three counties — Clinton,
Cumberland and Russell — met for a similar exercise in May 2006
and were "overwhelmed" by the possibility of responding to a darn
break, said Don Franklin, a manager with the Kentucky Division of
Emergency Management.
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Ethics panel to determine propriety
of fundraiser dinner
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)— A panel will decide in about 10 days
whether Senate President David Williams violated ethics rules with
a planned fundraising dinner.
Williams invited about 40 lobbyists and others to the fundraiser,
which had been scheduled for July but was indefinitely postponed.
They were asked to sign a "commitment form" pledging to raise
and contribute as much as $50,000 for two funds that help
Republican candidates for the state Senate.
Richard Beliles, chairman of Common Cause of Kentucky, filed
a complaint in June with the Legislative Ethics Commission, claiming Williams violated the legislative ethics code by asking lobbyists
to help raise money for the funds.
Williams, R-Burkesville, appeared before the commission on
Tuesday to answer questions about the proposed fundraiser. He said
afterward that he did nothing illegal or unethical.
The commission met behind closed doors on Tuesday questioning several witnesses. Chairman George Troutman said the commission will meet again in about 10 days to approve an order that
will either dismiss the complaint or call for a "full-blown hearing"
to determine whether ethics rules were violated.

E. Kentucky mother pleads not
guilty to abandoning baby
CATLETTSBURG, Ky.(AP) — An eastern Kentucky mother
accused of abandoning her newborn baby on the steps of a church
has pleaded not guilty to felony charges.
Angela Dawn Brooks. 29, appeared in court Monday to answer
to charges of abandonment of a minor and wanton endangerment.
She was arrested Friday, three days after the infant was found on
the steps of the Catlettsburg First Church of the Nazarene, authorities said.
The boy, who was 1 or 2 days old at the time, was taken to a local
hospital and appeared to be doing well, according to Catlettsburg
Police Chief Mark Plummer.
Police suspect Brooks was the woman who called 911 from a
pay phone at a local grocery store and directed authorities to the
baby.
Temperatures last Tuesday were well into the 90s, and police
have said its doubtful the child would have survived had authorities
not been alerted soon after the infant was dropped off.
A state law that took effect in 2002 generally allows parents or
people acting on their behalf to anonymously drop off newborns
they cannot care for at selected "safe" locations, including hospitals
or with EMS personnel, police officers or firefighters. without fear
of criminal prosecution.
The goal of the law was to eliminate incidents of newborns being
left in trash cans, public restrooms Of other unsafe locations.

Judge grants jailed lawyers
new hearing
U)tISVILLL, Ky.( AP)— Three lawyers jailed while awaiting
trial on charges of bilking clients of millions of dollars in a diet drug
settlement will get a chance to argue for their freedom while awaiting trial.
A federal judge has scheduled a hearing for Aug. 21 for William
Gallion, Shirley Cunningham Jr.. and Melbourne Mills. Gallion and
Cunningham are minority owners in Preakness winner Curtin.;
In a two-page order issued Tuesday. U.S. District Judge William
Bertelsman also required the federal probation office to calculate
the maximum and minimum sentences the men could face and prepare a comprehensive financial statement of all three lawyers.
Bertelsman did not say what prompted the hearing, only that
there is now Information not known when he sent them to jail. All
three men appealed their jailing
Lawyers for the attorneys did not immediately return a call for
comment
Angela Ford, a Lexington lawyer who represents more than 4(X)
former clients in a civil case against the three men, said the financial statement would be the first time Gallion, Cunningham and
Mills would account for what happened to the funds they received
from the settlement.

AP
TOBACCO HARVEST: Shawn Earlywine cuts burley tobacco in a field during a harvest
Tuesday on a farm near May's Lick, Ky.

III Health board ...
From Front
it will pay the remaining
$600,000 of the approximate
$1.6 million project required to
guarantee reception of the
CDBG grant. The board has the
cash in a reserve fund, but does
not want to spend all it on the
project. Banks and financial
institutions will be contacted for
the best rates on a loan.
"1 think we need to keep at
least $200,000 of that because
we still need to maintain this
building and you never know
what can happen," Elkins said.
"We need to keep some money
in that fund."
Project architect J. Patrick
Kerr told the board that there is
currently a "good bidding climate" for those wanting to solicit construction work because of

Corrections
An entry in Tuesday's
Police Log said Michael L.
Wright, 21, of Hardin was
arrested for theft, but information from the Marshall County
Sheriff's Department should
have said he was cited for cashing a check that he knew to be
canceled for more than $300.
Maxie Perry's name was
incorrect in a cutline in the
Scene in the Community
Saturday.
The Murray Ledger & Time*
strives to,ensure accurate and
fair repotting: however mistakes occasionally occur. It is
the Ledger's policy to correct
errors. To report a news mistake or error, please call 7531916.
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the lower volume of work avail- leged to work with in Murray.
able and there is a good possibilThe board is expected to
ity the board could get some appoint someone to replace
bids that would put the cost of Cavitt soon.
construction at below projected
In other action, the board:
figures.
— approved an audit of the
Meanwhile the board chose Calloway County Public Health
to freeze the district's health tax Taxing District books for the
for the 2007-08 fiscal year. The 2005-06 fiscal year. The audit,
current rate is 2.8 cents per SIO0 performed by Martin, Colson,
of assessed value on all real Hale & Henderson of Murray.
property, 2.8 cents on all person- reported total net assets of
al property and 3.1 cents on $664,455 from cash assets of
motor vehicles.
$487,455 and $177,000 in a cerDuring the 2(X)6-07 fiscal tificate of deposit. The district's
year that ended June 30 the accounts were transferred from
board reported the collection of BB&T to Heritage Bank during
$457,497 in taxes for all cate- the past year.
gories. A slight increase in col— approved
a
motion
lections could be expected for authorizing Elkins and Cavitt to
the coming year from higher solicit bids for performance of
property tax evaluations.
the district's 2006-07 audit endIn other business. Linda ing June 30.
Cavitt R.N., site manager at the
— heard a report from Cavitt
center, announced she would be that center officials will soon
leaving for the PDHD's regional begin planning flu clinics to take
office in Mayfield where she has place as supplies of flu vaccine
been promoted to the position of is made available in the next few
director of nursing. She will weeks.
replace former director Sharon
— heard a report from
Godec who has retired.
PDHD Director Charlie Ross
Cavitt told the board she that the district is seeking funds
would still be around to assist to provide more oral health prowith the building project if grams in Calloway and other
needed and would miss her job district counties in the future.
and the people she was privi-
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CLARKSVILLE,
Tent:',
.:
(AP) — A suspicious package'
that caused emergency officials
to quarantine a police station for.several hours contained only a.
dog vaccine, investigators said
Tuesday.
The area around Clarksville
Police headquarters was cordoned off Monday night after
the suspicious parcel containing
a syringe was taken to headquarters at about 6:45 p.m.
A
Clarksville
resident.
brought in the package, which
had been mailed to him from
Puerto Rico, said Deputy Chief
John Stanley of the Clarksville
Fire Department.
Authorities shut down the
station amid concerns about the
potential for biological contamination, and about a dozen
workers at the department were
not allowed to leave for nearly
five hours.
On the same day, a second
package containing a similar
syringe but mailed to a different
person was taken to the fire
department at the nearby Fort
Campbell, Ky., Army base,
Stanley said.
'This turned out to be a very
innocent situation. We were
able to confirm that it was fowl
pox vaccination that had been
sent to treat mange in a dog."
Stanley said.
A U.S. Army hazardous
materials team from nearby Fort
Campbell and FBI agents
helped with the investigation.
There were no reports of any
illness, said Steve Jones, director of Montgomery County
Emergency Management.
Stanley said the two who had
received the packages were
affiliated with the military base,
but they were not identified.
The liquid in the syringe was
determined through identification numbers checked with the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, Stanley said. He
said he didn't think anyone was
going to be charged in the incident.
"I think it was an innocent
action by these individuals. It
was very time consuming, but it
turned out to be a good training
exercise." Stanley said.
Those working in the police
station when it was quarantined
were allowed to return home
about midnight after it was
determined they had not been
exposed to any biological agent.
A one-block area around the
police building was opened to
traffic early Tuesday.
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Air Duct System Cleaning
In today's air-tight homes, Indoor Air Quality is a growing concern. Most household dust contains dust mites, mold, mildew, pollen, and animal dander. Many of
these contaminant's are circulated through the central air systems in most homes
and can aggravate the symptoms of asthma and allergies.

Air duct cleaning can rid your ducts of:
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Randy Thornton Co., Inc.
Serving The People of Western Kentucky For Over 70 Years
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"It's a very important piece
of property to us. It squares up
the property we are trying to
develop," Manning said. "We
have every intention of closing
on at. The property owners have
been very helpful to us We are
hoping to get additional federal
and state funding"
The site selection was the
result of intense study. including
environmental. archaeological
and wetlands reviews, according
to Manning
"We have had tremendous
input and assistance from
Tennessee Valley Authority, the
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Kentucky
for
Cabinet
Economic
Development,
the
Purchase
Area
Development
and
District
especially our
legislators and
Manning
local units of
government,"
Manning said. "Because ot this
collaboration effort we feel confident that we have made a wise
investment for the future of this
community."
Of the $14.25 million worth
of projects included in the federal Transportation. Housing and
and
Development
'Man
Agencies
Related
Appropriations bill is a proposed $2 million for the
Murray-Calloway County EDC
to put toward new Land Sen
Mitch McConnell is pushing for
the funding for the local group,
according to information his
office released last month
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— An execution date has been request-

Teen charged in boy's murder

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)
f
ed for a Kentucky Death Row inmate convicted of killing a shenf
y
in
and deput
1992.
Fletcher to
Attorney General Greg Stumbo asked Gov. Ernie
18. Baze
schedule an execution for Ralph Stevens But on Sept.
County
l
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deaths
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shooti
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for
was condemned to death.
e.
Brisco
r
Sheriff Steve Bennett and Deputy Arthu
in July,
The U.S. Supreme Court rejected Bazz's final appeal
t.
reques
the
make
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o
clearing the way for Stumb
Department
David Fleenor, general counsel to Fletcher, said the
to comof Public Advocacy, which represents Baze, will be asked
his
make
will
er
Fletch
that,
After
ion.
ment on the proposed execut
Fleenor said.
decision about whether to sign the death warrant,
or said.
-Typically, we would move fairly quickly," Fleen
Tuesday.
ent
comm
ed
declin
n,
Baze's attorney, David Barro

MAYFIELD, Ky.(AP) — A I5-year-old
western Kentucky boy was charged Tuesday
with murder in the shooting death of his II year-old neighbor.
Dustin Doughty, who started the sixth
grade last week at Farmington Elementary
School in Graves County, was fatally shot at
about 6:30 p.m. CDT Monday at his home,
Chief Deputy Sheriff Dwayne Redmon said.
The boy died almost immediately of a

single I2-gauge shotgun blast to the head,
Graves County Coroner Phillip McClain
said.
He probably was shot from a distance of
about 3 feet, McClain said.
Dustin was dead when deputies arrived at
his family's trailer home, Redmon said. No
parents were home, he said.
Deputies would not say whom the gun
belonged to, whether the I5-year-old was

inside when they arrived or who called 911,-1
ed
the newspaper reported. They also declin
to discuss a motive or describe the relation•
ship between the boys.
The I5-year-old was taken to the •
!
McCracken County Juvenile Detention
•
Center.
Juvenile proceedings are closed in }
6
Kentucky.
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Ethics panel to determine propriety
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CLARKSVILLE,
(AP) — A suspicious package
that caused emergency officials
to quarantine a police station for.:
several hours contained only a.
dog vaccine, investigators said
Tuesday.
The area around Clarksville
Police headquarters was cordoned off Monday night after
the suspicious parcel containing
a syringe was taken to headquarters at about 6:45 p.m.
resident
Clarksville
A
brought in the package, which
had been mailed to him from
Puerto Rico, said Deputy Chief
John Stanley of the Clarksville
Fire Department.
Authorities shut down the
station amid concerns about the
potential for biological contamination, and about a dozen
workers at the department were
not allowed to leave for nearly
five hours.
On the same day, a second
package containing a similar
syringe but mailed to a different
person was taken to the fire
department at the nearby Fort
Campbell, Ky., Army base,
Stanley said.
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not want to spend all it on the current rate is 2.8 cents per $100 performed by Martin, Colson, affiliated with the military base,
project. Banks and financial of assessed value on all real Hale & Henderson of Murray, but they were not identified.
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McCain calls
Iowa straw poll
'meaningless'

FORUM

www.murrayledger.com

- 2008 ELECTION
By Jim Davenport
Republican presidential cancliCOLUMBIA. S.C. (API
:date John McCain earlier this week shrugged off his 10thplace finish in the Iowa straw poll this past weekend, calling such contests meaningless
The Anions senator. starting a two-day swing through
early voting South Carolina, skipped the Iowa straw poll
along with Rudy Giuliani and all-but-declared candidate Fred
Thompson
• Mitt Romney easily won the Republican-run contest, with
Mike Iluckahee a distant second and Kansas Sen. Sam
Brownback third.
McCain. who garnered 1411 votes, said he was stupnsed
to get that many.
**I thought it would be zero," McCain said after talking
to about ;50 members of the Columbia Rotary Club "I
think straw polls are meaningless and that's all. I understand
that its a great way for the party to get money. I haven't
engaged in any straw polls either here in South Carolina or
Iowa or New Hampshire or anywhere else."
McCain, who was in New Hampshire over the weekend.
said missing the straw poll does not affect his strategy to
win primaries in all three early GOP primary states, including low
The rotary club's president. Jack Van Loan. spent time in
Vietnamese POW camp with McCain. Van Loan told the
crowd he saw North Vietnamese officers go to McCain's
sell and heard him yell that he wasn't going home even
though he was badly injured.
"lie's telling them. 'Hell. no, I wont go home early.'
And I prayed that night to God that if the situation was
reversed that I would hase the same degree of courage,"
Van Loan said "t tur speaker today has courage in spades."
McCain talked about curbing spending for special highway protects and said he lasors giving governors discretion
user spending federal gas use% on projects.
"Eliminate the waste and pork -barrel spending and let's
gise it back to priorities that the states have. I would trust
the governor in the state of South Carolina to decide where
the gas tax money goes a lot more than some congressman
from Alaska." McCain said.
Late, Monday, McCain appeared at a synagogue in
Charleston where he campaigned during the 2(810 GOP
South Carolina primary, which he lost to President Bush
McCain warned much has changed since then and the
nation is now engaged in "a long twilight struggle against
terrorism."
McCain said setting a date to withdraw from Iraq
amounts to surrender and will plunge Iraq into chaos with
effects throughout the Middle East
"I don't believe Israel has ever been in more danger than
they are danthey are today These are dangerous times
gerous times." he warned •'The Democrats want to set a
date tot withdrawal. and I think that will endanger the survival 01 the state of Israel
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Reading, writing, caringfor books
In last week's column I wrote about
a bookshelf built by Dr. Ray Moore
that we recently moved into our family
room to accommodate -- for a time at
least --- our ever-growing collection of
books Perhaps no one knew more
about books and the housing of them
than William Ewart Gladstone (18091)498). the author of a book — well, it
is really a tract, only 29 pages long —
titled "On Books and the Housing of
Them."
The writer. Anne Fadiman, found a
cops of Gladstone's book in a secondhand bookshop, and at first it didn't
dawn on her that the author was that
Gladstone, but, as 1-adiman put it, "It
was that Gladstone four times British
Prime Minister, grand old man of the
Liberal Party, scholar, financier, theologian. orator, humanitarian, and thorn in
the side of Benjamin I)israeli. who,
when asked to define the difference
between a misfortune and a calamity.
replied. 'If Mr Gladstone were to fall
into the Thames. it would be a misfortune But if someone dragged him out
again. it would be a calamity.—
Fadiman knew that Gladstone's little
hook is a jewel with many facets and
"if you wish to understand the character of both W. E Gladstone and Victonan England, everything you need to
know is contained within the small
compass of 'On Book% and the Housing
of Them.— Gladstone deals with the
old problem of "too many books, too
little space." a problem certainly in the
Bolin household.
Gladstone argued that this problem
might he wised by some sort of
sophisticated shelving system, a system
that might "present the population of
Great Bntain from being extruded some
centunes hence into the surrounding
waters by the exorbitant dimensions of
their own libraries"

"On Books and the
Housing of Them" is
almost impossible to
find, unless one could
fortuitously happen
upon a copy in a
used bookstore. I did,
however, find a digitized copy on the
internet, but the pnnted out copy of loose
Hotne and pages is just not the
Away
same as the real
By James
thing, some dusty,
Duane Bolin frayed, bound copy,
Ledger & Times published in New
Columnist
York by Dodd. Mead
& Company in 1890.
I noticed that in a "Note" at the beginning of the book, the publisher wrote
that "it is well to remember concerning
"Books and the Housing of Them" that
the books themselves should be worthy
the care the owner bestows on them.Surely, a more careful selection of
books would cut down on any housing
cnsis.
But after the books have been meticulously selected, and after thousands of
books have been deemed so mentonous
that one just has to own them, what
then? Gladstone suggested an elaborate
shelving system around the walls of a
room. Shelves would be built along the
walls, but every few feet. shelves
would also be built projecting at nght
angles into the room.
I wish I could draw you a diagram,
but I will Just have to let Gladstone
descnbe it for you. He calculated that
a library room twenty by forty feet,
with projecting bookcases three feet
long, twelve inches deep, and nine feet
high. "so that the upper shelf can be
reached by the aid of a wooden stool
of two steps not more than twenty
inches high." would accommodate

between eighteen thousand and twenty
thousand volumes.
In addition to his idea of shelves
projecting into a room, Gladstone also
designed a system of rolling shelves, a
system that is used today in the Radcliffe Camera room of Oxford's
Bodleian Library and at -The New
York Times Book Review." I suppose
Gladstone's system is the basis of the
plan used as well in the basement
stacks at Murray State's Waterfield
Library.
Fadiman has seen a photograph of
Gladstone sitting in his own library at
Hawardcn Castle, a room that he called
the Temple of Peace. As Fadiman
describes it -He sits in a wooden armchair, surrounded by leatherbound volumes on shelves that are, of course,
constructed according to the principles
set forth in 'On Books and the Housing of Them.— Gladstone spent many a
happy hour in his Temple of Peace,
reading books of course, but also caring for them. "The book must of
necessity be put into a bookcase," he
wrote. "And the bookcase must be
housed. And the house must be kept.
And the library must be dusted, must
be arranged, must be catalogued. What
a vista of toil, yet not unhappy toil."
When I retire from Murray State's
history department. I will be faced with
the task of moving all of those History
books from my sixth floor Faculty Hall
office to our home. Perhaps I will
build shelves, or rather have them built,
and fashion a room according to Gladstone's plan. And perhaps with Evelyn
I can while away the days of my
retirement in just such a room, reading.
wnting. and caring for books.
Duane Bolen teaches in Murray
State's hestory department. He may be
reached at duane.bolen@neurraystate.edu

Combat vets by to sway debate
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Despite their opposing views
on the war. soldiers Pete
Ilegseth and Jon Solt/ have
much in conunon. not the
least of which is time spent
in Iraq
Both profess their love of
the Army They are young,
athletic and clean-shaven, and
they speak eloquently about
honor and a sense of duty, as
though plucked from central
casting to play the role of the
osmotic soldier Above all.
the draw heavily on their
experiences in combat to justify their views on Iraq. hoping their message will resonate with voters because
they -- unlike most of Amer
Ica — have witnessed combat
• They also represent dueling
activist grnups that are fast
becoming a powerful lobbying
force on Capitol Hill And to
politicians trying to make
their case in anticipation of a
critical assessment on the war
this September, such groups
have become valuable public
relations tools in the deeply
partisan. pull-no-punches Iraq
dehate
The Democrats, unfortunately. are trying to undermine the efforts of our troops

WASHINGTON TODAY
By Anne Flaherty
and restrict the ability of our
generals to carry out their
mission." Senate Republican
leader Mitch McConnell. RKy, said at a July news conference with Hepeth and
other members of the group
Vets for Freedom. which supports a continued U S presence in Iraq
Later that week, Hegseth
- a National Guard soldier
who worked as a civil affairs
officer in Saniarra Ian year
- stood behind President
Bush in a news conference
chastising Democrats for not
passing a spending bill for
the troops
nivr pillnobc Amencans
who are behind us deserve an
opportanuty to he hearti.McConnell said.
Dtiousists agree they
should rely on the counsel of
troops. They iust opt to listen
to Soltz, a captain in the
Army Reserves who deployed
logistics convoys in Iraq with
the 1st Armored Division in
2003 His group, ‘titeVets.org.
says Bush should bring troops
home

Politicians play on the
expectation among voters that
because the military is supposed to be apolitical and
service members experience
combat fint-hand, troops will
offer an unvarnished aKleSSmem of the war
'Their status as combat
seterans gives than an
authenticity that politicians
don't have," said Darrell
West political science professsow at Brown University.
-Voters will always see than
as combat veterans first, not
advocates."
Still, advocates they are,
with extensive political ties
and budgets for televised
political ads.
Both Vets for Freedom and
VoteVets.org see tax-exempt
nonprofits, but they are not
chanties. Such groups deliber
piety do not accept taxdeductible donations — making it tougher to raise money
but giving them free reign to
lobby- on Ciquiol Hill.
Soltz' VoteVets.org also
operates a separate political
action committee and has off-1

dally endorsed six candidates
for the 2008 elections. The
group has spent about
S850,000 this year on political
ads, including local spots during the Super Bowl aimed
mostly at pressuring Republican senators into breaking
with Bush on the war.
Its board of advisers
includes retired Gen. Wesley
Clark, a Vietnam veteran who
sought the 2004 Democratic
presidential nomination, and
former Democratic Sen. Bob
Kerrey, also a veteran of the
Vietnam War. It's affiliated
with the Americans Against
Escalation in Iraq. a coalition
of anti-war groups that
includes the partisan
Move0n.org. which hacked
Democratic challengers in the
last election.
Soltz suggests his group's
ties to the Democratic Party
reflect a bigger movement
under way within the military
"I think you're seeing a
paradigm shift in the military.
from those who served being
fairly passive Republicans to
bang more active and
opposed to what the current
leadership is doing." Sciltz.
said
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obituaries
Dustin Thomas Doughty
Dustin Thomas Doughty, 11, Mayfield, died Monday, Aug. 13.
2007, at 6:38 p.m. at his home.
He was a sixth-grade student at Farmington Elementary School.
His grandfather, James Doughty, preceded him ui death.
Survivors include his mother, Shannon Mingarelli, Mayfield; his
father, Eric Doughty, Union City, Tenn.; one sister, Dana Doughty,
Wingo; one brother, Matthew Doughty, Mayfield; grandparents,
Mrs. Marie Whittemore, Murray, Mrs. Pauline Doughty, Wingo, and
Henry and Nellie Mingarelli, Murfreesboro, Tenn.
The funeral will be Friday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Brown
Funeral Home, Mayfield. Rev. Gerald Barnes will officiate. Burial
will follow in the Pilot Oak Baptist Church Cemetery. Visitation will
be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Thursday.

Daniel I. Cope

,
Daniel J. Cope, 55, Hardin, died Sunday, Aug. 12, 2007, at 2:55
pin. at Marshall County Hospital.
Preceding him in death were his parents, Walter B. Cope and
Dorothy Helen Chrysler Cope, and one brother, Dennis Charles
Bergh.
Survivors include one son. Jeffrey Cope, Allen Park, Mich.
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of FilbeckCann & King Funeral Horne, Benton. Burial will follow in the
Union Hill Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after II a.m. Thursdays

Manuel Mattes Covamibias
Manuel Monies Covarrubias, 33, Santiago lxcuintla, Nayarit,
Mexico, currently of Lowe Farms, Murray, died Sunday, Aug. 12,
2007. His death was from injuries sustained in a farming accident on
Almo-Shiloh Road, Murray.
He was employed by Lowe Farms of Murray.
Survivors include his wife and two children of Santiago
lxcuintla, Nayarit, Mexico.
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 6 to 8
p.m. tonight (Wednesday).
Burial will follow at a later date in Santiago Ixcuintla, Nayarit,
exico.
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Mrs. Naomi Long-Flynn. 71, formerly of Princeton but lived in
Almo, Ky., and Point May, Newfoundland, Canada, died Monday.
July 9, 2007, in New Foundland. Her death was attributed to a heart
attack.
A former member of the United States Marine
Corps, she was a real estate agent representative for
plumbers association in Las Vegas, Nev. A homemaker, she was a member of Ogden Memorial
United Methodist Church and her hobby was garden.
mg.
Born May II, 1936, in Herford. Texas, she was the daughter of
the late Victor Andrew Maim and Lola Pearl Bartley Maim. One sister, Thelma Maim Curb, and two brothers, Harold David Maim and
Thomas Maim, also preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, Edward Flynn, Almo; and three
sisters, Mrs. Lucy Paul, Oneida, N.Y., Mrs. Alyeene Hensley,
Moreland, Okla., and Mrs. Nan West, Moriarty, N.M.
A memorial service will be Thursday at 1 p.m. at Cedar Hill
Cemetery with Mitch Larnpkins officiating. The procession will
leave Morgan's Funeral Home, Princeton, at 12:45 p.m. Thursday.
. Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Heart
Association, Kentucky Region, 240 Whittington Parkway,
Louisville, Ky., 40222. Online condolences may be sent to condolencesa morgansfuneralhome.com.

Rescuers search for victims of bombings
in northern Iraq; death toll now at 200
BAGHDAD
(All
Rescuers dug through the
muddy wreckage of collapsed
clay houses in northwest Iraq
this morning, uncovering victims of four suicide bombings
that Iraqi officials said killed at
least 200 people in one of the
worst attacks of the war.
The victims were members of
a small Kurdish sect - the
Yazidis - sometimes attacked
-by Muslim extremists who consider them infidels.
Four suicide truck bombers
struck nearly simultaneously on
Thesday, killing more people
than any other concerted attack
since Nov. 23, when 215 people
were killed by mortar fire and
five car bombs in Baghdad's
Shiite Muslim enclave of Sadr
City.
It was most vicious attack yet
against the Yazidis, an ancient
religious community in the
region. Some 300 people were
wounded in the blasts, said
Dakhil Qassim, the mayor of the
nearby town of Sinjar.
Qassim said the four trucks
approached the town of
Qahataniya, 75 miles west of
Mosul, Iraq's third-largest city,
from dirt roads and all exploded
within minutes of each other. He
said the casualty tolls were
expected to rise.
"We are still digging with our
hands and shovels because we
can't use cranes because many
of the houses were built of clay,"
Qassim said. "We are expecting
to reach the final death toll
tomorrow or day after tomorrow
as we are getting only pieces of
bodies."
The bombings came as
extremists staged other bold
attacks on Tuesday: leveling a
key bridge outside Baghdad and
abducting five officials from an
Oil Ministry compound in the
capital in a raid using gunmen
dressed as security officers.
Nine U.S. soldiers also were
reported killed, including five in
a helicopter crash.
The carnage dealt a serious

AP
U.S. Army troops look on as smoke from a military controlled detonation rises over the
Amanyah neighborhood of west Baghdad, Iraq this morning.
blow to U.S. efforts to pacify the
country with just weeks to go
before the top U.S. commander
Gen. David Petraeus and U.S.
Ambassador Ryan Crocker are
to deliver a pivotal report to the
U.S. Congress amid a fierce
debate over whether to begin
withdrawing American troops
from Iraq.
U.S. officials believe extremists are attempting to regroup
across northern Iraq after being
driven from strongholds in and
around Baghdad, and commanders have warned they expected
Sunni insurgents to step up
attacks in a bid to upstage the
report.
The Yazidis comprise a primarily Kurdish religious sect
with ancient roots, that worships
an angel figure considered to be
the devil by some Muslims and
Christians. Yazidis, who don't
believe in hell or evil, deny that.
The Islamic State in Iraq, an
al-Qaida front group, distributed
leaflets a week ago warning res___

idents near the scene of
Tuesday's bombings that an
attack was imminent because
Yazidis are "anti-Islamic."
The sect has been under fire
since some members stoned a
Yazidi teenager to death in
April. She had converted to
Islam and fled her family with a
Muslim boyfriend, and police
said 18-year-old Duaa Khalil
Aswad was killed by relatives
who disapproved of the match.
A grainy video showing gruesome scenes of the woman's
killing was later posted on Iraqi
Web sites. Its authenticity could
not be independently verified,
but recent attacks on Yazidis
have been blamed on al-Qaidalinked Sunni insurgents seeking
revenge.
A curfew was in place
Wednesday across towns west of
Mosul, and U.S. and Iraqi forces
were conducting house-to-house
searches in response to the
bombings, according to Iraqi
police and Army officers who

spoke on condition of anonymity out of security concerns.
Twenty suspects were arrested,
they said.
Meanwhile, the U.S. military
heralded success in Day Two of
a nationwide offensive against
Sunni insurgents with links to
al-Qaida and Shiite militiamen.
Ten thousand U.S. troops and
6,000 Iraqi soldiers were
involved in air and ground
assaults across Diyala and
Salahuddin provinces, both
north of Baghdad.
More than 300 artillery
rounds, rockets and bombs were
dropped in the Diyala River valley late Monday and early
Tuesday, the U.S. military said
in a statement. Three suspected
al-Qaida gunmen were killed
and eight were taken prisoner.
the military said. American
troops also discovered several
roadside bombs rigged to
explode, as well as a boobytrapped house, it said.

U.S. launches offensive in Tora Bora area of Afghanistan

Andrew Beach
Andrew Beach. 83. Troy, Mich., died Monday, Aug. 13, 2007, at
.a hospital there.
Born March 31, 1924, in Calloway County, Ky., he was the son
of the late Felix Beach and Name Beach. Also preceding him in
death were one brother, Robert(Bob) Beach, and one sister, Velma
Copeland.
A veteran of World War II, he resided in Graves
County, Ky., for several years after retiring from
Holley Carburetor in Michigan.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Martha Beach, to
whom he had been married for 64 years; one daughter. Mrs. Patricia
Holmes and husband. Michael, and two sons, Ken Beach and wife,
Cheryl, and Ron Beach and wife, Patty; six grandsons and eight
great-grandchildren, all of Michigan; seven sisters, Wilma
County. and Lala Green, Kay Beach. Fronia Lawrence,
Mason,Grve
Linda Morris and husband, Hafford, Sue White, and Faye Manning
and husband. Bobby, all of Calloway County; two brothers, Edwin
Beach and Freddie Beach and wife. Kathy, all of Calloway County.
The funeral will be Friday at 10 a.m. in the Sterling Heights
Chapel of E.J. Mandziuk & Son Funeral Directors, Inc. Entombment
will be in The Acacia Park Cemetery there.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 2 to 9 p.m. Thursday.
A Masonic service will be conducted during visitation.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Alzheimer's
Association.

Heat wave death toll nses with
two more dying in Memphis
where temps again pass 100
NASHVILLE. Tenn.(AP)A heat wave continued to bake
parts of the South on Tuesday.
raising the number of heatlinked deaths in Tennessee to at
least five and buckling roads in
Mississippi.
The temperature in Memphis
hit at least 100 degrees again
Tuesday. the fifth consecutive
day of triple-digit highs. as hot
air blanketed the south-central
portion of the nation. Monday's
top reading in the city was 105.
"This is unusual. Last summer we had two (heat-related
deaths) all summer. This is five
deaths over a six-day period,Medical
County
Shelby
Examiner Karen E. Chancellor
said.
The heat-related deaths have
involved people in homes with
no air conditioning or those who
had been active outdoors. The
latest two were a 75-year-old
man found in a home with no air
conditioning and a 77-year-old
woman found in her backyard,
where she apparently had been
gardening. Chancellor said.
Both were found Monday
Weather
National
The
Service predicts Memphis temperatures will rise beyond the
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100-degree
mark
through
Friday.
Temperatures were in the 90s
at midday Tuesday from the
western Plains to the East Coast,
with scattered readings of 100.
On Monday, thermometers registered above 100 in parts of
Alabama. Afkansas, Texas,
Nebraska, Mississippi and
Kansas, the Weather Service
said.
Excessive heat warnings
were issued for southwestern
Tennessee, northern Mississippi,
parts of western Arkansas and
most of Missouri, where temperatures topped 100 degrees
Much of the rest of the South
was under a heat advisory.
The blistering conditions
buckled busy highways in
Jackson and Vardaman. Miss..
snarling traffic, officials said.
ICS Head Start closed 19 preschool facilities in parts of
Mississippi until next Monday.
citing the heat, said Arvern
Moore, the program's executive
director.
On Alabama's Gulf Coast,
where temperatures have mostly
stayed in the upper 90s. the heat
is causing
problems for
Hurricane Katrina survivors.

BAGRAMI,
Afghanistan
(AP)- Hundreds of U.S.-led
troops have launched an offensive against al-Qaida and
Taliban militants in an area of
eastern Afghanistan where
Osama bin Laden once hid, officials said Wednesday.
A bomb attack near the capital, meanwhile, killed three
German police officers assigned
to protect their country's
embassy.
Ground troops and airstrikes
are targeting "hundreds of foreign fighters" dug into positions
in the Tora Bora region of eastern Nangarhar province, coalition
spokeswoman
Capt.
Vanessa Bowman. She did not
say when the operation began or
how long it was expected to last.
The remote mountainous
area bordering Pakistan was
heavily bombarded in late 2001
by the U.S. troops hunting
Osama bin Laden and his associates following the Sept. 11
attacks on Washington and New
York. Bin Laden is believed to
have escaped that assault.
There were no immediate
reports of casualties among militants or U.S. and Afghan troops

in the new operation.
The German police officers'
two-vehicle convoy was traveling on an unpaved road about
six miles southeast of Kabul
when it was hit by an explosion
that flipped and badly damaged
one of the vehicles.
Interior Minister Wolfgang
Schaeuble called the explosion
an "underhanded attack."
The officers apparently were
on their way to a training session, traveling in a "particularly
well-protected
vehicle,"
Schaeubel said.
He said Germany's Federal
Crime Office was sending
experts to Afghanistan to help
investigate the explosion. The
wounded officer, who did not
suffer life-threatening injuries,
was being treated by the
German military at a Kabul
base.
Amir Mohammad, a police
officer, said he believed the
device was a land mine but it
was not clear if it had been
recently planted.
Afghanistan has suffered
nearly three decades of civil war
and conflict, and is one of the
most heavily mined countries in
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the world.
U.S. soldiers and French
troops with anti-mine equipment
arrived at the scene after the
explosion. Afghan police kept
reporters away from the site as
forensic experts collected evidence.
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Separately, U.S.-led coalition
and Afghan troops clashed with
militants in central Logat
province on Tuesday, killing
nine suspected militants, the
Interior Ministry said. No police
or coalition troops were wounded in the clash, it said.
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Susan Emitter,a 2003 graduate of Calloway County High
School. has been awarded the
Galen
M.
Thurmond
Memorial
Scholarship
to
attend
Murray
State University.
Lassiter
is the daughter of Deborah Lassiter and
the late Jerry Lassiter of Murray
She is majoring in marketing at Murray State.

Murray R/C Modelers plan
Jim Wilson Memorial Fly-In

pecioling
dents.
Alyssa McGinnis, a 2007
graduate (if Calloway County
High School, has been awarded the Mabel
Garrett

Pullen
Freshman
Agriculture
Scholarship
to
attend
Murray
State University.
The scholarship is awarded
to entering freshmen students
pursuing an agriculture-related
career.
Alycia Corinne McCreary, — MCGtrutts- -it- -the—daughter a 21107 graduate of Murray
of Max and Aleeah McGinnis
High School, has been award- of Murray.
ed the WalShe will be majoring in preter E. Black- veterinarian medicine at Murburn Memo- ray State
While in high school.
rial Scholarship
to McGinnis was a member of
attend Mur- Future Farmers of America.
ray
State Future Business Leaders of
University.
America. Fellowship of Christian Athletes and Pep Club.
T h
scholarship
Is awarded to entering freshJerrod Henson. a 2007.
men chemistry majors. Rec- graduate of Calloway County
ommendation from high school High School, has been awardprincipal or counselor is
ed the Mur- 11r. and Mrs. Bradford Jones Wilson
Bank
required.
ray
Kelly Ann Hale and Bradford Jones Wilson of Murray were
Endowed married Saturday. April 14. 2007. at 2 p.m. at First United
McCreary is the daughter
Scholarship Methodist Church, Murray.
of Terry and Genicce McCreary
attend
of Murray.
to
The. bride is the daughter of Kenny and Bonita Hale of
Murray Murray. She is the granddaughter of Gladys Jones and the late
She will be majonng in
State. Uni- Alfred Jones of Dexter and of the late Coy and Virginia Hale
biology and chemistry at Murversity.
ray State.
of Murray.
T h
While in high school she
The groom is the son of Dr. William R. Wilson and the
scholarship late Janith J. Wilson of Murray. He is the grandson of Mrs.
was nominated to the National Dean's List and Who's Who is available to residents of Cal- Ruth Wilson and the late J.B. Wilson and of Dr. Conrad and
of American High School Stu- loway County. Recipients may Evelyn Jones. all of Murray.
Rev. Robert McKinney officiated. Music was by Dr. Stephen
reapply for the award.
Henson is the son of Louie Brown, organist and pianist, Dr. Eric Swisher, violinist, and
and Kathy Henson of Murray. Dr. Randy and Kim Black, soloists.
Shelia Roberts of Murray was the maid of honor for the
He will be maionng in engineenng graphics and design at bride.
Her bridesmaids were Amanda Wilson of Nashville, Tenn.,
Murrray State.
While in high school, Hen- and Holly Rushing and Amber Jones, both of Murray.
Chaney Rogers of Murray was the flower girl.
son was a member of Future
Ben Binford of Murray was best man for the groom.
Business Leaders of America
His groomsmen were Richard Wilson of Nashville, Russell
and Beta Club and served as
sergeant-at-arms for the. Tech- Lencki of Lexington. Jason Kelso of Murray, and Ryan Wilnology Students Association. son of Knoxville. Tenn,
Chance Rogers of Murray was the ring bearer.
He received first place in 3D
A reception followed at the Murray Country Club. They
CAD Engineering at the
WKTEA regional competition spent their honeymoon in Honda.
The bride received her associates in arts degree from West
And first in state in 3D CAD
Engineenng at the Technology Kentucky Technical College. Paducah.
The groom received his bachelor of science degree in
Stress free'- wouldn't that he
Student Association state contelecommunications
and systems from Murray State Universigreat"
Woman .1
World
ference
ty. He is employed as network technician for Murray Electric
Magazinr has some suggestions to start your day oft with
Margaret Lollar, a 2007 System
r ,r1111C.
graduate of Murray High
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1. Get up a little earlier, get
Jack Paxton
ting up Just 10 minutes earlier
Memorial
will give you a llnh1011 to deal
Scholarship
with any unexpected happento
attend
ings without feeling over
First time donors are highly
Murray By LARRY DOYLE
%helmet'
flood Drives Chairman
appreciated!
State
Uni2 Rise And stretch • stretchOn Enda!, between 2 and
In addition to a free T-shirt,
versity.
ing improves blood flow.
7 p.m_ a Red Cross Blood Drive each participant will be entered
The
which eases the tension in ow
scholarship will he held at the Weaks Com- in a region-wide drawing for
bodies So reach up. stretch
is available munity Center. 607 Poplar Si.. a $5tX) gasoline gift card.
and move around a bit.
To be eligible to give blood,
to students who graduated from Murray. Please don't forget the
1. Think positive. Look in
one of It/ local high schools. blood drive. Be a hero and set donors must be healthy, at least
the minor and tell yourself
Preference is given to fresh- aside an hour Of SO to make 17 years old (no upper age
what an intelligent. capable
limit), weigh at least 110
Men and recipients must main- your donation on Fnday.
person you
You'll be ready
Remember
pounds, not have given blood
one
pint
of
blood
tain at least a 2.5 GPA
to heed out the door feeling
Lollar is the daughter of can pros ide life sustaining ben- in the last 56 days. and show
great'
Cliaiiiiiii-Erdabeth Lollar dila for three people. Only Red Cross donors card. picyou can provide life-saving ture ID or two of any other
4 Every now and then have
of Murniy.
breakfast with a friend. You'll
She will be mayoring in blood. It can't be done wrth- forms of identification. A health
reviews will be conducted by
share some laughs. and this
uurnor design at Murray State. out your help.
the
staff to determine eligibilBecome
a
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of
an
will flood your system with
Vv'hik in high school. Lolcritiorpluns which are naturally
lar wan. member of the Key exclusive group. The 5 per- ity to give blood.
Refreshments will be served.
soothing
Club. Beta Club. Spanish Club. cent of the eligible United States
population that actually donates
S Scent )0Uf car with vanilArt Club and Academic Team
blood. Plan to donate blood
la :The 'avert...,of vanilla is
every
56 days IS weeks) and
proven to reduce anxiety III See Page 7A
encourage others to give blood
making it a peat choice for car
Alf fresheeers.
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Murray R/C Modelers invite radio-controlled enthusiasts and spectators to the
Jim Wilson Memorial Fly-In at Erwin Field
on Saturday and Sunday. The event, open
to the public, will be from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. on both days.
There is a $10 landing fee for anyone
wishing to fly their model plane or helicopter. Food wilt be available from 11 a.m.
to 2 p.m. and drinks will be available from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. A map with directions
lots
Erwin Field is as ailable on he Murray
Datebook to
at
web-site
Modelers
RJC
By Jo Burkeen
www.murrayre.com.
Community
For more information contact the MurEditor
ray tourism Commission at 759-2199 or
visit its web-site a www.tourmurray.com.

Bethel Fellowship program is tonight
rhe special program of music and power by Mike and Dada
Ewoldsen. a contemporary team, will be tonight at 7 at Bethel
Fellowship Church. located on Ky. 94 East. nine miles from
Murray. The wrong date was listed on Tuesday. For information call 753-0220.

KSP and KSPWA plans event
Kentucky State Police and Kentucky State Police Women's
Auxiliary will have a car wash on Saturday from 11 a.m. to
4 p.m. a Advance Auto Parts, 401 South 12th St., Murray.
Fifty percent of the proceeds will go to help Trooper Trevor
Pervine to aid his families' medical bills due to his newborn
requiring several heart surgeries. Vehicles will be washed by
both KSP and KSPWA.

CCHS Volleyball team plans event
Calloway County High School Girls Volleyball Team will
have a rebate on Thursday at Sirloin Stockade. Customers are
asked to tell the cashier they are there for the team.

Glory Bound Entertainment Friday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Fri
day from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church. 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
will be Sugar Creek Singers, Dale Litchford and Margie Black.
There is no admission charge, but items for Need Line will
be accepted. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 7535643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666
or e-mail glory-bound@hotmail.com.

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program.
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Shriners sponsor Bingo
Murray Shnners sponsor Bingo each Friday starting at 6:30
p.m. at the Shrine Club facility, Ky. 121 North, Murray. Proceeds help support many local and shrine charitable activities.

Old Salem Cemetery meeting
Old Salem Cemetery donation meeting day will be Saturday from 10:30 a.m. to noon at the cemetery, located on Old
Salem Road. Murray. Donations will be accepted during these
hours at the cemetery, which is one of the oldest cemeteries
in the area. Persons unable to attend may send their donations
for the maintenance of the cemetery to Stan Downs, 1385
A.B. Lassiter Rd., Murray, KY 42071. Also on Saturday the
Wilson family gathering will follow at noon.

Twin Lakes car club will meet
Twin Lakes Region, Antique Automobile Club of America
will have its monthly dinner meeting Thursday at 6 p.m. at
Sirloin Stockade, Murray. The club is open to anyone with an
interest in antique automobiles and visitors are always welcome. For more information contact Howard Brandon at 7534389 or Terry Ridgley at 753-1829.

CCHS Council will meet
Calloway County High School Based Decision Making Council will have a special called meeting today at 3:45 in the
media center.

CCMS Council will meet
Calloway County Middle School Based Decision Making
Council will have a special called meeting today at 3:30 in
the media center.

Tiger Booster Club will meet
Murray Tiger Booster Club will meet today at 5:30 at Murray High School. All officers, sports representatives, parents
and other interested persons are encouraged to attend.

TOPS to meet Thursday
Thursday TOPS itake off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469
will meet Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway
Public Library. The meeting is open to the public. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.

MHS Class of 1997 plans reunion
Murray High School Class of 1997 will have its 10-year
reunion on Saturday. Aug. 18. from 7 p.m. to midnight at J.
Edwards, Murray For more information go to 97tigers.com or
call Angie Colson Kimbro at 759-0554.

CCHS Class of 1987 plans reunion
Calloway County High School Class of 1987 will have its
20-year reunion on Saturday. Sept. I. in the Murray room of
the Regional Special Events Center of Murray State University. If you are a member of this class, or know someone who
is, please submit your information for free at www_classmates.com
or e-mail Lee Ann Taylor at cchsclassof8740hotmail.com for
details concerning the dinner and other events that weekend.

MHS class of 1987 plans reunion
Murray High School Class of 1987 has scheduled its 20year reunion on Friday, Aug 31. and Saturday, Sept. I. Anyone with information concerning the current locations of 1987
graduates are asked to e-mail Amy Long McDowell at amy.mcdowell 4t murray k y schools . us with updated information

South Marshall Class [Plans reunion
The 1967 graduating class of the former South Marshall
High School will have its 40-year reunion on Saturday. Sept.
15, at Ponderosa in Draffenvilie. All members of this class are
invited. For more information call Phyllis Wood at 1-270-5271198 or Esther Ford at 1-270-527-3386.
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Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Miller are celebrating their 60th wedding anniversary.
Mrs. Miller, the former Janice Blalock, is the daughter of
the late Parvin Nelson Blalock and Ina May Thurman Blalock.
Mr, Miller is the son of the late Walter Franklin Miller and
Eunice May Hargis Miller.
They have two sons, Mark Miller and wife, Anne, Flower
Mound, Texas, and Greg Miller, Beaumont, Texas, and one
daughter. Mrs. Jacqueline Crouch and husband, Michael, San
Antonio, Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. Miller have four grandchildren and one greatgrandchild.
A celebration in their honor will be held in San Antonio,
I Texas.

Mr. and Mrs. Max Weatherford

Mr. and Mrs. Talmadge C. Riley

Mr. and Mrs. Max Weatherford will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary on Saturday, Aug. 25, 2007.
The couple was married on Aug. 25, 1957. Their attendants
were Larry Rudolph and Joyce Linn.
Mrs. Weatherford, the former Marilyn Shipley, is the daughter of the late Hugh and Mary Shipley of Hazel. She is retired
after 27 years of service with the Food Services of Murray
City Schools.
Mr. Weatherford is the son of the late Finis and Louise
Weatherford of Hazel. He has retired after 40 years in the
sheet metal profession.
They have one son, Barry Weatherford and wife, Lisa, of
Concord, Ark., and one daughter, Mrs. Vickey Cowart and husband, Jim. Murray; one grandchild. Morgan Williams, Murray,
and two stepgrandchildren. Paul and Vanessa Harmon.
A family celebration is planned.

Mr. and Mrs. Talmadge Carmen Riley of Benton will celebrate their 65th wedding anniversary on Sunday, Aug. 19.
2007 with a reception hosted by their children and grandchildren.
The reception will be held at Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church, located on Ky. 58 West, Benton, from 1:30
to 3 p.m.. All relatives and frienda are invited. The family
request that guests not bring gifts.
Mrs. Riley, the former Ruth Agnes Carter, is the daughter
of the late Ivan and May Crawford Carter of the Lynn Grove
community in Calloway County. Mr. Riley is the son of the
late Elsie Carmen and Clarencie Ivey Riley of Marshall Coun-
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While Mr. Riley was in the Army and stationed in Texas
his fiancee, Miss Carter, traveled to visit him. The day she
arrived his unit had been on a 20-mile hike with full backpacks. This did not deter them when they decided to get married that evening. The Rev. R.R. Willingham officiated at the
ceremony on Aug. 29, 1942 in Palo Pinto, Texas.
During World War II Mrs. Riley taught school at Maple
Springs and Church Grove, both one room schools in Marshall
County. Later she taught at Brewers and was a substitute
teacher.
Mr. Riley served in the U.S. Army, Company "B". 612
Tank Destroyer Battalion dunng World War II and was taken
prisoner in the Battle of the Bulge on Dec. 17, 1944. He
was in vanous German POW camps until his release on April
29, 1945. Mr. Riley is a retired carpenter and farmer.
They are the parents of four children who are Ronnye
Riley and wife, Janice, Dennis Riley, Darlene Riley Miller,
and Craig Riley and wife, Faye.
Their eight grandchildren are Jennifer Riley Gillespie and
husband, Wade, Valerie Riley Smothers, and husband, Ray, Jill
Riley Story and husband, Matt, Tony Miller, Heather Riley
Fiessinger and husband, Jason, Sherry Riley Whitler and husband, Kevin, Chad Riley and wife. Alli, and Bryan Riley.
Their seven great-grandchildren are Kalynn Inman, Kobe
Gillespie, Abby Fiessinger, Jacee Story, Megan Fiessinger, Riley
Gillespie and Emma Miller.
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Burkeen and Clere

Richards and Moore

Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Dillon of Murray and Rodney Burkeen
of Benton announce the engagement and approaching marriage
of their daughter. Angel Dawn Burkeen, to Todd Christopher
Clere. son of Rev. E.E. Clere and the late Nancy Clere of
Murray.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Calloway County High
School and is an officer of the Murray Police Department
The groom-elect is a graduate of Christian Fellowship School
and is a detective with the Murray Police Department.
The wedding will be Saturday. Sept. I. 2007. at 6 p.m. at
Higher Praise Worship Center. The groom-elect's father will
officiate.
Attendants for the bride-elect will be Felicia Maness of
Murray, maid of honor. and Janis Dillon, Kara Clere and Cassondra Hendricks, bridesmaids.
Attendants for the groom-elect will be Mykel Hill, Surprise.
An,., best man. and Troy Clere. Shawn Clere and Stacy Clcre,
groorasmen.
A reception will follow at the National Guard Armory. Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited. Only out-of-town invitations will he sent

Jack and Janie Richards of Henderson and Keith and Anita
Moore of Lowe% announce the engagement and approaching
marnage of their daughter and son, Cassie Lorraine Richards
and Jason Keith Moore.
The bride-elect is a 2004 graduate of Henderson County
High School, Henderson. She is attending Henderson Community College and is enrolled in the nursing program. She plans
to graduate in May 2008 as a registered nurse. She is employed
at Deaconess Women's Hospital in Indiana.
The groom-elect. a 1998 graduate of .Graves County High
School, has attended Murray State University and is completing his degree in education at USI. He was a former disc
jockey on WFGE-FROGGY 103.7 and is currently employed
as the manager of Oasis Pools in Henderson.
The wedding will be Saturday. Sept. 8, 2007, at 6:30 p.m.
at Holy Name of Jesus Catholic Church, Henderson.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
All relatives and friends are invited.

She was a member of the Spanish Chorus at the World Language Festis al for four years.
She was recognized for her
academic achievements by
Who's Who Among American
High School Students and the
honor roll.
Jessica Miller, a 2006 graduate of Calloway County High
School, has been awarded the
Dr. Hugh L Houston Memonal Pre-Medical Scholarship to
attend Murray State Universits
The scholarship is awarded
to a student preparing for a
career in medicine. The recip-

must
ient
have completed the
freshman
year
and
have a minimum 3.25
GPA.
Miller is
the daughter
of Brad and Kathy Miller of
Murray.
She is majoring in pre-medicine at Murray State,
While in college. Miller has
been a member of Sigma Alpha
Lambda. the National Society
of Collegiate Scholars, Alpha
Lambda Delta. Phi Eta Sigma.
Tn-Beta and the Pre-Health Professions Club.
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Recognizing Heat Stroke
Warning signs of heat stroke vary but may include the following
• An extremely high body temperature (above 103°F, orally)
• Red, hot and dry skin (no sweating)• Rapid, strung pulse
• Throbbing headache • Dizzmem • Nausea •Confusion • Unconsciousness

ScholarshipNews.
From Page 6A

A SPECIAL WELCOME

We want to bring you gifts from many of our
business and professional people. It's their way of
saying,"We are glad you have moved to
Murray-Calloway County."
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS
since 1946 almost 60 years!

fl

What To Do

Murray Art Guild's 17' Annual
Holiday Show & Sale

For more inforawrion
e-mail murrayartguilieemunay try not
to (270 153-4059
500 N 4' St • Afaarray KY

•(,et the victim to a shady area
• Cool the victim rapidly using whatever methods you can For example immerse the
ictirn in a tub it cool water place the person ma cool shower, spray the victim with cw'
water horn a garden hose spon,ge the person with cool water, or d the humidity is Ion
wrap the intim in a cool, wet sheet and fan turn or her iigomusly
• Monitor hod; temperature and cnnhnue cooling efforts until the body temperaturr
drops to 101-107F
•Ii emergency medical personnel are delayed, call the hospital ernerzerk-i
room tor further instruction,
• Do nM gore the victim alcohol to drink
• Cot medical mistance as soon as possible
sometimes a ViCill/1 s frilkidttS Wit beg111 to twitch uncontrollahls a, a
result of heat stroke It this happens. keep the victim Morn imunng
,)(mselt but do not place any oiled in the mouth and do not give
fluids If there is vomiting make •ure the airway remains open hv
turning the victim on Ins or her side
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Up For
Grabs
RACERS' STARTING
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
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PREP SOCCER ROUNDUP

Lady Lakers post shutout over 2nd District foe
CCHS BEATS
LADY LYONS
4-0 TUESDAY
Staff Report
Shauna Wicker and Lauren
Harlan had two goals apiece
as the Calloway County girls'
soccer team opened its season
with a 4-0 triumph over Lyon
County on Tuesday at the Jim
Nix Soccer Complex.
Katlyn Barrow added the
other goal for the Lady
Lakers, who also received two
assists from Bethany Harlan.
Calloway had 14 shots on
goal. CCHS goalkeeper Kelsie
Greer had tdalaves.
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

Calloway County's Amy Winkler weaves her Way around a Lyon County player Tuesday night
at the Jim Nix Soccer Complex. The Lady Lakers won their season opener 4-0.

The Lady Lakers return to
action on Thursday, when they
host Lone Oak at 7 p.m.

MHS squads pull off soccer sweep
LADY TIGERS BEAT TILGHMAN; BOYS SHUT OUT MAROONS
Staff Report
The Murray High girls' soccer team held off a determined
Paducah Tilghman squad in the
second half to post a 4-2 win in
its season opener on Tuesday
night at The Mallary France
Soccer Complex.
The Lady Tigers, who led 4-0
at halftime, played with their
backs against the wall for most
of the second half, as the Blue
Tornado came roaring back.
Murray goalkeeper Morgan
Graham made several key stops
and ended up with a total of
seven saves for the match. The
Lady Tigers outshot their opponent 22-9. but the majority of
those shots came in the first half.
Midfielder Sydney Smith had
all four goals for MHS. with
assists coming from Hayley
Wright, Morgan Steiner and
Grace Wellinghurst.
The Murray defense was led
by Hayley Wright, Laken Peal,
Addle Rigsby, Sarah Crouch and
Carly Mathis, who thwarted
many Tilghman attacks in the
second half and trapped the Blue
Tornado offsides nine times.
In junior-varsity action.
Murray won its opening match
4-0.
The Lady Tigers return to
action against Owensboro and
Daviess County in a round robin
format in Marshall County on
Saturday.

Boys
Tigers 4,Iladissesilis 1
MADISONVILLE, Ky. —
The Tigers also got off to a good
start with a win at MadisonvilleNorth Hopkins behind three
goals from Matt Hines.
Murray High jumped in front
early, as Hines scored the first
goal of the night at the 16minute mark of the first half.

MICHAEL DANN ; Ledger & Times

Murray High sophomore Shelby Johnson works her way around two Paducah Tilghman players Tuesday night in girls soccer action at the Mallary France Soccer Complex. The Lady
Tigers won 4-2.
Jordan Benton got the assist to
give the Tigers a 1-0 lead.
However,
Madisonville
answered with a goal from
Taylor Lachetta with six minutes
left in the half to tie the score.
Rush Dogger was credited with
the assist, as the match was
knotted at I-1 entering the halftime break.
But the Tigers took control in

the second half. as Hines added
his second goal off a Dillon
Ward assist just five minutes
into the half. Jeremy Curd followed with an unassisted goal at
the 27-minute mark, and Hines
capped the sconng with another
unassisted goal with 15 minutes
to play.
Despite the win. Murray was
outshot 12-9. Nolan Jackson led
the Tigers in saves with seven.

HALL OF FAMER, BROADCASTER RIZZUTO DIES Al AGE 89
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0 Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S 12th St • Murray. KY•753-3415

Slate Auto

NATIONAL SPORTS STANDINGS
American League
All Times COT
East Division
W
L
Boston
72 47
New York
67 52
Toronto
60 58
Baltimore
55 63
45 74
Tampa Bay
Central Division
L
W
Detroit
66 53
Cleveland
65 54
Minnesota
59 60
Chicago
54 64
Kansas City
52 66
West Division
L
W
Los Angeles
69 48
Seattle
66 51
Oakland
58 62
Texas
52 66

GB
—
5
111/2
161/2
27

GO
—
1
7
111/2
13 1/2
GB
—
3
12 1/2
17 1/2

Tuesday's Games
Boston 2 Tampa Bay 1
Detroit 6 Cleveland 2 10 innings
Baltimore 12, N Y Yankees 0
Toronto 4, LA Angels 1
Texas 5, Kansas City 3
Minnesota 11, Seattle 3
Oakland 4, Chicago White Sox 3
Wednesday's Games
Tampa Bay (Sonnanstne 1-8) at
Boston (Matsuzaka 13-81, 12-05 p.m.
Baltimore (Bedard 12-4) at NY
Yankees (Hughes 2-1). 12 05 p.m.
Minnesota (Baker 6-5) at Seattle
(Washburn 8-9), 3 35 p.m.
Detroit (Jurnens 0-0) at Cleveland
(Carmona 13-7), 6-05 p.m
LA Angels (Moseley 4-1) at Toronto
(Mareum 9-4). 6 07 p m
Kansas City (Meche 7-10) at Texas
(Padilla 3-81. 7-35 pm
Chicago White Sox (Buehrle 9-7) at
Oakland (Blanton 9-8), 9-05 p m
Thursday's Games
Chicago White Sox (Vazquez 10-6) at
Oakland (Haren 13-41, 2.35 pm
Detroit (Vertander 12-4) at N.Y
Yankees (Mussina 8-7), 6-05 pm
LA Aoyets (Escobar 12-6) at Toronto
(McGowan 8-6). 6 07 p.m
Kansas City (Nunez 2-0) at Texas
(McCarthy 5-8), 7 35 p m

National League
AS TIMIS COT
East Division
L
W
Nee York
66 52
Philadelphia
63 55
Atlanta
63 56
Florida
56 63
Washington
54 65
Central Division
w L
Milwaukee
62 57
Chicago
60 58
St Lou*
56 60
Houston
54 65
Cincinnati
51 67
Pittsburgh
49 68
West Division
W
L
Arizona
67 53
San Otago
64 54
Colorado
61 57
Los Angeles
60 59
San Francisco
50 69

GB
—
3
3 1/2
101/2
12 12
GB
—
1112
4 1/2
8
10 1/2
12

co
—
2
5
6 1/2
16 1/2

Tuesday's Games
N V Mets 5, Pittsburgh 4
Florida 14, Arizona 5
Philadelphia 3. Washington 2
Atlanta 5. San Francisco 4
Cincinnati 6, Chicago Cubs 5
Si Louis 12. Milwaukee 4
San Diego 8. Colorado 0
Houston 7. L.A Dodgers 4
Wednesday's Games
NY Mets (Maine 12-7) at Pittsburgh
(Moms 7-7). 6 05 p m
Arizona (Davis 9-10) at Florida (Mare 55). 605 p.m
Philadelphia (Kendrick 5-2) at
Washington (Redding 1-3). 605 p.m.
San Francisco (Ortiz 2-2) at Atlanta
IT Hudson 13-5). 6 35 p m
Cincinnati (Dumatraa 0-1) at Chicago
Cubs (Lilly 13-5), 705 p.m
St Louts (Pineiro 2-2) at Milwaukee
(Gallardo 4-2). 7 05 p m
Colorado (Jimenez 1-2) at San Diego
(Young 9-41, 9-05 p.m
Houston (Jennings 2-7) at L A Dodgers
(Penny 13-3). 9 10 P
Thursday's Games
St Louis (Wainvinght 10-9) at
Milwaukee (Bush 9-8), 1 05 pm
Cincinnati (Livingston 3-2) at Chicago
Cubs (Marquis 9-7), 1.20 p m
N.Y. Mets (Lawrence 1-0) at Pittsburgh
Armes 2-3) 6 05 p.m
Anzona (L Hernandez 8-7) at Florida
(Barone 0-0). 6 05 p m
Philadelphia (Hamlets 13-5) at
Washington (Hanrahan 2-0). 605 p m
San Francisco (Lincecum 6-3) at
Atlanta (James 9-8). 6-35 pm
Colorado (Cook 8-7) at San Diego
Lederrna 3-3). 905 pm
Houston (Rodriguez 7-10) at LA
Dodgers (Lowe 8-11), 9 10 p m

•Racers

Yankee legend lost
NEW YORK t AP) -- To lellow Hall of Famers, Phil
Rizzuto was a guy who could
put down a squeeze bunt, handle
a tricky hop or make a nifty
hook slide
To a generation of fans who
never saw "The Scooter" play a
single inning. he flee-ante famous
"Holy
for something else
cow!Part of the New York
Yankees family for more than a
half-century, Rinuto died
Mondas night at g() The team

5'ICCIFt1E' ES CIP All laiICP

w ill wear his retired No. 10 on
"He would keep getting in
its left sleeves for the rest of the trouble with WPIX for announcseason.
ing birthdays and anniver"I guess heaven must have saries,"
daughter
Patricia
needed a shortstop.- Yankees Rizzuto recalled Tuesday.
owner George Steinbrenner said
If Rizzuto missed a play, he
in a statement. "He epitomized would merely scribble "ww" in
the Yankee spirit — gritty and his scorecard box score. That, he
herd charging — and he wore said, meant "wasn't watching."
the pinstripes proudly.His fans and colleagues never
A staple during the Yankees minded. Because by simply saydynasty in the 1940s and 1950s, ing "Hey, White!" to longtime
Riziuto became a beloved broadcasting partner Bill White,
broadcaster doing their games it was time for another tale.
"He didn't try to act like an
for four decades.
While many announcers announcer." Hall of Fame teamTouted statistics. Rizzuto told mate Whitey Ford said. "He just
stones. He delighted television said what he thought. It added
and radio listeners by spinning fun to the game."
And. Rizzuto never strayed
yarns about his fear of lightning,
his favorite place to get a canno- too far from his catch-phrase —
n and the prospect of outfielder the same one that Harry Caray
Dave Winfield as a candidate for popularized in St. Louis and
Chicago.
president.
Rizzuto used it all sorts of
His voice dripping with his
natise Brooklyn. Rizzuto liked ways. depending on what he was
to acknowledge birthdays and describing. He shouted "Holy
anniversaries, read notes from cow!" when he called Roger
fans and send messages to old Mans' record-breaking 61st
cronies. Once he noticed old home run, but he also employed
teammate Bobby Brown — then it to express disbelief or
the American League president acknowledgment.
- sitting in a box seat and
For players who bothered
hollered down, trying to get his him, however, it was always,
"What a huckleberry!"
attention

while Will Hudson added two.
Michael Rao had four saves for
Madisonville.
MHS returns to the field on
Friday, when it plays the first of
three matches in the FranklinSimpson Invitational against
Fort Campbell at 8 p.m. The
Tigers will also face John
Hardin and Glasgow on
Saturday at Franklin-Simpson.

From Page 8A
just a player or two away from
than the other three. ... We being dominant in our scrimmight get him one or two reps mages," he said.
Williams and Farrington are
(under center) a game."
Paced by the play of its quar- just two of a small group of
terbacks, Griffin said the offense upperclassmen on the Racer rosis slightly ahead of the defense ter who are responsible for
in the aftermath of last restoring order on a mostly
youthful squad.
Thursday's scrimmage.
"Our seniors — our captains
• "I think if you had to give an
edge in the (scrimmage), it in particular — have been excelmight have to go to the offense," lent about addressing things
he said. "I think they had some within the team," Griffin
success. But my experience in explained. "We really haven't
fall camp is that you rarely get had anything major, as far as
two (good performances) in a discipline issues go. With a
row. Usually, after you get one young team like this, that's
on the positive side, you're unusual."
Injury Report: Sophomore
going to get one on the negalinebacker Tamar Butler has
tive."
While the offensive produc- been held out of practice for the
tion has been solid. Griffin also last few days because of a mild
praised the Racer defense, ankle sprain. According to
which is expected to be led by Griffin. Butler is being held out
senior co-captains Nathan of workouts for precautionary
reasons and should return to the
Williams and Koji Farrington.
"Defensively, we've been field soon.

•Cards
From Page 8A
of body blows:" Tony La Russa said. "So it's been
nothing but a gut check, and the guts have
responded.With Hancock's jersey hanging in their dugout
and bullpen as a tribute more than three months

ago, the Cardinals were swept by the Brewers
before boarding a plane to attend his memorial
service. The three-game sweep relegated St. Louis
to fifth place in the N.L. Central, and a return to
the playoffs was the farthest thing from their
minds.

2007RAVER °MALL
SEASON TICKETtfir
General Public
Chairback seating - Adult
Chairback seating - Child
Reserved Bleachers - Adult
Reserved Bleachers - Child
Family Plan'

$50 each
$30 each
$45 each
$25 each
$75 each

Donation to the Racer Club is required in order to be a
season ticket holder Please go to www goracers com
fry rrtryt, Infr-yrnanrsn rsr

I 970-904 4RQ5

August 30th at 6:30 PM CST
g Louisville" - $45 each
"A portion of each rickiet pischefect wit assist Race Athletics with
woght rOGra trharKlMent PrOfect

• Family plan includes.
4 general admission season tickets
(2 adult, 2 child)& 10 concession coupons
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Health
Lyme disease on the rise Breastfeeding offers
baby nutrition, bonding

By LAURAN NEERGAARD
AP Medical Writer
WASHINGTON (API —
President
Bush's
recently
revealed treatment for Lyme disease makes him part of an unfortunate trend' The tick-borne -infection is on the rise, with
cases more than doubling in the
past 15 years.
The good news is that roost
patients, like Bush, take antibiotics for a few weeks and MC
cured, especially if they were
diagnosed early.
But people who men'!treated
promptly can develop painful
arthntis meningitis and °that
serious illnesses. If they don't
expenence. or notice, Lynie's
hallmark round, red rash, they
,an struggle to be diagnosed, as
tither early symptoms are flulike And vague.
And a small fraction of
patients report pain and fatigue
that linger for months or years
after !redline-lir Do they still
have Lyme. or something else.
'
Ni, one knows, although desperate patients often try repeated
antibiotics despite little evidence that the drugs do more
good than harm
The central problem: No test
can tell when sotneone has
active Lyme disease
when
Lyme-causing bacteria are alive
in the body. Today's tests instead
spot infection-fighting antibodies. -which can take weeks to
form hut then linger long after
AP
In this photo released by the Centers for Disease Control and
Lyric IN gone
A push is on for better Lyme Prevention, this 2007 photograph depicts the pathognomonic
tests, with parallel hunts getting erythematous rash in
the pattern of a bulls-eye, which manistarted by the National Institutes
fested at the site of a tick blte on this Maryland womans posof Health and, separately, by
patient advocacy groups angry tenor right upper arm, whod subsequently contracted Lyme
that modern medicine hasn't disease President Bush s recently revealed treatment for
found an answer
Lyme disease makes him part of an unfortunate trend The
—The time /s right to take a tick-borne infection is on the rise
with cases more than doucloser look.- says Dr. Dennis M.
bling in the last 15 years
Dixon. chief of bacteria research
at the NIH's National Institute
for .Allergy and Infectious
Diseases. which plans to gather
leading scientists later this year
No test exists mat determines amen a person has
to detemnne the hest approachwave Lyme disease vetch left untreated,
es "We would not rule out any
can cause painful arthrttis meningitis and
avenue."
other serious assesses
"We have a lot of new tools"
Reported Lyme disease cases. 2005
to explore, adds Dr. Brian
Cases per 100 COO poputabo,
Fallon, who directs Columbia
University's new Lyme and
t,4
Tick borne Diseases Research
Center, funded- by the advocacy
groups Time for Lyme and the
Lyme Disease Association
"Sc:ience is going to bridge the
gap"
High
Among the research
76.6
- A newer antibody lest
0.0
%CCM% to indicate when antibiotics are working in early Lyme
stages, offering the possibility of
tracking treaunent response
--Hunting markers of ACHIM
infection. including bits of
Lyme-related protein in the
blood or spinal fluid
0.0
0 1 - 10.0 10.1 - 30.0 30 1 - 50 0 50 1 - 76.6
--Falhin is using brain onAg
mg to try to distinguish when
Lyme penetrates the nersous
soon:a canon fat Domes Calk+ end Pritverearl
system
About 20.000 new cases of
Lyme disease arc reported to the medical associations released immune systems so that antigosemment every year, says a guidelines in the past year that bodies attack their own joints
"I think many have been told
June analysis from the Centers found no good csidence that
for Ihsease (*onto
and long term antibiotics help lin- they base Lyme when in fact
gering ssinmoms - but warned they have something else," says
Pre.moon
The CDC acknowledges they can cause serious side Dr Paul Auwaerter, an infecthat's A fraction of the true toll, effects ,usil spur formation of tious disease specialist at Johns
drug -resistant super-germs
Hopkins University "I can
as many cases go unreported
"If there were CVIderl...0 that sense, palpably, their frustraEtperts say it may be tise times
prolonged therapy was bench
tion"
higher
I'd be the first person to
Thane Blanchard, co-presiStill, the figure is more than cial
double the count in 1991, when Jump on the bandwagon." says dent of Time for Lyme. points
official tracking began. and Dr Eugene Shapiro. a Yale insurers to still other guidelines,
("TX'says it's not due lust to het. University pediatrics professor from the International Lyme and
ter awareness of Lynx. The rise and co-author ot the guidelines Associated Diseases Society.
is etpected to continue as subur- from the Infectious Disease. doctors aligned with the patient
of
Amens a
and groups who back more antibibia expands into the woodland Society
American
Academy
sit otics
home of black legged tick
"The last thing many of us
species, commonly c-ailed deer Neurology
That's not to sa!, some people want to do is ingest an antibiottwks, that carry Lyme-causing
"Sorrel's horphirfen" bacteria aren't wk,the guidelines stress, ic," says Blanchard "We are
basically sitting on our hands
in the Nonheast, mid-Atlantic. Just that it's no; clear why
'
.this disease expand ItS
north-senual stales and Pacific Among other possibilities, Lame watchng
may over-actis ate some people's ill effect
(*oast
The only human vaccine was
pulled off the market in 2002 for
lack of consume: interest It was
partl, rotes use, better. nextgeneration 'vaccines are years
away
Don't live in a high-Lyme
area' Different tick species
tarry different threats, such as
Rocky Mountain spitted feser
Includfng the Treatment of Hearing
Most recentls disc:me-red as
STAR!. or Southern tick asUkl.
Loss and Ringing in the Ears
&fed rash illness
a rash very
ttrrni•lf 10 Ls me s hut not vet
No Referrals Required
De plump Mapper
linked to other %sin/a.m. Its
Most
Insurance Accepted
caused by A still unknown
Organism earned by the kine Oaf
Beverly Jones • Audiologist
tkk
But Lyme is the most corm
Patricia Klapper RN • Hearing Aid Specialist
fT1011 tick -borne infection. And
overshadowing the treatment
Woo,Cit for most patients is
*Nue over what patient groups
call "chronic Lyme" and mainstream medicine. wising for
KY 42071
neutrality, calls "poo-Lyine yrs-

Lyme disease prominent in Northeast

Ear, Nose & Throat of Murray

By TAMARA HOWARD
MSU Dietetic Practicum Student
Breastf ceding is an amazing way for a new
baby to receive the optimum nutrition he or she
needs and experience parent-child bonding in a
unique way.
Breastfeeding has numerous positive qualities and benefits that many people may be
unaware. It not only is beneficial to the baby,
but also the mother as well. Studies have suggested that breastfeeding can result in:
— Less asthma
Less Diabetes
Lowered risk of heart attacks arid strokes
Lower cholesterol levels
Protects against breast and ovarian canCV's
Prevents against osteoporosis
Less skin problems(eczema or dermatius)
Breastfeeding is meant to be a relaxing and
natural thing for mothers to do with their babies

to provide the opportunity to bond with their
,new baby. Studies suggest it provides a type of
protection for the baby so that they grow up self
confident, strong and well nourished.
If you are a breast feeder or know someone
who is breast-feeding..one of the most important things to do is offer encouragement.
Breastfeeding can be a challenge, and having
the support of others releases stress so that
mothers can remain calm.
Breastfeeding can take time-and practice,
and there are people available to you if you are
interested in breast-feeding. Speak to your doctor or nurses and be sure to let them know of
your desire to breast feed soon after delivering
your baby. There are also educators at your
local health department, as well as perinatal
nursing staff in the local hospital.
For more information about this topic or
other medical nutrition concerns, contact
MCCH Nutrition department at 762-1834.

Dr. Thomas Miller
receives APA award
Special to the Ledger
Dr. Thomas W. Miller is the
recipient of the American
Psychological
Association
Award
for
Distinguished
Professional Contributions to
the Practice of Psychology.
He is a former faculty member at Murray State University
and is now at the University of
Kentucky.
Dr. Miller is a Diplomate of
the
American
Board
of
Professional Psychology in
Clinical Psychology, former
President of the Kentucky
Psychological Association and
is a Fellow of the American
Psychological
Association,
Association for Psychological
Science and the Royal Society
of Medicine.
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NEW
13-GYN
Dr. Matthew Price

Now Taking
Appointments!
Primaryll,
Care
Monday - Friday:
8am - 8pm
Saturday:
8am - 6pm

Sunday:
1 - 6pm

Cornplete Ear Nose & Throat Care

/Physician's Hearing Center
Medical Arts Building Suite 304 E
3(X)South 8th Street • Murray,

The owo camps heaame even
more polanred at two maior

(270)759-4811 • 1(800)2914926

MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING, MURRAY • 270.759.9200
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 07-CI-00160

OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 07-CI-00006

COMMONWEALTH

WOOD & HUSTON BANK

010

PLkINTJFF

tlREEN TREE SERVICING, LLC SUCCESSOR
CONSECO FINANCE SERVICING, CORP

VISA

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 07-C1-00252

PLAINTIFF

VS NOTICE OF SALE
VS. NOTICE OF SALE

DEUTSCHE BANK TRUST COMPANY AMERICAS
formerly known as Banker's Trust Company, as Custodian by
Saxon Mortgage Services, inc., fik/a Meritech Mortgage
Services, me, as its Attorney-in-Fact,

PLAINTIFF

BRIAN GODAIR; TAX EASE LIEN
VS NOTICE OF SALE

COUNTY,
KENTUCKY,AND DEER LAKE PROPERTY
OWNERS ASSOCIATION,INC.. DEFENDANTS

WILLIAM C HERZOG, a/k/a
CRAIG HERZOG, and UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF
WILLIAM C HERZOG, a/k/a CRAIG HERZOG

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on July 9.2007. in the above cause. I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County. Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday. Augur 31, 2007, at the hour of 10:00
a m, local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 104 Sauger Lane, Unit
3,
Murray, KY, and more particularly described as follows

By virtue of a Default Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit Court on July 9, 2007, JP the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for sale
at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the
highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, August 31, 2007, at the hour of 10:00
a.m local time. or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 467 Pondview Lane. Almo,
KY. and more particularly described as follows:

Condominium Dwelling Unit No 3, a condominium unit of the Deer Laky
Condomimurrui

Legal description of a tract of land situated approximately 1 5 miles west of the
Town of Dexter, in the County of Calloway. State of Kentucky, being a part of the
Southwest Quarter of Section 10. lbwnship 3, Range 4 East, and also being Lot 4
of a Minor Subdivision Plat of the Gary Ahart and Debbie Ahart property of
record in Plat Book 28, Page 74, Slide 2690, said Minor Plat being a partial
replat of Tract II of the Ralph M. McDaniel and Bobby F McDaniel property (of
record in Plat Book 24. Page 24, Slide 22371, and being further described as follows-

Legal description of a tract of land situated in the City of Murray, County of
Calloway, State of Kentucky and being all of lots 8A and 9A of a Minor
Subdivision Plat as recorded in PLO Book 8, Card 11, said Minor Plat being a
replat of Lots Sand 9 of Riverwood subdivision of record in Plat Book 3, Page
and being further described as follows:

Commencing at • point in the centerline of(Charley) Miller Road, located South
89 deg. 05' 46" from the centerline of Hopkins Road:

Beginning at an iron pin 852 30 feet East of the East Right of Way line of U S
Highway 6411South 12th Street)and the Southwest corner of Lot 9A,

thence, with the east line of Tract I and 11 of said McDaniel Minor Plat, and with
the west line of the Hubert Hardie property, North 02 deg 14' 18 east 134904'
to•7- diameter rebar found, the northwest corner of said Hardie property and
the southwest corner of the John S Garland property I Deed Book 153, Card
846i,

thence, from said beginning and with the East line of Lot 9B, North 1 deg. 51
minutes 00 seconds West 187 61 feet to an iron pin in the South Right of Way
line of Riverwood Drive la 50 foot wide street);

INVESTMENTS 1, LLC, CALLOWAY

Said Condomuuum Unit No 3 is subject to the covenants, conditions and restrictions as set forth in the Declaration of Covenants, conditions and restrictions for
Deer Lake Condominium Resort property regime Phase I Resort, dated January
5, 1999, as recorded on January 15, 1999, in Book 306, Page 765, and also by
Deed of Correction, Master Deed and Horizontal Property Regime for Deer Lake
Condominium, dated September 6, 2002, as recorded on September 9, 2002, in
Book 444, Page 617, and also Plat Book 26. Page 58. Slide 2473, and also the
Floor Plans in Plat Book 32, Page 72, Slide 3088, all of which is recorded in the
office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Brian Godan and Sheila
Nance by deed dated February 6,2004, and recorded February 10, 2004, in Book
531, Page 732, and by Quitclaim Deed dated September 1,2006,of record in
Book 670, Page 754. both in the offfoe of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty (301
days, but if add on •credit of thirty (301 days, the purchaser shall deposit
with
the Commissioner ten percent of the purchase price and execute bond with
good
and sufficient surety for the remainder, same to bear interest at 12% per
annum
from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty
days A
lien shall be retained on the property as additional security All delinquent
taxee,
if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner. but the property is
sold subject to the 2007 ad valorem taxes

thence, from said point of beginning and severing the lands of Ahart, and with
the South line of Lot 5, South 89 deg 10 05' west 283 21 '
to a diameter rebar
set, the southwest corner of Lot 5,

thence, with Mitchell's south line, South 88 deg 4 04' emit 282.87'to a
ter rebar found, the northwest corner of the John S Garland property.

PLAINTIFF,

DEFENDANTS

Legal description of•tract of land located as $35 Charley Miller Road,
in the
county of Calloway, state of Kentucky, being•part of the Northeast quarter
of
Section 15, Tbenatup 3. Range 4. East, and also being Tract 1 of a minor
subdivision plat of record in Ptat Book 34, Page 56. Slide 3272, and being
further
described as follows Beginning at•fr5 rebels eorap 121 47 round 25 00 feet &Roo
of the moterbete of Charley Miller Road end 53388 feet east of the centerline of
Hopkins Road. said point being the Northern owner of the Henry E Kelly
property (Deed Book 334, Page 156o and the Northwest corner of the herein
described tract.
thence along the South line of Charley Miller Road, north 87 deg 12 minutes 56
seconds bast for • distance of ,339 .39 feet to•04 rebar wimp 13170 art at the
Northeast corner of the herein described tract.
thence creating • new Mattoon line south 01 deg 4.3 minutes 15 seconds East for
• distance of 47427 feet to •54 reber "Neap 53175 set at the southeast corner of
the herein described tract and on Mee north Mr Others 2. South 147 deg IS minute. 39 seconds West for a distance of 339 38 feet to aS 4 rehear vOcap 53170 set
at the Southwest comer of the herein described tract and on the East line of the
Kenny Green property IDeed Book 212. Page 106t

Being a part of the same property conveyed by Deed from Gary Wade Ahart and
wife, Deborah Fay Ahart. to Craig Herzog,•single person, dated March 1, 2000,
of record in Book 340, Page 551, in the Office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court
ALSO INCLUDED 2000 Fleetwood Lakepointe 28 a 56 Mobile Home. Serial Os
ICYF'LY45A01310-LP 12 and KYF1Y45B01310-LP12
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a card) or credit basis of thirty 301
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty 301 dare, the purchaser shall execute
bond
with good and sufficient surety for the purchase price, bearing Interest at
12%
per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable within
thirty days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security
All
delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but
shall be sold subject to the 2007 ad valorem take*
This 9th day of August, 2007
Respectfully submitted
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Murray State University is aceeptIng bids from
contractors for an elevator only& in
Blackburn Science Building (seat elevator/ on the
campus of Murray State University There will be •
pre-bid conference at 10-00AM August 27, 2007
Bide will open fleoternher 5. 2007 at 2:00 PM
Contractors may morner•copy of the bid advertisement by contacting Julia Cain ,2701809-4060 and
referencino CC-151S -06
qualified

subsect to covenenta, emementa. and restrictions of record

TOG trout contain. 3 7011 acres according to•survey by V L Associate. on
October 15, 2003

&sag in all rassects the same property conveyed to Nicholas P Jan-is by deed of
coeveyence train Kathryn Higgins et al dated November 13.2003, of record in
Bore 572 Page 666 iii the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court

\I \ II)N11.k

The akwatavetuatod property shall be *old on•cosh or credit beats of thirty .30i
dam but if sad on •credit of thirty 30, days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Cammismoiner one-third of the purchase price and mem* bond with goad
and sufficient minty for the renuunder. saner to be paid in two equal inert/illereeita hearing intervet at 12% per annum from the date of isle until
prd. and
hilly due and parable within thirty days A ben shall be retained on the property
a. additional security All delinquent taxon if any shall be asermlained and paid
be the Coaualmoser

175'

Maskare Cemetereemw
Calloway Circuit Court

Niece
SQUARE fish no way
Sandra D's. 94E
293-3816

IMMEDIATE need for
experienced carpet leyera helper. Apply at Joe
Smith Carpet
753-0860
BRITTHAVEN
of
Benton is currentty
accepting applications
for the following positions: Certraed Nursing
Assistants
We offer
competitive wages and
an excellent benefit
ppiy ir PerPe00190
son at Britthaven of

This OW day of Mow& 2007
www intirralytedger.ectim www.iiiiir-ev're ov er're
• ry lit'
ritylaeliper.com

erwer.aterrayllettliter,som

JANET HOUSDEN, aik/a JANET P HOUSDEN,
a/k/a JANET ANN PEEBLES HOUSDEN, a/k/a
JANET PEEBLES HOUSDEN,J. SAMUEL HOUSDEN,
a/k/a SAMUEL HOUSDEN, ah./a .1.8. HOUSDEN. slk/a
JOHNS HOUSDEN,SAXON MORTGAGE,INC., ET AL.,

Benton 2607 Main
Street
Hwy
641S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO P1-40NE
CALLS PLEASE

DEFENDANTs

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on July 23, 2007, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for sale
at the
Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the
high
eat bidder, at public auction on Friday, August 31, 2007, at the hour
of 10:00
a.rn., local tune, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 1005 Riverwood Drive.
Murray, KY 42071, and more particularly described as follows:

thence, along the South Right of Way line of Riverwood Drive and the North
boundary of Lots 9A and 8A, North 88 deg. 09 minutes 00 seconds East, 146_97
feet to an iron pin,
thence, along the arc of•curve to the left having a regime of 50.00 feet, and an
arc distance of 1964 feet (the chord of which bears South 43 degrees 13 minutes
12 seconds East 19,71 feet to an iron pin at the Northwest corner of Lot 8B1.
thence, with the West line of Lot 8/3, South 1 deg 51 minutes 00 seconds East
172 49 feet to an iron pin marking the corners between Lots SA and 8B.
Thence, with the South line of Lot.8A and 9A, South 88 deg 02 minutes 00 ace
onds West 160.00 feet to the point of beginning
This tract contains 06860 acres.
Being the same property conveyed to J Samuel Housden, and wife, Janet P
Housden. by Deed from Briar Hill, Inc.. a Kentucky Corporation, dated July 14,
1972, and by Deed from AW Sunrnorui, Jr. and wife, Edwina H Simmons, dated
June 6. 1975, recorded in Deed Book 168, Card 1987, both in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty 130)
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty (301 days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner one-third of the purchase price and execute bond with good
and sufficient surety for the remainder, same to be paid in two equal installments bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and
fully due and payable within thirty days A lien shall be retained on the property
as additional security. All delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid
by the Commissioner, but subject to the 2007 ad valorem taxes
This 9th day of August, 2007.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

rizt
INSIDE

A child needs you,
Become a foster parent, up to 5361day
WKUMES
270-443-9004

thence along the aloft brie of the Green property and the East line of the Kelly
property North 01 deg 43 minutes 16 second. West ipeasang through •IS mbar
found et SA 11 feet • distance of 475 61 feet to the point of beginning

MAX W PAW

diame-

ALSO An access easement for ingress and egress to Lot 5, being 50 in width,
lying 25 both sides of the centerline of a road, now partially constructed, to provide across to Hopkins Road

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on February 13, 2007, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for
sale
at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the
highest bidder, at public auction on Friday. August 31, 2007, at the hour
of 1000
•m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located
in
Calloway County, Kentucky, and more particularly described
as follows

Reareetfailly embantead,

South

This tract contains 5 0000 acres, but is subject however to any easement
which
may be of record

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

Taesther with and

the

thence. with Garland's West line, South 02 deg 05' 27' West 764 99 to the point
of beginning

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 06-CI-00492

NICHOLAS P JARVIS

thence, with Garland's West line, North 02 deg 05' 27' west 590 32' to a diameter rebar set, the eoutheauit corner of Lot 5 described herein and the point of
beginning,

thence, North 02 deg 06 27' East 775 11 to a diameter rebar set in
line of the James T Mitchell property (Deed Book 153, Card 2663

This 9th day of August. 2007
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

COUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS, INC.
tibia America's Wholesale Lender and Mortgage
Electronic Registration Systems, Inc

DEFENDANTS

Sales

Representative. Pella
Window and Door is in
need of entry level
Inside
Sales Rep.
Position involves initiating the sales process
through
product
demonstrations, tech.
assist, for walk in customer, prepanng customer for outside safes
learn contact and general
office
duties.
Individual must be
energetic, an excellent
communicator,
well
organized, and have
strong computer skills
Construction/building
products knowledge
helpful
but
not
required. Please e-mail
or fax cover letter,
resume and salary
requirements
to
lobOpelladirect.com
336-346-3864
Telecommunications
company has openings for field technicians. Starting salary
$9-10 doNers an hour.
No experience necessary. Some out of town
travel required Mu*
be drug free with a
valid Drivers license.
CaN 270-753-1902 to
set up an interview or
fax resume to
270-753-1909

THANK
you

e

The 10 year old
Murray All-Star Baseball team
recently competed in the
Back to School Bash Baseball
tournament held in Murray,
narrowly missing an opportunity
to play for the division
championship.
We would like to take this
opportunity to thank our
sponsors ...
Sportable Scoreboards
Rebecca Landon - Century 21
Realtors

DO you love

working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
for you' Full time and
part time positions
available.
AMOY at:
Martial Arts America
1413 Olive Blvd
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-6111

NATIONAL CALL
CENTER EXPANDING
Several new positions
available. Earn 87-$16
per hour. No felling
Training provided. 11
you have a pleasant
vo•oe, good commutecahon skills, and are
dependable, call
759-4958

a

CLASSIFIEDS

2B • 3% ednenda y. -August I. 21107

ASSISTANT Database
Administr•tor,
Information Systems
Department Full-erne,
non-tenure track position
to
begin
September
2007

CAREY COUNSELING
CENTER
Pros'ding mental health services in West
'Tennessee fur more than 30 years. CAREY
has offices in Camden. Huntington. Pans,
Trenton, and I'nein
Cuffendy recruitmg for the billowing positions:

Qualifications:
Bachelor s degree in
computer science or
notated field, one year
professional
expert
ence with Oracle. or
Microsoft SQL Server.
or 0E12 administration.
one year professional
experience
with
MySOL administration
is required Must have
strong oral and *mien
communication skills
ability to work as a
member of a team

CASE MANAGERS
Bachelor's degree in the field of
Counseling Psychology. or Social Work
Please submit resume, letter of interest.
and position(s) of interest to:

P.O. Box 30
Paris. TN 38242
No phone calls please
Eon,

Responsibilities:
Under &scam of the
Manager. Applications

Now hiring an outgoing. energetic individual with a background in outside sales to
setsice existing clients aid expand adserlis-

Development, support
the institution's aconites related to installaconfiguration,
tion,
maintenance
and
upgrades of supported
databases

_CI bitaC.hit DCYLTSSItfflal 2011Cannn.

_Individual must possess escelkrit oral. written and interpersonal communication skills
and he goal oriented.

Asarlicstkin Chisdlina:
August 28. 2007
To
Apply: Send cover let-

This full-time position includes health &
dental benefits. paid vacation. and salary
plus corrunission Salary will be based on
expenence.

ter resume and three
current letters of professional reference to
Chair
Assistant
Database
Administrator Search
Committee
Applications
Development Services
and
Support
Information Systems
Murray
Stale
University
112 IV
Building, Murray, KY
42071 3347
Women
and minorities are
encouraged to apply
Murray State Ureversaty
is an equal education
employment
and
opportuney k4F13/ AA
employer

Send resume to:
P.O. Box 10441-T
Murray, KY 42071

ADVERTISING SALES
lhe Murray Ledger & Times is stir;
iiincpting resumes for the posilion
Reptcsenne
1 ilserlising
Sales
Respensibililies for this position include
king eq.ifIllvileti ,a.t.ti4101%. detelt1111fig ,e1
losing plans and ikncloping
.61.t •
MUII10 and surrounding acas )11,11 _
working %%oh Mc public and he sell-ntims.e
Poor sates experience is ;Nutted Degre.
ilicrtiong. Slaialing. and Public Rclan
pinferred. hut not lammed Salary soli
based on edit...Mon and nib:. 01111.1101CC

DISCLAIMER
When aLle,sing the
twit, wanted- selti,,n
.41 ,Ut .14.•Ificds
v.chpage al

Paid holitLios and satalion. health and do
plans sjlari phis ‘0011111.0.1410, ale all rail
an escellete bench, paskane

'THIIT.1\ ledger sOM.

he realize...red
1.. y.ohnetv..rdi ,ofn
tis &taint.
1
.1uff2\ and iosaj nie
11.1ing• Mill Appear on
this *chute
fl.m.CSff a, a n.alionai
*chute not all listings
on the fohneiv.,at SiCTI
we pf&esf ihniugh
the Manx. Ledger
& limes Please
it sou have ans
reitaxihrig
the klurhis we,
ion timings thank sou
Mill

Ititennted applicants !Mist ',ph Ili
resunic
inters IC% N ill ix

grantcd to qualified applii anis

%IA I1R resumes :ire re% %t ed.
tbsolistel, iuuon-thc-spot
*ill ht• madist led.
inters is

\o /WO VE

MIA CI.

%tit crthing Saks Position
NInrrai ledger 8i Times
PA). Box 1040-Z
Murray, K1'42071

5Se are looking for a
molls ated energetic
/2-4
person to train for
Management Position.
I iltA
(;reat
40Ik, paid
%welkin and insurance options.
Starting
is SX/hr. Stop h our
Murrit location and fill out an
application lode,.
40001111b

f

NOW
HIRING
IT and VT position,

t•qebasto
Webasto Rod Syslems. Inc . ihe largest
surwoof suppler to the Automotive Industry is
wieldy an Ekintneal Maintenance Multi-Craft
Technician tor 3r0 stet
High School diploma or equivaient required
Two (2) yeas AaeOpele 0•9110* in
ElectricaVFnecIronic !laid or Fine (5i years
eaperance in mated Med
Prefer Journey man kens,
Madterecai / Weeding pneurnaecs knowledge
a plus
Aar Bradley PLC RSLoge. and Computer
slues a plus
Knowledge of OSHA NEC regulseons
We oder a competitoq saiernbenefas
package
For imm•dial• coradowabon
piaias• send mourn* to
wasasto Root Sysionms Inc
ate', Human Resources
and position applying for
iSoo US 14,ary 141 North Murray IS Y 420 71

ri
siosse

HELP WANTED
Pat!iiit um* 3 shafts
limey 7 drys • week
Hihr OW paid
ireetene • Illersents
Contact us now'
I mes-074-JOISS or
wire, ialle74ecies cram

mop Mewl

EARN Extra Cash
ideal for individuals
wee serincenstail or
Tomernarketinesn %Andrei
•spenence
sing
Evening Sten
CAM
710-2444 kw mere
info

FULL TIME posetioris
as readiness' providers
available for communiresidential
ty based
program for developmentally
disabled
adults Ow company
oilers venous shifti but
aff 00."^cs ere(VIM
and went,rand shells
We OW 0P0Oceallly for
110,0110Cement. excat.
lent benefits inclining
rmid training. 401K,
medical/dental mewonce, pad holidays.
vaC.11000 1100 IliCk
has.. Please epee/ in
person re Communify
Allemetives
of
Kenacky. 102 Caky
Dna. Denson. KY
HELP
wanted
Mainlenance
tepee
person needed to
TOInielfl 30 group
homes
Most have
knownedge of general
maintenance
mind
electrical. rrwior plumbing some carpentry
Must have • minimum
Of two years DOC*.
ground on rnavItenanCe
meow Bnng gumlikebons to Community
emanative* at 102
CAKY Drive. Benton,
KY 270-527-2255 You
must apply in person 10
be considered for Mb
opening We oiler a
woe wipe al Wefts

to

our

imployee•

miming venadon. hoe-

say soy. medico Inessnos MAW einearsoe.
cassis

required Malty to 'nutmeat( and manage time
•45 be wearies of our
successful candidate

LOCAL
Delivery
Drivers
Needed.
Three part/lull time
postpone
available
enmediaten Use own
vehicle. Cash paid
weeldy Cad 756-24118
for more Intorinselori.
LOOKING for a parttime ionT7?
PeraonaL _Cat.

Aselelatitstenadi.
Female MSU student in
wheelchair looking for
part time
Ponsonai
Care Attendant to work
weekday
mornings,
some evenings And
weekends We work an
average of 18 hours
per week Hourly rate
$10 per hour Duties
include assistance wit?'
shower,
dressing,
errands, etc Must be
flexible and have clean
dnving record Will train
right person Please
send resume to PCA,
Box
PO
23287,
Owasboro, KY 42304
r
email
sisharp Oyalioo.ccnu
NEEDED immediately:
person needed for local
work installing stucco.
Great weekly pay. Only
experienced
people
need to calf (812)7018225. ask for Howard.
NOSEY/ Do you cl)sely follow Murray's politigovernmental.
cal.
social,
educational.
and recreational actinisesicontroversi•s7
Okay with odd working
hours? Then you may
be perfect for our parttime position in the
news department of
W K Y 09 3
3 ,
Mee 102.1
Classic
Rock94.7, Talk941 3.
Electne98.9. To inquire,
call Donna Groves,
270-534-2224 9AMIIAM IA-F
NOW taldng spoacsdons for all positions
and all shifts Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-In, 217 S. 12th
St.. Murray. KY. No
phone carte.
PART ems LPN position emelt* in mediae office 3-4 days per
week No weekends
Pities' send resume
with references to PO
Box 463 Murray. KY
42071

Practical Dental Assisting
DRIVE RS A steady We are now accepting
inestywe Top pay, great registration for the
benefits, No •xpen
class which begins
ace No problem, Sept 8 2007
Werner Enterprises
You wi be trained on
800-346-2818 en 150
Saturdays
It
for
weeks. aiming you to
Ei4THUSIAST1C per- keep your present po0
sonable
chanted, while you gain *Ns for
assistant for orthodon- a rewording caner.
tic office. Triwel to Most dents, asemants
Murray. Mayfield. and Ms. evanings. week Paducah. Fax resume ▪
aid hoiklays off
to 270-554-2019
For more information
aid Negetrahon forms,
FT/PT ofacesvonter tor Mee
*oboists
our
optometry
oftiee. MACbOhledenta I corn
Flexible hours, no Or Ca our aloe
weekends Inquiries: Dr. Charles Bola
please apply at 108 270-442-0256
North
Street, Financing Ayala*
6th
Murray KY
Enrollment is Linear

\n hi"f)TffnitittnnY UnPl"•er

Wc offer great pas. flew
tik hours, paid in- anon and mcdIs al ins
Stop hs toiLis ans1 till out an application

KFC
now
hiring
cashiers, cooks, and
OM leaders. Most be
available for a. shah.
Apply in person 205 In
1218 St.

Ger cn
P -00
(urn .s

Cempasy Ildesres
Zane op Ss 4641ese
allsr Server I

mum won datekr
Campo, new t-d.
*.awarax Trustainsora
, T.in

Pulmo Dose Pharmacy
is
now
hiring
certifiednic•nsed
Respiratory
Therapists and RN.to
loin our caeca team
RTs are responsible for
providing telephonic
support regarding res
p1 r story
equipment/supplies
within their clinical
expertise and education to field staff. refer
ral sources, patients
aria
care-givers
Schedule may include
nights and/or weekends
All positions require
minimum educational
background of high
school *dorm or GED
equivalent
Please
deliver or mail your
resume to 120 Max
Hurt Dove Murray, KY
email
or
to
airabetn can0rotecn
corn We are an Equal
Opportunity Employer

CLEANING for Homes
or Businesses I have
20 years experience
270-759-9553
I w9 do babysating
my horns. 436-2049

wi

RETIRED earthed aid
will sit, do light housekeeping or run errands
for the innerly or SIC*
References 293-2735
489-2034

Cornputor
Conn•ction
403 Symms 752.0438
Compeer SaiesGenice
betaanung Services
tam Pair & 141.11410
MOM COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
Service repairs
759.3556
Put to Buy

CASH pied for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 1218.
Murray
GOOD used refrigerators. electric ranges.
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters Used carpeting 753-4109
11 1nl lit 111 1
It \Is I \Hs
'i'i
111a k
.15 .111.4111,1.
•111. •1 1111411.
•
1,1 \

\I

111)11.%141,
4:"1011

CINDERELLA
prom
dresses 1 We 4 yetioro. 1 NM 8 blue $150
each 270-49241614

$8500

Stsionts Ebboupe

www.pti-koneses
UNIVE FISI TV
Molise
Company
seeking
moeveted reeponelbes,
career oriented kgsene sow person Also
seeking
pen
time
delleadeenup person
Apply in gnomon BOO
Chestnut St.. Money.
KY Ask for Steve
Brooker
PULMO
Does
Phantom* now Nang
for • Full-TInne
Werishease
Load
The Warehouse Lead
IS
responsible
for
aseistong vimontaining
facility
equipment,
shipping removing and
responsible** as necessary per Warehouse
Manager s delegeleri
Ensenenos in mansemaim
and
shiocsopnecerving is

PCANITAIRDIN 1 8 2
GAMES Now eoidaradid at Wood Electronics
on to Conn Squall
Hogs SeMnson Gnat
Prima, 753-0530
WANTED Responsible
pony to take on small
mann*, payments on
High Definebon Big
Screen TV t -000-3963970

mt.
liENMOFIE
washer,
Whirlpool dryer Whose
now greet $50 each
438-2719

ARGE
SELECTION
test 0 APPlIAISCES
wand lumen

7701 753 1713
WA110414 Dryer.
*225-6280753-4109

*crier,
awes,

Call 270-205-9490 or see
www.lestercomputerrepair.com

7534853

die

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
I SOS Diueuid Dnve • Murray. KY 42071
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
I Me and la,Bedrixim Apartments
Central Neat and Air
A‘ccpting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
121'

*OWNER Senous.
Price reduced
from mod-sates to
below forty
8 tenths of an acre 2
mobile homes
and large garage building in "Crossland"
Owe Branch Auction &
Realty
Call Mike Conley
270.293.3232'
OWNER
FINANCE
28 3BR 213A *5,000
down $645 month 1
acre 72 Sundance
753-1011
1998 Clayton mobile
home. 38R, 28A. 200
amp. ex-cond., must be
moved Kirksey, KY
$18.000
270-2937090
2001 Fleetwood 16x8
-0
3BR 28A, extra nice
270-489-2525
GOVERNMENT
FUNDS FOR 1ST
TIME HOME BUYERS! Zero down, Your
land or family land
731484-4926
Ends
August 15

SMALL 2BR
753 6C 4.

5225

$110 per month Newe
homes only 492-8488

M

ae For hos

I Bedroom duplex
apartment, $2504
deposit 505 Vine
492-8225
(270)519-2702
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo
753-4109
18(4 duplex. CanA. all
appliances furnished
including tied, no pets
$350 month. 402-B N.
filh 436-2731
1BR near USU. other
locations evadable
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9698
1BR as appliances furnished
Unrversrty
Heights Subdivision
No
pets
Deposit
$325/month 75.3-4937
or 753-1951
1BR, venous locations
2200-1300 Coleman
RE 753-9898

Ions Coleman RE
7S3-9996
2611 duplex, nice.
CAVA. washer, dryer &
appliances, shed &
deck.
181IA
Ridgewood. lease &
deposit. $475 mo no
Peal 753-7991
228-2001

wus he keesipit
wir Pies
ownar not orewer ewer

I-4100-84114105

SPECIAL RATE: ONLY $35/hr!

Murray Marnorial
Gardens
2043 duplex nice,
2 Crypts
CAVA, appliances furInside chapati
nished Various Iona(270)247-0335

'Alt Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

Various Computing Services

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235

NEON BEA
MiNI-STORAG

We make house calls at
no extra charge'

140

Swam Spetrelsrm

,
f7i
tamaisKielmikg
•rsiewial SW*Neer
aaa fp

Memeay Loire& Thus

2911 near MSU. CM/A.
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9996
2913 lownhome 1 MI&
appliermes including
washer and dryer, 2 ate
(16T9a• 8625 rent eska
deem& 1 year lease.
no pets
293-3904
1401 (*squid Dr
41311 26A. a op*
aims, central WA.
Gasmen RE 753-2929

EXTREMELY nice
2919. 2BA apt am

aloe Pons it kitchen
area. located via great
neighborhood If interested cell 227-5452

HAZEL APeriment•
Now taking applications for I & 2br units
Rent based on moms
Madge' immense,*
socessibee
Phone.
422-8721
Mon
&
Thum
10-12am TDO No

1-e00448-e05e Eteuel
Housing Opportunity

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

LARGE 3BR furnished
C/H/A, utilities paid
2BA, washer/dryer 1
year lease No pets
References required
1606 Miller
270-519-2699

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
1196 Main
(270) 753-6266
Celt (270) 293-4183
M-F
9 a.m. -

Livtosk
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
2BR $34000
38R *42500
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
MCSR Holding condominiums. Please
call 767-9948.
NEAR university. 1,
28R apts. 753-1252,
753-0606
NICE 2BR duplex, carport, no pets.
2274354 753-7457
NON-SMOKING 1BR
unfurnished apt , water
paid available now, no
pets 753-5980
NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375

All Real Estate advertised in the newspape
is subeedP to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended. which makes it diegal to advertise any
preference, limitation,
or discrimination based
on race, color, religion
sex, or national origin,
or an intention to make
any such preference,
!initiation, or cliscnmination This newspaper
will
not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law.
Our readers are hereby
informed
that
all
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunrty basis

EXCEPTIONALLY nice
3 bedroom, 2 bath
home with family room
2 car garage, large
fenced yard. attic storage, all appliances
Oaks
Located
in
Country Club Golf
community.
Course
$900/mo
(270)7595885 or '270)293-7085

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting

Located at 720 S 4th St

270-436-54%
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
'Security alarmed
.Safe & clean
*We sell boxes,
.We rent U-Hauls
753,9600

[MealProp. For Rea
OFFICE or retail space
available. Pnme location 753-2905, 2931480
Office Space
Economical single furnished offices for lease
with common board
room CENTURY
21 ask for Loretta
753 1492

111R

aitePesierty

DEAL FELL THRUI
LAKEFRONT
1+ AC -$75,410
Deal fell thru due to
bad credit! Opportunity
to own fabulous lakefront on premier recreational lake in KY. Was
$84.900. Excellent
financing. Call now 1E15-515-5550, x. 1409

rallikmm
1 to 295 acres. West
Calloway.
Owne
financing, 489-2116,
leave message,
16
acres
on
Backusburg
Road,
Kir-ksey
489-2994,
(270)831-0419
Hems For Seee
'"OWNER
FINANCING"'
405 S. 5th St. 38R
IBA, $3,000 down,
1450 month. 753-2222

Can Today!
753-88611.
VERY Close to MSU!
Affordable one bedroom apartment Ind
basic kitchen appliances and covered
picnic area Starting 0
$295/mo. 227-4654
The Place to
Start

Murray

Ledger & Times
(270)753-1916

2. 3 & 4EI11 houses
Lease
deposi
&
required 753.4109
2BR 1.513A. Cill/A.
Garbage pick-up. water
& appliances furnished
References no pets.
lease
$425
plus
depolle. 753-1059
38R 113A C/1-1/A, all
appliances, $475
Brand new 3811 28* in
Hazel Cill/A, all new
appliances $525
References deposit.
lease No pets
753-1059
3911. 1-1/28* house 4
mi. west of town Large
yard. quiet neighbor
hood. 5650/mo .
deposit References
No pets 436-5927
3911 2 bath home or
lake ath private dock
MOO month 759.9048
436-5258

AKC Golden Retriever
puppies Parents on
premises $300
270-395-8396
DOG Obedience
436-2858
REGISTERED
Miniature Schnauzer
pups
male,
Black
female
and
silver
female Vet checked.
shots, wormed, tails
docked $500 2931482

sAnt 11, NIA ANI11.1 I
710 Magnolia Drive,
4-BR, 3-BA, LR, DR,
eat-in kitchen, recreation room. Well maintained. 227-5414

BRICK 38R, 28*,
approx 1,600 sq -tt
81 West Drive
$118,000
(270)227-7356
FOR sale by owner or
SI--44-TZU
puppies rent wiopt to buy
AKC. CKC dew claws Lovely 1.800 so ft 2
removed,
shots, bedroom brick house in
wormed.
male
& the country, low down
female, $300- $350 payment $736 month
270-251-0310 after 11 rent Priced at $135K
270-376-2154,
AM
270-8/6-4046
FSBO. Getesborough
tn-level. 48R 38A, inground pool.
$250.000. 293-2418

WHEAT straw $3 per
bale
270-841-1806
mobile number

1\1\ II III 'sit
Ill 11 I

WANT
to
Buy:
Commercianmedical
building Prefer contract for deed
818-531-1141

IS 5%

re.1111.1,11111-

cml

,
i11‘1•t,
,

Need to sell your
house?

111 lit %
%it) 1.ficati
%en
a ass ii .il 151 till
itiosoo,i• ,..111
2"ri--61-11il 1

Call us we will b•
glad to help
thump Ledger & Tame
270.753-1918

YARD SALE
PRICES & DEADLINES
DEADLINES:

PRICES:

Publish Date

Deadline

Is4onda y
Shopper
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursdey

Friday - 10AM
Friday- 10AM

Friday
eaNday

Monday • 12PM
Monday - 4P1.1
Wednesday • 12PM
Thursday - 10AM
Thursday - 12PM

30 words it of 31-70
or Ws* duty* words'
$11

$18

$16

2

$28

$20

3

$35

•Inckx*.<

sit

•
MAKE IT BOLD•
111 ,..111
1.

A øfr.

nt

imr Arratb.ate art
k. mai 44,Ihuallie AN

1.1 I.., •
emdieir Amp resd. nen er/•iskster•I
44.
cm. h.,
so.. aai, am,

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times
460
Hamm Fix See

OPEN

House. Sat

9A1A- i PM. Sun. 1PM

5PM. FSSO: 1.900
sq ft brick horn., 4
bed/2 bath, large eat-in
kitchen, living room,
oversized family room
&fireplace and builtins,
Murray
and
Calloway
County
Schools, attached 2 car
garage &workshop,
spacious
fenced-in
backyard
1609
Catalina
Dnve
$148,000 978-1026
•

09

MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE
MICKINNLrY
INN.5TH STREET
753-3500

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY 975.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric
Since 19116

24 sous gamma'
Rex., Corn.. & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Proleasional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, etc Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
Junk & tree work.
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair. pick-up. delivery. 436-2867

06 Yamaha Stratoliner,
91Y
09
Is
aw
at
in
are
ual

5-yr wananty. new seat
& luggage rack, 2,500
miles, asking $11,500,
after 4.00pm 759-0992
03 Kawasaki KX125
dirt bike Looks great,
runs excellent $1,600
0130 (731)336-5779
Ate:thins

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at $20
mounted

Call 753-5606
nrty
areas
1••

eat
no
116

2006

Kia

Arnanti,

loaded. 18,000 miles,
$14,900 OBO A1s
1994 motorhome.
753-1078, 752-0448
2000
Prix.
Grand
98,000 miles. excellent
condition. Take over
payments. Call
293-6517 or 489-2863

4-1 Stump Removal.
Fogy insured
437-3044.
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry,
additions, decks
Hauling, clean up Junk
Garage, yards.
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs expenence
Anytime 753-9210

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

kSPH.‘1,1
‘litchell Bros.
Paving
tart r 4Is crag, werom

759-0501
753-1537

HANDYMAN
Do you need help? I do
painting, concrete, carpentry, and masonry
work Home 731-2475359 or Cell 731-2345933

Pat Mg. Sealeitating

& Hauling
It ES.11' TR SA IS

Used Trucks
2007 GMC classic cab,
10,000 miles, $16,100
492-6205
2000 Ford F550 truck
with 14' Supreme box
bed. VIO engine, like
new, 1 owner, 4,000
actual miles, garage
kept. 753-6660 or
978-0402

I

I •\ I

.,
OR,
acre-

WASHINGTON (AP) — It's
a battery that looks like a piece

AP

This undated handout photo provided by the Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute and the Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences of the U.S.(PNAS)shows a battery that
looks like a sheet of paper and can be bent and twisted,
trimmed with scissors or molded into any needed shape has
been developed by researchers at Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute.
for the work, said Linhardt.
whose students were working on
methods to dissolve paper and
cast it into membranes for use in
dialysis machines.
Meanwhile, students of
Pulickel Ajayan in RPI's materials science department were trying to make carbon nanotube
composites using polymers.
The two groups got together
and realized they could use
paper instead of polymers and

All Motor Appliances
and Most Moor Brands
WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Muria,
(170)753 1713

BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock.
436-2113
Dozer work 8 Track
hoe

-David's
Home
Improvement

NADEAU'S
Construction
•Floonng -Decks
•Vinyl siding •All
Home Improvements

David Gaernore. Owner
W4 Do Insurance Work

Water Ciarnapd F100fS
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodsing & Plumbing

Robber wraps head in duct tape to hide identity.
ASHLAND, Ky.(AP)— Laughter might
be unexpected in a liquor store where a robbery just occurred.
But that's how employees responded to
The "Duct Tape Bandit" who hit Shamrock
Liquors in Ashland and fled nearly empty
handed.
A man who had his head wrapped in duct
tape to conceal his identity walked into the
store last Friday. Ashland police said.

Store manager Bill Steele had some duct
tape of his own, but his was wrapped around
a wooden club that sent the robber fleeing.
according to a report by WSAZ-TV in
Huntington, W.Va.
Store employee Craig Miller said he
chased the man to the parking lot, tackled
him and held him in a choke position until
police arrived, the station reported. An
unidentified customer also helped, police

135K.

MI

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for excellent period to do what you
Asa & klaskrirCwil Acciplerf
must, freeing up spare time.
Thursday, Aug. 16, 2007:
520
Your caring emanates this year, Tonight: Share with a key person
731-247-5422
liotors
(270)978-2111
and others respond. New begin- in your life.
Licensed/insured
nings become possible for those GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
MUST set, 1986 Lase
DAVID'S
Cleaning
SNOWS Alternator
who are willing to look beyond ***** Others clearly play an
19' pleasure boat with Service. All external
enormous role in your life. Your
Starter Service
the obvious and current think- imagination adds even more
1989 115HP engine
cleaning. Vinyl, fences,
Repair. rebuild - rea51,400080.753-0324 etc. (270)527-7176
sonable prices Call ing. Brainstorm and grow. flounsh to what goes on. You
'88 Bayliner Capri
delight others and certainly love
731-642-6939.
654 Travel and education force you
DNJ HANDYMAN
Runabout with trailer
to a new level of understanding. the flights of fantasy. Positive
Hobby Rd., Pans, TN
We do all the odd lobs
Needs minor work
38242
If you are single, the opposite feelings and opportunities occur
you don't have time
Great deal $850
for
sex demonstrates their interest Tonight: Keep it light!
THE Murray Ledger frequently. If
753-2961
Painting, siding, roofs.
you have not met CANCER (June 21-July 22)
& Times considers your special person, he or she *** Settle and enjoy what is
decks
293-5438
its sources reliable, could be coming down the path. happening around you. If you
but inaccuracies do If you are attached, be willing to can do what you need to do from
occur.
Readers explore a special trip you both your home, please do. Many
L&M
•
people will be looking for you. Do
using
this
informa- have
discussed. what you Must right away so you
often
LAWN SERVICE
tion do so at their Sometimes a more possessive can visit with others. Tonight:
utp capNart CC 1.,.d to tr
Mowing. Manicuring
IlAttalStoontlIntlearsS Dom
own risk. Although side emerges when you feel Don't venture too far.
& Landscaping
Scrap Uttar Stowers IT•111rs
satisfaction guaranteed FatmE 411 ft Car Batten's
persons and com- insecure. LIBRA encourages LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
TvIrT
***** Act like you know what
Call 753-1816
panies mentioned YOU to let your mind wander.
or 227-0611
you are doing. A positive attitude
herein
are
believed
1.111'S
%VV.
,
'
1The Stars Show the Kind of draws the results you want. Let
to
be
reputable,
MANACI
\I
FUTRELL'S Tree
your fire within crackle. Friends
The Murray Ledger Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; come back with many ideas.
• weekly &
Service
'— '
trula rentals
& Times, nor any of 4-Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so: Start the ball rolling. Tonight:
Trimming,
removal
ccasavenne sue damp
stump grinding fireits
employees 1-Difficult
Though you might anticipate
wood Insured
7911-1151 • 293-2783
hanging with one person, you
accept any responARIES
(March
21-Apt11
19)
489-2839
29/3-2784
might wind up with many.
sibility whatsoever
***** Your attitude attracts VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
for their activities.
many, but today a magnet *** You have the potential to
seems to be pulling you in. You take risks (yes, you), as you see
TRENCHING
cannot stop the inevitable; move the pot of gold at the end of the
731-782-3951
forward. Investigate a matter that rainbow. Remember, it is a pot
731-336-5288
Contracting
General
might expand your mind, which and it could fall over, letting the
could involve school for some
gold tumble out. Not everything
and travel for others. Tonight is a guarantee Take off your
CONSTRUCTION
Commercial/Residential
Hang out
rose-colored glasses. Tonight:
Specializing in poured
Remodeling, Additions,
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
Your treat
concrete basements
**** Analyze your limas and
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing
Licensed & Insured
decide what is doable A well- ***** Zoom in with confi519-2713 planned schedule is backed with dence,
whether discussing plans
270-761-6790
4.
Office:
much energy. When do you say or how to squeeze in so much in
WILDUFE
'enough"? Right now is an such a little time Respond to
Cell: 270-978-1007

Calhoun Construction, LLC

le

your
be

Lee's Carpet Cleaning
August Special!!!

16

Ora

...

5 areas cleaned and
deodorized

.7

$119.001

Nimmi show i•t New a demo%
en* Owned and Ormased
SemIng Callowey County For 35 rears'

4.e
.e•

270)753-5827

J:14
Lifetime glass breakage warranty on

Food Plot
Consultants
"Deer and Turkey
-Custom planting
'Soil testing
-Liming and Fertilizing
-Spraying
'Bedding area Drown
and Construction
-Wildlife Trees and
Shrubs Avertable
2701293-5519/clays
8950/rwer-iiinqs

Moulins Blur

someone at a distance or a need endless if you just let it happen.
to push past your mental fitters. Tonight: Say "yes.'
You might be clocking an imporAQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
tant piece of information. **** Your natural tendency to
Tonight: Take the lead; others take the untrodden path or follow
will follow.
your inner beat now emerges
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
once more. Wherever you are,
*** Examine what is doable you add that distinctive flair and
without accepting more respon- ability your sign is identified with.
sibility. The less you appear, the Tonight: A child could be rebelmore powerful the results will be. lious.
A partner tries to understand PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
where you are coming from. You *** Pressure builds. Right
see his or her true nature with now, though tense, your precispending. Tonight: Get all the sion emerges, allowing you to
sleep you need.
take the lead. Listen more and
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. follow through on what you
21)
need. Your sense of direction
***** Others want to take carnes you. Consider a domestic
the lead. What is to stop them? matter before saying anything
Though you certainly can handle right now Tonight: Get into
a lot on your plate, why try? weekend mode
Others appear more than capable of assuming a bigger role. BORN TODAY
Let go and see what occurs.
Singer Madonna (1958), sportsTonight: In the social whirl.
caster Frank Gifford (1930),
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) actor Timothy Hutton (1960)
*** You might want to assume
***
a different approach and follow Jacqueline BIgar is on the
through with a boss. Dig into Internet at http://www.jacqueyour resourceful mind when Ilnebigar.com.
dealing with a work or daily (c) 2007 by King Features
issue. The solutions could be Syndicate Inc.

Has your advisor
invested In You?
"1 invest time lit jiy ersents,
as well as their pertfelies."

Diana Thomason
Ft1c4t
AceMa
tnes==
270-1814121

Menamicimaimanglitslibmuliknot

- Top 5 Reasons People Choose Reed Interiors
I_ Thousands of the latest fabrIcs. Literary, thousands'
Stylish drapery hardware.
3 Iteavtiful custom bedding.
4 Custom upholstery ,axtes emu-, atm n house
5. Interior design senices deigned to It your budget 4Thie-re oleo
From design to faoncsoon to protessocnal instaasoon, Kits vicirk
,n rouse by od friendly staff

dcrie

Come check out the Reed Merlon difference lot yourself!

C
OZOOtt 9114111101141110
Need help
408 B. 12th et. • 783-83111
Promoting your
Business?
'Service After Sale
Call us we will 'Full Parts Dept
"N
toimip.

vinyl replacement
*Locally Owned &
windows by:
CONTRACTORS
liumw
Ledger Operated
RESICOM
270-227-2115
& Times
270-293-1899

270-75,3-1916

said.
Kasey G. Kazee, 24, of Ashland, was
charged with first-degree robbery, according
to Ashland Police Sgt. Mark McDowell.
Kazee, in an interview with the TV station, denied he was bandit who robbed two
rolls of change from the store.
Kazee pleaded not guilty Monday in
Boyd County District Court and was ordered
held under a $250,000 cash bond.

Horoscope

FREE

or
buy:
.ft. 2
- In
down

combine the two projects.
Then
came
Omkaram
Nalamasu's students, also at
RN, who said the project — a
thin sheet black on one side and
white on the other — looked like
an electrical device.
And over about 18 months,
the groups developed the projects, into a battery, a capacitor,
which stores electricity and a
combination of the two.
Ajayan sees potential uses in

combination with solar cells,
perhaps layers of the paper battenes that could store the electricity generated until it is needed, he said in a telephone interview.
Perhaps it could be scaled up
and shaped into something like a
car door, offering moving electrical storage and power when
needed.
That might be an expensive
proposition, however, cautioned
Peter Kofmas, an engineenng
professor at the University of
Maryland.
"The advantage of a flexible
device would be that you could
roll it in a film or a sheet.
However, carbon nanotubes are
very expensive," said Kofinas,
who was not involved in the
research.
"So from the commercial
standpoint, this would be very
expensive if you want to make a
large sheet out of this material,"
he said via e-mail. In addition,'
he said, "It does not look like it
performs better than currently
available batteries and supercapacitors in the market."
Because of its flexibility,
however, it does have potential,
Kofmas said.
The research was funded by
the New York State Office of
Science,
Technology
and
Academic Research and the
National Science Foundation.

Anxiety.
(270)436-5927

270-753-2279
on
oad,
994,

Foldable paper battery developed

of paper and can be bent Of
twisted, trimmed with scissors
or molded into any shape needed.
HOUSE wash special
$89.00 up to 1,500 sq.
While the battery is only a
ft. Sidewalk included
prototype a few inches square
ilC & Insured
right now, the researchers at
(27
'1-4 •
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Attention
I who developed it have high
Tobacco farmers
hopes for it in electronics and
igation servic es ..ither fields that need smaller,
available
lighter power SOUICes.
Call
"We would like to scale this
0)293-7109
up to the point where you can
imagine pnnting banenes like a
JOE S JOBS newspaper. That would be the
ultimate," Robert Linhardt a
professor at the Center for
Biotechnology
and
Interdisciplinary Studies at RPI
--;1-4144.
said in a telephone interview.
The development is reported
hi
•
.1- %%Ill
in this week's online edition of
%ill% mg I pert,
Proceedings of the National
I oial
Academy of Sciences.
I 1o.,1 I i.,r,•••
Unlike
other
batteries,
I fee
! Air ors ned
Linhardt explained, it is an inteiq,6-400-1 %ME
grated device, not a combination
of pieces.
NE115 HELP?
The battery uses paper
Handyman Services. infused with an electrolyte and
All remodeling.
carbon nanotubes that are
No job too small.
embedded in the paper. The carFree estimates.
(731)247-3001
bon nanotubes form the elec(731)363-3521
trodes, the paper is the separator
and the electrolyte allows the
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current to flow.
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Students at the school in
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Troy, N.Y., were the inspiration
Relieve PTSD and
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Fred is a tuxedo domestic mediurn hair, male, eight weeks old

Tepper is a domestic short hair
orange tabby, male, nine weeks old

SHELTER HOURS: MON.-FRI. ii AM-4 PM • MT ii AM-3 PM
GSM.
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For morn information contact
Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at(270)759-4141
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LooklegBack
16 yean age
Rev Heyward Roberts o the
speaker ,at the revival now in
Au Farce Tech Sgt Gloria .1
Cavin has graduated from Au Force
progress at Grace Baptist Church.
Non-commissioned Officer I('O)
46 years age
2nd Lt James A Valentine,
Academy at Kartaren Air Station.
Germany She is the daughter of son of Mr and Mrs. OM% L
Valentine, has been assigned to
Maric ('avitt of Murray
the United States Army Training
Births reported include a boy
to Gary and Lena Hurst. July 14; Center Infantry at Fort Henning.
Ga.
a boy to Nora and Roger Parrish
Bess KerItck. Lucy Ann Forand a gut to Anita and timothy
rest, Lucy Lilly, Sue Fairless and
'sins, Aug. 8, a buy to Jennifer
and Junmy Covington. • girl to Pauline Waggener. all of Murray.
acre among the 200 teachers
Victoria and Robert Dennis and a
boy to Mary and Burl Inman, attending the annual meeting of
the Kentucky Association of Home
Aug 9
Economics leachers held Aug 8Mr and Mrs Hoban CI Luton
II at the Leadership training Cenwill hc married SO ye.us Aug 17
ter, Hardinsburg
* years aft0,,
- Births reported include a girt
- Calloway ('runty-Judge Execto Mr and Mrs Richard Knight.
utive George %ralt., presented an
Aug 9
update on the progress of the Con 50 years ago
larth-Ill/fl Of the new Calloway
Edwina Garrison, Roland E.
County jail at a meeting of the
Goodwin, Will Mac Jones and ,
Calloway County Fiscal Court
Fred Schultz are local teachers comMurray.City.Council.approved
pleting the National Science Founthe proposed 4 percent property
dation Summer Science Institute
tali at it'. meeting
held at Murray State College
Published is • picture of Rcbci.
Recent births reported at Murca Boyd and Ohs ia Porter enjoying one of the rides in the and- ray Hospital include a girl to Mt
-and Mrs Ronald 1...awtence. I ltt
ay now in progress at the
ray-Calloway County Fair Me to Mn and Mrs Bobby Osborne.
photo was by Staff Photographer
a boy to Mr and Mrs Thomas
Scott Wilson
Alexander and a boy to Mr and
Mrs Junior Casty
30 years ago
60 years ago
Deditsoon ceremonies for the
An informal summer COTrenaming of Second Street to I. P
14 inentemcni was held Aug 14 at
Miller Street were held Aug
II) a 111 at Murray State College.
as • part .if the annual 'knights%
in honor 01
Dr Ralph /I Woods. president of
hornevoming 1111,
MM.', delivered the major address
Mr Miller. outstanding educator
on "Builders" Prof I. It Putnam
and community leader Murray
gave the invocation and Barbara
City Councilmen thisc Willis and
Polk and Gladys Rrddick were
Loyd Arnold were speakers
soloists Sixty-se-Nen students were
Mrs Lois Sanderson was preawarded degrees
sented with a plaque.
Rudy's Restaurant. located on
love offenng for her wr.tke as
church secretary from 1966 to the west side of the Murray stiunsquare, has an advertisement say1977 at Memorial Baptist Church
ing "with our air conditioning,
by Res knell White, ludo'. and
patrons can cat in a cool place"
Guy Cunningham, deacon chair
man
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COWLS/ FEATURES
Cynical husband disapproves
of wife's friendship with man
DEAR ABBY: I have been
married to *Tun' for almost
seven years. I have a male
co-worker, 'Chad,' who is a
good friend. Tim thinks that
a man IS friends with a woman
only if he wants something from
her. He says that Chad must
be gay, sexually interested in mc,
or using me
is a means
to some end.
Quite
frankly, I am
that
hurt
Tim doesn't
think I am
interesting
enough to be
By Abigail
friends with
Van Buren
feels
and
that I can be seen only in
"that way.- Chad has never once
hit on me or given me the slightest reason to doubt his plutonic feelings. He is also not
gay.
How can I convince my
husband that my friend is not
trying to seduce me or use
me" I have tried inviting Tim
to hang out with us so he can
get to know Chad better; he
always declines. I'm at my
wits' end because I dislike
upsetting my husband, but I
refuse to give up a good friend.
-- PULLING MY HAIR OUT
IN C'AMBRIA, WIS.
DEAR PULLING: There
is no way to convince your
husband that your co-worker
isn't trying to seduce or use
you because that is the way

416

Dear Abby

TodaylnIllstory
By the Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. Aug IS.
the 227th day of 2001 There are
118 days left in the year
Today's Highlight in Ifistory
On Aug IS. 194S, Emperor
Hirohito Announced 10 his subjects in a pie res.ordcd radio askIrcs.
that Japan had accepted IerMS of
surrender lie ending World War
11
On this dale
In 10s7, Macbeth. King of
Scots, was killed in battle by MalEl lr ES 1_ IJ

El

In 193' India became independent atter some 200 years of
British rule
In 1969. the Woodurx:k Music
and Art Fair opened in upstate
New York
In 1971. President Richard
Nixon announced a 90-day freeze
on wages, prices and rents
In 1995. 29 people were killed
by a car bomb in Omagh. Northern Ireland. a splinter group calling itself the Real IRA claimed
responsibility

colm. the eldest son of King Dun
can. whom Macbeth had slain
In 1769, Napoleon Bonaparte
was born on the island of Corsi
In 1914, the Pan:1111d I'd/A:II
opened to traffic
In 1915, humorist Will Rogers
and aviator Wiley Pint were killed
when their airplane i:rashed new
Point Barrow. Alaska
In 1944. during World War II
Allied forces landed in southern
France in Operation 1/ragison
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your husband's mind works.
In other words, when Tim says
that men are mends with
women only for what they can
get, he is describing HIMSELF. And the reason he refuses to take the time to get to
know Chad better is that by
refusing, he is putting limits
on the relationship and controlling you. You have my
sympathy.
000

DEAR ABBY:lam a widow
whose 43-year-old daughter is
-dating a 56-year-o1d man. They
have both been marncd before
and have children from prior
marriages.
They have been discussing
inarnage. Is it unreasonable of
me to expect my future sonin-law to ask me for my daughter's hand in marriage as a
sign of respect and in the name
of tradition? -- TRADITIONAL MOM-IN-LAW-TO-BE
DEAR TRADITIONAL:
Yes, it is. Your daughter has
long since reached the age at
which she is entitled to decide
for herself whether to give or
withhold her hand -- or anything else. And the sooner you
dismount from your high horse,
the happier your relationship
with your future son-in-law
will be.
000

DEAR ABBY: I work at
one of the nicer, upscale restaurants in our small community. We have been having an
issue with groups or committees of anywhere from four to
IS people coming into the
establishment to hold their
meetings These groups frenormal
at
amvc
quently
evening dinner times and therefore take up a table, but the
attendees don't order anything.
How can you politely tell
these people that if they want
to use our dining establishment, they should purchase
something? Their behavior is
just plain rude! The owner and
many of the staff would like
to be able to say something.
but don't know how to phrase
it without making these people angry. -- BAFFLED IN
MINNESOTA
DEAR BAFFLED: Your
problem should be handled by
the manager of the restaurant.
In many restaurants the minimum order per person is printed on. the menu. and that is
!
a policy you should institute.
The next time the freeloaders
come trooping in, the new policy should he pointed out to
them.
•••
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Dear Nhby is written by
Abigail Nan Buren. also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.IlearAbby.rom or P.O. Box 69440, Los
Angeles. C 90069.
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Plan early for late-life
medical issues
DEAR DR. GOT!': I MI
deeply concerned about my 85year-old mother. She was in
very good health until four years
ago when, in quick succession,
she had to have a heart stent
and later developed colon cancer. She has
become
to
adverse
eating since
e
h
t
chemotherapy for the
cancer. She
also will not
consume
or
water
any
most
other liquid
any
in
By
to
Dr. Peter Gott amount
maintain her
fluid levels, Her thinking is
becoming erratic. She is on a
cholesterol drug and vitamins,
and as far its I know, that is
all.
DEAR READER: Your elderly mother has had serious health
problems to deal with, Including the predictable consequences
of chemotherapy. I cannot speculate whether her behavior and
erratic thinking are her way of
welcoming a dignified and painless death or whether she requires
aggressive management — such
as intravenous fluid replacement.
a feeding tube and ki forth.
This might be a good time
for the family members to sit
down with your mother's primary care physician to develop
an approach that meets her wishes and needs. If the consensus
is that she is a candidate for
palliative care, a hospice facility should be brought in to
relieve family caregivers and
make your mother comfortable.
If the decision is not for palliation, your mother should be
hospitalized until she is stable.
DEAR DR. GOT!': My wife
and I both have high choles-

Dr. Gott

tcrol and tnglycende levels. She
is a heart patient. and her doctor has her on Pravakhol. I have
a different doctor, and he has
just switched me from Pravacol
to Zucor
Breakfast is our vitamins,
plus toasted wheat bread (one
slice for me) with jelly. I have
one container of packaged oatmeal with hot water. We drink
I cup of black tea in the morning.
We eat our big meal at noon,
which usually consists of a salad
of tomatoes, zucchini, radishes,
lettuce, and maybe cottage cheese
or yogurt.
Our evening meal usually consists of pasta, occasional beef
or skinless chicken. Sometimes
we have a potato or yam cooked
in the microwave. Most of our
food is nonfat or low-fat. Noon
and evening. I have herbal tea,
and she has decaffeinated tea.
No coffee.
Our snack in the evening is
melon (cantaloupe or honeydew)
plus nonfat pudding and animal
crackers.
Our doctor has told us to
cut down on sugar, so we have
cut out cookies and ice cream.
We eat out once a week. I most
often have salmon, and she has
fish also. I'm 84 and she is 78.
With all we're doing, please
advise how we can get our cholesterol levels down.
DEAR READER: You are
following an appropriate lowfat diet. If this fails to lower
your cholesterol levels, consider adding niacin plus omega-3
fish-oil capsules. You may be able
to avoid taking higher doses of
expensive statin drugs, which
can cause serious side effects.
I do not know what your cholesterol levels are and cannot
offer much more than a broad
generalization. Work out a monitoring schedule with your family doctor.
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Opening lead '- king of hearts
.„This deal shows bow difficult it
can be to always find the best method
of defense
West leads the kills of hearts, on
which ast signals encouragingly
with the nine West continues with
the ace and another heart, won by
Iasi with the queen. The defenders
hasr thus collected the first throe
tricks, hut South makes the rest
regardless of is hat last does next

However, the contract can be
defeated by different defense. If West
leads a loss heart to the queen at trick
two and East returns a heart to his
partner's ace, South is in trouble.
West returns his last heart, and
whatever declarer does, he goes
down, lie may discard from dummy
or ruff with the seven, but in either
event, Fast ruffs with the jack, and
West later scores a trump trick to put
South down one
It is a difficult line of defame to
find, hut there are good grounds for
West to delend in this fashion.
First, West should realize — since
South surely has the ace of clubs for
that it is impossihis opening bid
ble for the defense to von any tricks
in the minor suits.
Second, when Last signals with
the nine of hearts. West should reason that if the nine indicates a doubleton, the contract cannot be
defeated by continuing with the ace
and another heart for Fast to ruff.
That would surely be the last trick for
thc defense.
West's only real chance of stopping the contract is to find East with
thc Q-9-x of hearts. the further hope
that Last also has the jack or queen of
trumps is simply an extension of this
line of thought
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MSU students
on campus
this weekend

Murray, KY 42071

750

STOP IN THE NAME OF THE LAW

Plenty of aetivities taking
place for new, returning
Murray State students
MSU News Bureau
This weekend will see
Murray State University hosting
its annual Great Beginnings as
freshmen stream into town
Saturday.
Great Beginnings was started
in the 1990s to welcome new
students to the university by
assisting them in making the
transition from high school to
college easier. Since its inception, MSU has seen both freshmen and sophomore retention
rates increase.
Murray's residential colleges, including the just completed Clark College on
Waldrop Drive, will open to new
students at 10 a.m. Saturday.
Murray State faculty, staff and
students will be on hand to assist
students in moving into their
residential colleges. Staff will be
available at information stations
to answer questions that students may have.
An important component of
Great Beginnings is first-year
leaders. current MSU students
who mentor incoming freshmen,
offering advice and leadership
as school gets started and
throughout the semester. At 4
p.m. on Saturday, new students
will meet with their first-year
leaders while parents attend a
reception on campus.
A Taste of Murray will be
held in the Regional Special
Events Center at 5:45 p.m. It
will be followed by a Lawn
Party on Winslow Cafeteria and
residential college activities.
On Sunday, the residential
colleges open to upperclassmen
at 10 a.ni Activities and a cook-

Traffic Alert
Local motorists should be
prepared for heavy traffic
around Murray State
University this
weekend.
)
Students will
move into their
residential colleges on Saturday and
Sunday.
Drivers are urged to take
alternative routes to avoid
Chestnut Street, Ky. 121
and Waldrop Drive.
Waldrop will be closed to
through traffic, according
to information from MSU
Police Department.
•••

U.S. News Ranking
For the 17th straight year.
MSU has been recognized as one of the
nation's best universities
by U.S. News & World
Report.
— See Page 2A

TOM BERRY/edger & Times
The Calloway County Sheriff's Department is putting drivers on notice that three and four-way stops have been placed at the
intersections of Third and Barnett, Fifth and Center, and Fifth and Calloway streets in Hazel with deputies specially-assigned
for enforcement by the Hazel City Council. Above, Deputy Richard Steen is seen at the intersection of Third and Barnett where
he recently issued a warning to a driver that ran the sign as he was sitting there.
•

out will follow at Winslow
Cafeteria from 4:30-6:45 p.m.
The MSU Marching Band will
perform that night at 7 p.m. on
the .Lovett Auditorium steps.
Community members are invited to attend as well as MSU students, faculty and staff.
New
Student
The
Convocation will be held on
Monday at 1 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium with author Julia
Alvarez as the keynote speaker.
As a part of the Freshman
Reading Experience, incoming
students were asked to read
Alvarez's book of essays,

•See Page 2A

campaign kickoff banquet set'
Special to the Ledger
Plans have been finalized for the United
Way of Murray-Calloway County's KickOff Banquet and Volunteer Celebration.
The event is Tuesday. Aug. 28, at 6:30 p.m.
in the Curris Center.
Tickets are $15 per person and can be
purchased at the United Way office in the
George Weaks Community Center.
The banquet is the official start of the
2()08 Annual Giving Campaign. This year's
theme is "Can we build it? Yes we can!. Lance Allison, the 2008 Campaign Chair
notes. "The 2008 United Way Fundraising
Campaign will be huge for Murray and
Calloway County. We are expecting great

things to happen in 2008, as our community
grows and so does the need to help each
other," said Lance Allison, 2008 campaign
chair.
"lam looking forward to a 'groundbreaking year,' pardon theTun. 1 hope everyone
can come to the banquet and hear what we
have 'under construction.—
The United Way of Murray-Calloway
County raises money on an annual basis to
help various agencies in the community and
this coming year we plan to expand our
efforts even further. Money is raised
through individual giving, payroll deductions and business/corporate donations and
helps support the United Way's 12 member

agencies and other local targeted community needs.
In addition to the announcement of
fundraising goal, each of the United Way
agencies will recognize their 'Volunteer of
the Year' and the Kathie Gentry Lifetime
Achievement Award recipient will also be
named.
"United Way isn't just a charity. Your gift
is an investment for 'building' the success of
our community and its people," said Alice
Rouse, United Way Board past-president.
For more information, please call the
United Way office at 753-0317 or visit the
United Way's website at www.mccurtitedway.com.

Playing with fire Court looks to stop repeat offenders
starts field blaze
near trailer park
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
A five-acre field fire reportedly started by two juveniles threatened homes in the Northwinds Trailer Park on North 16th Street
Thursday afternoon while scorching a large field and nearby wooded area.
Murray Fire Marshal Dickie Walls said Murray Fire Department
personnel responded to the alarm shortly after 4 p.m. with five
trucks and about 25 firefighters.
Most of the damage was restricted to grass and trees, however
some property was damaged.
"It was threatening several trailers in the trailer park, damaged
the fence around the radio station's tower and burnt a field off and
some woods," Walls said.
An investigation of the incident discovered that the blaze was
started by two juveniles playing with fire, Walls said.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue was also called to the scene and
provided at least two trucks and about 10 firefighters.
Firefighters fought the blaze and remained on the scene for more
than two hours.
The region's dry conditions have prompted both Murray and
Calloway County officials to post a burn ban until at least an inch
of rain is received for a 24-hour period or the ban itself is lifted.
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the team what determines which
offenders can fill the 25-30 slots
initially and discusses the cases
as they progress through the
program.
The team for Calloway and
Marshall counties will build
upon the pilot drug court Foust's
office has worked with the past
42 weeks. Right now, the pilot
program has two women and six
men.
Except for a couple paid state
workers, everyone involved in
the local drug court volunteer.
"Ultimately, I think a working drug court will save work
down the road," Foust said
Thursday during training at
Marshall
County
Judicial
Facility. "... What's going to
increase the caseload is repeat
offenders. If we can intervene
earlier, then five years down the
road our caseload might
decrease."
Since 1993, some Kentucky
jurisdictions have had drug
court programs, which provide
non-violent offenders an alternative to jail time or traditional
treatment programs.

Reading, writing...the keys to tomorrow

3-DAY FORECAST
Saturday

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
BENTON, Ky. — in hopes
of slowing the revolving door of
repeat offenders, a state-funded
drug court program is being
established in Calloway and
Marshall counties.
The 42nd Judicial Circuit,
which is made up of the two
local counties, is among the 43
jurisdictions that recently
received funding to establish the
drug court program.
With the latest round of fundpreviously
legislators
ing
approved, Kentucky becomes
the third state to have statewide
drug courts, according to the
state's Drug Court General
Manager Connie Payne.
Payne. who has worked with
program
through
the
Administrative Office of the
C'ourts for more than four years.
was in western Kentucky on
Thursday to train Circuit Judge
Dennis Foust, attorneys, law
enforcement officers and other
court personnel who will be
involved with the program.
Some of those people make up
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The
drug
court program
lasts about 18
months with a
year of active
participation in
counseling sessions,
drug
screenings and
other meetings
and six months
Foust
of aftercare for
those with felony offenses. A
misdemeanor offense requires
three months of aftercare.
Broken down to three phases,
encourages
the
program
accountability. During the first
phase, participants must attend
drug court once a week and be
tested three times each week.
That lessens to one drug court
session every two weeks and
two drug tests weekly in the second phase and one session and
one weekly test in the final portion.
Drug court participants are
typically offenders who are
given a pre-trial diversion or
probation in exchange for their
guilty pleas. These participants

are screened to ensure this program seems to fit their needs.
"Drug court is a one-tune
shot," said Regional Drug Court
Director Phyllis Teeters. "What
you don't want to do is not
bringing in someone who needs
to be in or bring in someone
who's not ready."
Defense attorneys are typically the people who refer their
clients. Once referred, Recovery
Coordinator Jeanie Carson will
screen the potential participants,
ensuring their eligibility and
gauging their commitments to
participation.
"I saw things that didn't
work, but then I saw this and
believe in it," said Carson, who
worked for Four Rivers
Behavioral •Cer*er before coming on board with drug court in
Ballard, Carlisle, Fulton and
Hickman counties.
Now, plenty of people stand
to benefit in Calloway and
Marshall counties.
"What you'll find is you'll
have more people who need in

U See Page 2A
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MSU again on U.S. News
& World Report ranking

3 rescuers killed in cave-in

For the 17th consecutive year, U.S.News & World Report
has recognized Murray State University among Arrienca's top
public universities. In its annual college guide
released today, Murray ranked ninth in thc
nation when compared to public master's level
universities by overall score. MSU ranked AS
the sixth best public university in the South. It
also retained its listing in the master's level
category of Great Schools, Great Prices.
"The recognition we have received once
again this year in the U.S.News ranking is
important to US as VIC spread the word about
the excellent teaching and learning that MSU
has to offer." said MSU President Randy
Dunn
"We know that prci'speetne students use
this information as one way to find the right fit in a college to
foster their individual talents and reach their goals. We are
proud of the work that our faculty and staff have done to again
earn MSU a place in the nation's top ten public universities."
Seen as the prenuer college guide in the country, U.S.News
& World Report's America's Best Colleges provides an excellent starting point for students and parents who are searching
out universities because it offers the opportunity for readers to
judge the quality of schools based on widely accepted indicators of excellence.
-The U.S.News rankings system rests on two pillars-. It
oti- quantitative measures that edocation experts have
proposed as reliable indicators of academic quality, and it's
based on our nonpartisan view of what matters in education."
noted guide editors. Robert J. Morse and Samuel Flanigan The
indicators used to measure academic quality are peer assessment. retention, faculty resources, student selectivity, financial
resources, graduation rate performance and alumni giving rate.
According to U.S.News data, Murray State improved in
class site and student/faculty ratio. two charactensucs of personalized education. .
..
Murray State llniversity has been consistently recognized
for its high quality, affordable education and its unique setting
In addition to U.S.News, the university has been highly ranked
by Thr Pnnceton Review. Money Guide. Kiplinger's Personal
Finance. a Carnegie Mellon study, Southern Living. Outdoor
Life, the MIT Student Review. Kaplan college guide and
Getedusated.corn. Murray State has also been featured in The
Nibt. York limes. The Chronicle of Higher Education and The
brndon Time %.
The 2008 gunk goes on sale at ileSksstands on Monday

Princeton tops rankings
By JUSTIN POPE
AP Education Wntor
Princeton holds the top spot
in the latest I' S News & World
Report college rankings, the
eighth straight year the private.
Ness Jersey school has either
tied or held the tarp slot wtright
Just like last year. Pflikrioll
was tolloSSed by Harvard at Ni'
2 and Yale at Na' 3iii the cram°
verstal rankings As usual, a few
schools moved up or down a
slot, but there were no major
changes Stanford was No 4,
followed by Cal Tech and the
University of ['toms Isanir tied
for filth
Williams and Amherst were
the highest-ranked littera! arts
4. °liege.
The rankings. which hit
newsstands Monday in the mag
Best
alines annual "America
Colleges" guide. Are lasing particularly voi:al complaints this
year from a group of colleges
and educators working to &sel
op an alternative to the system
So tar. the group led by edu•
cation Asti'. ict Lloyd Thacker
hasn t formal's enlisted any of
the top ranked schools But the
magazine has responded to one
complaint that the rankings

Townerier

•

NOTICE
II The Murray-Calloway
County Park Board will meet
Monday at 6 p m in the
Chamber of Commerce conference room Agenda items
include a report from RN*
Lamkin a director's report
and committee reports
• The Murray Planning
Commission will meet at 5
p m Tuesday at City Hall
The agenda includes a public
hearing to review the preliminary site plan for storage
units behind the Murray
Business Center at 1900 N
12th St and discussion
about possible changes to
the fee schedule
• The Murray Board of
Zoning Adiustments will meet
at 430 pm Wednesday at
The agenda
City Hall
includes three public hearings to review conditional use
permit applications for storage units behind the Murray
Business Center to allow
non-related people to live at
and to
1403 Olive Blvd
operate a residential care
facility at 1636 °five St
•To report a Town Crier
nom can 753-1916

punish schools for enrolling
low-income students. For the
first time this year. U.S. News is
factoring the percentage of students receiving Pell Grants into
its calculation of a school's
"graduation rate perfomiance"
Alsai nevi this year The magazine has included the service
academics fhe U.S.Naval
Academy is ranked Ni. 20 in the
liberal arts college category. and
the U.S. Military Academy is
Na. 'z77n*—u.s-. Air Force
Academy leads the list of "Best
Baccalaureate Colleges" in the
western region
The formula tor the rankings
includes variables such as graduation and retention rates, faculty
and financial resources, and the
percentage of alumni donating
money to their alma mater. The
biggest single satiable — and
the most controversial -- is a
reputation assessment by peer
institumins

MSU
From Front
"Something to Declare"
Tuesday will find new students continuing tar settle into
college life through meetings
with their first-year leaden and
Realities on Campus, a comical
and serious look at college
The alternoton features a
that
Racer
Extras agents
includes campus activities, a
part-time job fair, community
service information and details
on studs abroad Hypnotist Tom
DeLuca makes his annual
appearance on campus that
evening at 11 pm in 1.octl
Auditonum
Classes begin on N ethicstir v
both tin and off campus

From Front
Payne
than you hilie
said
Not everyone who enters
drug court successfully completes the program. So far. 5,703
people have accepted the alternative program statewide and
.9X9 of those base graduated.
according to information from
the state's Administrative Office
art thc
And not only did those par

Thursday morning
-The seismic activity underground has just been relentless.
The mountain is still alive, the
mountain is still moving and we
cannot endanger the rescue
workers as we drive _toward
these trapped miners," said Bob
Murray. chief of Murray Energy
Corp., the co-owner and operator of the Crandall Canyon
mine.
On top of the mountain, rescuers were tinning a fourth hole
on Thursday, aiming for a spot
where devices called "geophones" had detected mysterious vibrations in the mountain.
Both Kulczewski, the Labor
Department spokesman, and
Gordon. the mayor, said they
believed that work continued
after the accident.
"They're looking right now
at finishing the drilling on the
fourth hole, going through. and
as I understood, that they're
gOing to just bë drilling the
holes and . putting the camera
through and looking at these different ways to get in there,
maybe through the top," Gordon
told CNN. "But I don't think
that they're going to be doing
any mining down in the bottom
again."
No details were available
about the official catISC of the
rescuers' deaths.
One of the killed workers
was an inspector for the federal
and Health
Mine Safety
agency
Administration,
spokesman Dirk Fillpca said. He
did not know his name air have
information about the other victims.
Injuries to the survivors
ranged from cuts and scrapes to
head and chest trauma.
Six of the injured were taken
to Castleviev. Hospital in Price.
One rescuer died there, one was
airlifted to a Salt Lake City hospital. one was released and three
were being treated. said Jeff
Manley, the hospital's chief
executive
The second dead worker
passed away at Utah 'alley
Regional Medical Center in
Provo, hospital spokeswoman
Janet Frank said. Another worker there was in serious condition

tic'pants graduate, but many of
them were changed About 20
percent of drug coutt graduates
were convicted of a new felony
in the two years after completing the program, but that's compared to the 57 I percent convic
tion rate of those charged with
similar offenses who didn't participate in the program
When someone doesn't complete the alternative program
successfully, jail is usually the
next stop. according to Payne

because "it's a morale killer for
someone to fail out of drug court
and then be put on regular probation."
Throughout the participants'
involvement, more than their
drug screens are monitored
They have to maintain employ.
ment or pursue educational
opportunities, call into the program staff regularly. attend
meetings with court workers as
they are required and meet their
family obligations They are
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Adilene Lerrna, 10, is comforted by her mother Maria, center, as they arrive at the Crandall
Canyon Mine to check on the condition of Adilene's father Natal* who is a rescue team member at the mine in northwest Huntington. Utah. Thursday.

Rest-ue
workers
killed
at mine
A disastrous
cave-in
Thursday rkght
killed three
rescue
workers and
inbured at least
six others who
were trying to
tunnel through
rubble to reach
six trapped
miners-

Monday. Aug. 6: 3 9 magnitude tremor recorded,
collapse at the Crandall Canyon mine traps six
miners some 1.500 feet below ground
Tuesday. Aug. 7: DnI1 starts boring a small hole
path bulldozed to transport a larger dnll
Wednesday, Aug. 8: Crews struggle to positron
larger doll atop steep mountain drilling begins,
reaching more than 1 800 feet
• • Thursday, Aug. 9: Smaller doll bit breaks
through coal seam, workers lower a microphone
and call down but receive no response
Friday, Aug. 10: Debns removal continues as
workers dig tionzontally into the mine, larger dnli
grinds toward cavity
Saturday, Aug. 11: Second doll breaches coal
seam, attempts at contact meet with silence, camera
detects a survivable space arid water on floor
Sunday, Aug. 12: Rescuers consider dnIling third
hole, work to clear away the fallen debns continues
Monday, Aug. 13: Third doll set to drop 1,300 feet
deeper toward a possible refuge site tor the miners
Tuesday. Aug. 14: Workers a third of the way
through the mine shaft to presumed Vocation of
trapped men

A chronology
of significant
developments
at Crandall
Canyon

Wednesday, Aug. 15: Potentially breathable air and
mysterious vibrations detected below third borehole
Thursday, Aug. 16: Oxygen levels in third
chamber enough to support life but video shows
no signs of miners, three rescue workers killed and
at beast six injured in the accident at the mine

with head trauma but was alert,
she said.
The third death was confirmed by Kulczewski, the
Labor Department spokesman.
Gov. Jon Huntsman flew to
the hospital in Price early Friday
and planned to meet with mine
safety officials later in the day to
discuss the future of the rescue
operation.
Huntsman said he did not
want underground tunneling to
resume, hut that the decision
rested with the MSHA.
"We're pushing for that to
cease right now unless MSHA
and others can guarantee that it
can continue safely." he said.
"Whatever happens. we're
going to want to ensure that it is
done safely and that may take a
little while
"We as a state don't want any
more injuries," he added.
"We've had enough."
Before the latest cave-in,
officials said the third of three
holes dnlled reached an intact
chamber with potentially breathable air Video images were
obscured by water running
down that bore hole, but officials said they could see beyond
it to an undamaged chamber in

AP
the rear of the mine. It yielded
no sign the miners had been
there.
Murray said it would take at
least two days for the latest drill
to reach its target, in an area
where a seismic listening device
detected a "noise" or vibration
in 1.5-second increments and
lasting for five minutes. The
drilling began Thursday.
Officials say it's impossible
to know what caused the vibrations and clarified the limits of
the technology.
The geophone can pinpoint
the direction of the source of the
disturbance, but it can't tell
whether it came from within the
mine, the layers of rock above
the mine or from the mountain's
surface, said MSHA chief
Richard Stickler.
The "noise," a term he used a
day before, wasn't anything
officials could hear, Stickler
said. "Really, it's not sounds but
vibrations."
Officials stressed that the
motion picked up by the geophones could he unrelated to the
mine, even as they drilled the
new hole in an effort to uncover
the source of it.

IN Drug court ...

'Service After Sole i

21 2

HUNTINGTON, Utah (API
•- The search for six miners
missing deep underground was
abruptly halted after a second
cave-in killed three rescue
workers and injured at least six
others who were trying to tunnel
through rubble to reach them.
It was a devastating turn for
the families of the six men
trapped in the Aug.6 collapse at
the ('ranciall Canyon mine and
for the relatives of those trying
to rescue them. It's not known if
the trapped miners are alive.
"It just feels like a really hard
blow to swallow after all we've
been through the last week and a
half and everyone trying to hope
in their own individual way,"
Hilary
Huntington
Mayor
Gordon said in telephone intertoday
with ('NN's
view
"American Morning."
All rescue workers were
evacuated from the mine
Thursday evening and work
underground
was stopped.
Asked if the search would be
suspended. "that's something to
he determined," said Rich
Kulczewski. a U.S. Department
of Labor spokesman.
The cave-in at 6:39 p.m. was
believed to be caused by what
seismologists call a "mountain
bump," in which shifting ground
forces chunks of rock from the
walls. Seismologists say such a
hump caused the Aug 6 cave-in
that trapped the six men more
than I miles inside the central
Utah mine
The force from the bump registered a 1.6 at the University of
Utah seismograph stations in
Salt Lake City, said university
spokesman Lee Siegel. It was
the 20th reading at the university since the original collapse,
which registered a 3.9 on Aug.
6.
"These events seem to be
related to ongoing settling of the
rock mass following the main
event," Siegel said hiday morning. "I don't think I'm going too
tar to say that this mountain is_
collapsing in slow motion."
The initial collapse led to the
frenetic effort by rescuers to dig
through the mine toward the
men and drill narrow holes atop
the mountain in an attempt to
learn their whereabouts and perhaps drop food and water
It was not immediately clear
where the rescuers were working or what they were doing
hump
Thursday's
when
occurred.
Undarground, rescuers had
advanced only 1426 feet in nine
Jays Before Thursday's cavein. workers still had about 1,200
feet to go to reach the area
where they believe the trapped
men had been working.
Mining officials said conditions in the mine were treacherous. and they were frequentls
forced to halt digging because of
seismic activity
A day after the initial collapse. the rescuers were pushed
back .410 feet when A bump
shook the mountain and filled
the tunnel with rubble
The digging had been set
hack Wednesday night, when a
coal excavating machine was
half buried by nibble by seismic
shaking
Another mountain
hump intemipted work briefly
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rewarded for good behavior possibly an extended curfew and sanctioned for breaking
rules
"Evers time we create a new
drug court, we come in anti
answer questions like this. then
you decide what you want to
do," Payne told those in the
training session Thursday "
You'll tweak it. Consistency is
important. but if something isn't
working. then we want you to
change it"
The rules vary slightly from
one judicial circuit to another,
hut the programs are based on
some state laws Each team
establishes some of the procedure so the court works for the
given conununity
While training area court
workers. Payne often said "possibly." "usually" or "maybe."
saying the hedge words were
necessary because of the local
control For instance, while
there are some state guidelines

about who is eligible for drug
court, more specifics can he
addressed and interpreted by the
local team.
-The jails will be running
rampant with 'Get into drug
court. it's a get-out-of-jail-free
card.— Payne warned. -"They'll
think that until some participants are hack in jail because of
sanctions or they're out doing
community service."
Represented on the team is
the state drug court staff, judge.
prosecution, defense, law
enforcement, testing provider
and probation/parole. Although
more than one person from each
of these offices is welcome on
the team, each discipline only
gets one vote so there is a tvalMCC in the program.
"Can it work with the judge
and stafr" Payne asked during
the training session. "Yeah, it
can, hut it's not as good. That
shared information is important."
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State storms kill
Agreement reached on energy plan
Greenup County man
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A series of violent thunderstorms that roared though central and northeast Kentucky left
one person dead, three with
minor injures and thousands
without electrical service.
High winds felled a tree onto
a truck in Greenup County,
fatally
injuring
Michael
Roberts, 35, ot Greenup,
according to the Ashland Daily
Independent. The tree fell on
Roberts' truck as he was driving
in the Happy Ridge section of
the northeastern Kentucky
county. He died 90 iainute-s later
at Our Lady of Bellefonte
Hospital.
Two people were injured at
Milton in Trimble County when
a tree fell on a barn and another
person was hurt in Bourbon
County when a tree fell on a car,
according to the National
Weather Service. A barn was
blown down in Bourbon County
and five horses were removed
from the wreckage in apparently
good condition, according to
WKYT-TV in Lexington.
There were 16,000 Louisville
Gas & Electric customers and

8,000 Kentucky Utility customers without power late
Thursday night, said EON U.S.
vice president of corporate communications Chip Keeling. An
updated report on the EON
U.S. outages was not immediately available and Keeling said
it would probably take until
Friday evening to have power
restored to all customers. Fewer
than 500 KU customers
remained without service at 6
a.m. Friday.
Most of the EON U.S.
power loss happened in the
northeast portion_
Jefferson
County and in parts of northern
Kentucky as the storm made its
way across the state. Keeling
said.
Trees and power lines were
downed in counties from
Louisville to Richmond in
Kentucky and in southern
Indiana, the NWS reported.
The storms entered the
Louisville area around 5 p.m.
and signaled the end of a vicious
heat wave in which temperatures rocketed above 100
degrees. The official high in
Louisville was 105 degrees.

a

KentuckylnBrief
Fletcher heading to Vance
Air Force base
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Gov. Ernie Fletcher is heading back
to flight school -- but this time he's not becoming a fighter pilot.
Kentucky's Republican governor headed to Vance Air Force
Base in Enid. Okla. today to speak at a graduation ceremony.
Fletcher, a former fighter pilot, graduated from the same school
back in 1975.
"Never, not in my wildest dreams did I ever dream that I would
be going back — certainly as the governor of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky — to give a graduation speech to the class," Fletcher told
The Associated Press. "But I'm excited about this."
Fletcher was invited to the ceremony as a guest of honor for one
of the joint specialized undergraduate pilot training students in the
class, 2nd Lt. Agneta Murnan, a spokeswoman at the base. said.
Among other things. Fletcher will be speaking at the ceremony and
touring the base and surrounding city.
Fletcher, who attained the rank of captain, said hell be attending
on behalf of Eric Pounds, of Lexington, who is. in the graduating
class.
There are 15 pilots graduating in the class, she said. By comparison, Fletcher said there were about 25 in his graduating class.
Fletcher is scheduled to be in Murray this afternoon for transportation funding announcements.

Hearing officer will not drop
complaint against official
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A state hearing officer refused
Thursday to dismiss a complaint against a former Transportation
Cabinet official who is accused of violating state hiring laws for
political gain.
Dan Druen, who served as commissioner for administrative services in the Transportation Cabinet early in Gov. Ernie Fletcher's
administration, was a central figure in a special grand jury probe
into hiring irregularities.
Fletcher pardoned Druen and 12 other members of his administration after the grand jury issued indictments in 2005. Druen
argued that the ethics complaint against him should be dropped
because he had been pardoned by the governor.
State Hearing Officer Ann M. Sheadel ruled Thursday that the
governor's pardon covered only criminal charges, not the administrative ones brought by the Executive Branch Ethics Commission.
That's what Sheadel cited in her order denying Druen's motion to
dismiss the ethics complaint.
The ethics panel also is pursuing ethics cases against four other
former high-ranking Fletcher administration officials.
The panel decided in June not to pursue ethics charges against
Fletcher

Man sought in Kentucky, Minnesota
slayings found in North Dakota
BISMARCK, N.D.(AP) --- A man captured in a North Dakota
farm field and his woman companion are facing new questions in a
pair of Kentucky killings, along with charges of murder in
Minnesota and attempted murder in Louisiana, authorities said.
McHenry County Sheriff Mary Sola said Jeremy Brooks, 27,
was arrested north of Drake, in central North Dakota. about 6:30
a.m. Thursday.
-This morning, they got the job done. He was north of Drake, a
few miles„and he was in a field. It was without incident. Nobody
got hurt," Sola told The Associated Press.
Brooks, of Greenwood, La., who sometimes uses the name
Travis Allen Guntenaar. is charged in Wright County, Minn., in the
killing of Ruth Ouverson, 58. of rural Montrose, Minn. Her body
was found in a bedroom closet of her home on Aug. 4.
Also arrested was Coty Martinez. 28, of Cut Off, La., who
authorities said was traveling with Brooks. The two face charges of
attempted first-degree murder and armed robbery on June 2 in
Slidell. La., where authorities say Martinez lured a man to a hotel
room and Brooks nearly beat him to death with a malt liquor bottle
and a tire iron.
Martinez and Brooks were also being sought by police in
Louisville, Ky., for a pair of homicides, Louisville Police it. Barry
Wilkerson said Thursday.

By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State lawmakers agreed late
Thursday night on a bill that
would provide incentives for
companies that build high-tech
coal plants in Kentucky.
Senate President David
William' said he expects the
General Assembly to convene
on Monday afternoon to begin
the legislative process to enact
the immure.
Legislators met behind
closed doors for much of the day
Thursday trying to iron out
details of the bill, which .is
aimed at enticing Peabody
Energy to build a coal gasification plant in the state.
"It is a comprehensive energy bill, it really is not a coal bill
at all," said House Speaker Jody
Richards, D-Bowling Green,
said. "This bill, the more I read
it, the more I see about the green
aspects of it ... it's in many ways
an environmental- protection
bill."
Once the major details were

ironed out, lawmakers asked
Gov.
Ernie
Fletcher to call
a special legislative session.
Fletcher press
secretary Jodi
Whitaker said
Fletcher will
Illicit( recall the
session
on

Williams

Monday.
"We're pleased that the legislature has come to agreement on
this important legislation,"
Whitaker said.
The proposal would provide
a number of financial incentives
for Peabody and other energy
companies to build plants in the
state, including breaks on sales
taxes, income taxes and coal
severance taxes.
State lawmakers have spent
much of the summer considering a proposal, which, by some
estimates, would provide about
$300 million in tax breaks for
Williams
Peabody.
said
Thursday night that he wasn't

sure how much
"This is all about a new
the final packdirection for energy in Kentucky
age of incenthat emphasizes renewable enertives agreed to
gy," Richards said.
on Thursday
House Majority Floor Leader
would total.
Rocky Adkins, D-Sandy Hook,:
Fletcher
has been involved in the negoticalled
the
ations and said he considered it
General
a "well-balanced energy pollAssembly into
cy." The public would be
a special sesRichards informed of the details once the
sion last month
legislative leaders agree on a
to deal with the proposal. The plan. Adkins said.
Senate passed an energy taxAdkins, who is the director
incentive plan, but the House of public affairs for Appalachian
did not address Fletcher's leg- Fuels in Cannonsburg, said he
islative agenda and adjourned.
did not have a conflict of interLawmakers had said they est being involved in the negotiwere hoping to ask Fletcher to ations and working for an enercall a special session to begin gy company.
this past Monday. But certain
-This effects all energy comundisclosed issues remained panies in many different energy
unresolved.
fields. I don't think it is (a con- :
Richards said Thursday that flict) at all," Adkins said. "I
he was optimistic a plan could have tried my best to come with .
get done. The proposal address- a well-balanced policy, a good
es issues about capturing carbon policy that I think will have very
emitted from the coal gasifica- positive impacts on the comtion process, and emphasizes monwealth of Kentucky."
use of renewable resources,
Richards said.

GOP sending out Fort Campbell 101st
soldier was mom to 3
fake photo of
candidate Beshear
By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky. CAP) —
GOP leaders said Thursday they
will be distributing a fake photograph of Democratic gubernatorial candidate Steve Beshear
standing beside a casino table
with a drink in his hand.
Republican Party Chairman
Steve Robertson said the depiction has been printed in 200,000
political brochures that will be
passed out door to door across
the state, at campaign events
and at county fairs.
The depiction has Beshear's
head, with a sparkling front
tooth, on someone else's body
dressed in a white sports jacket,
a white shirt with an open collar.
holding a beverage while standing at what appears to be a
roulette table covered with gambling chips.
"There's no misrepresentation on the photograph,"
Robertson said. "We've been
very clear about stating it's not
an actual photograph."
A disclaimer at the bottom of
the brochure says "Not an actual photo."
Even so, the depiction met
immediate criticism from
Beshear supporters.
think that violates the kind
of standards that we expect in
politics." said Democratic Party
Chairman Jonathan Miller. "We
expect that we're not going to
engage in sophomoric, petty
attacks on each other where pictures are distorted, where people
are made fun of."
Beshear spokeswoman Vicki
Glass called the brochure tasteless. "That's a desperate attempt
by a desperate candidate," she
The brochure, which promotes all state-level Republican
candidates, disparages Beshear
as "Easy Money Steve" for supporting a constitutional amendment that would allow casino
gambling in Kentucky. It carries
a headline: "Don't gamble on
Steve Beshear & his fool's gold
casino plan."
Beshear says if elected he
would push for a constitutional
amendment opening Kentucky
to casinos,' He says he wants to

Steve Beshear
D. Gubernatorial
Candidate
limit casino gambling to racetracks and two to four freestanding facilities placed strategically
along the state's borders. He
estimates the venture would
generate at least $500 million a
year in state revenue that he
wants to use to improve education, health care and other government programs. He has said
he'd support a local option for
communities.
Fletcher has voiced strong
opposition to the proposal and
has tried to make the governor's
race a referendum on gambling.
Fletcher says opening casinos
will generate crime and social
ills in the state.
Fletcher
campaign
spokesman Jason Keller said he
saw nothing wrong with the
depiction of Beshear.
'It's a good natured depiction of what Steve Beshear has
made the central issue of his
campaign, and that's casino
gambling," Keller said.
Miller said the brochure was
part of a smear campaign and he
didn't rule out asking the
Republican Party not to use the
brochures.
"That is the type of tactics
that have been stopped so long
ago," Miller said.

MASHPEE, Mass. (AP) — An Army sergeant and mother of
three died in Iraq after being injured when the brakes of a truck
failed while she changed a tire, her family said.
Staff Sgt. Alicia Birchett, 29, died Aug. 9 in Baghdad, the
Department of Defense said Wednesday. Birchett, a member of the
Wampanoag tribe, is the second woman from
Massachusetts to die in Iraq.
She was an engineer mechanic assigned to
the 887th Engineer Company, 326th Engineer
Battalion, 101st Sustainment Brigade, 101st
Airborne Division based at Fort Campbell,
Ky.
Family members said Birchett was an
adventurous, practical and dedicated woman
who joined the military immediately after
graduating from Falmouth (Mass.) High
School in 1995. She also served tours of duty
in Germany and Korea.
AP
"Joining the Army was her way of contributing to the world and seeing the world," This military portrait
provided by her
her cousin Beatrice Jackson said.
Laverne
aunt
Since learning of her death, more than a Jackson, date and.
dozen members of Birchett's family have con- location unknown:
tinuously watched over a small outdoor fire- shows U.S. Army
place at the home of her aunt. Tribal tradition Staff Sgt. Alicia
says flames should burn from when a person Birchen, who died
Aug. 9 in a nondies until they are buried.
accident in
combat
during
They plan to bury Birchett Saturday
Iraq.
a cereniony at the Old Indian Cemetery in
Mashpee
"No disrespect to the (military) service, but she's our tribe and
that's why we're burying her with our people," said Laverne
Jackson, Birchett's aunt.
Birchett had lived in Waynesboro. Tenn. She is survived by her
husband and her three sons, ages 2, 4 and 7.
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Not so hot air
e v ers child's life there l0111CS a tune when childhood
fantasies are shattered and he Or she is forced to accept reality.
- there is no Santa Claus or tooth fairy; parents don't always
mean a when the promise to stay mimed until parted by
death
Grown up scientists. theologians. histonans, iuchaeologists
and others who pursue facts and objective truths are rooted in
reality and constantly adjusting their conclusions. theories and
hvutticara when new information comes to light. Those who
ignore facts and cling to outdated information, or outright
falsehtaals. can quickly embrace fanaticism.
So a is with "global warming." the socuI.0 religion of our day that even has a good
number of adherents among people of faith.
Having decided to focus less on the eternal
and whether anyone dwells there. global
warming fundamentalists are pushing planet
worship on us in a manna that would make
phadist proud.
There are at least two-thoracic-maws all
fundamentalists share. One is the exclusion
and sometimes suppression of any and all
Cars
information that challenges or contradicts the
Thoughts belief one wishes to impose on all The
li v (,,,, Thomas other is the use of the state in pursuit of
Syndicated
their objectives, ovemdmg the tnajonty's
Columnist
will
With global warming, some members of
II ic ss.tent if IS community -- not all of whom Are climatologists.
who disagree among themselves -- have circled the wagons.
denying access and labeling illegitimate any scientist who disagrees with the -doctrines- of a recently warming planet. The
big media have been complicit in this censorship or ndicule of
alternause views. mostly refusing to interview anyone who
does not push the global warming faith. CBS News this week
brii.ukast a tour-pan series on "climate change Newsweek
magazine recently slammed global warming "deniers That
brought a counterattack in the Aug 20 issue from Newsweek
contributor Robert Samuelson. who termed the article "tights
contrived- and "fundamentally misleading " In 1975. Newsweek
using "scientific evidence" -- that a
was JUSI as convinced
new Ice Age Was U11011 us
Mans global W411111fIg fanatics have pointed to NASA as
proof that their concerns about a warming planet are justified
they have repeated's cited the Goddard Institute for Space
Studies IGISS), whose director. James Hansen. has asserted that
nine of the 10 warmest sears in history have occurred since
199S, with 1998 the wannest When NASA was confronted
with evidence prosided bs Climate Audit. a Hog run by
Stephen Mc basic devoted to auditing the statistical methods
and data used in historical reconstructions 01 past climate data,
it reversed itself. Without the fanfare used to hype the global
warming fanaticism it had earlier supported. NASA now sass
Fall of the ii'p 10 sears of high temperatures are from the
2000,
1910% Several ptesiousls selected •'wami" years
tell behind 1900.
21112. -21101 and 2004
MSC now says its previous claim that 19911 was the
The
ear 111 AMCill all hi story is no longer valid
55 alitbest
arlIbes1 sea Was 1914
has any of this new infomiatim changed the minds of the
global warming fundamentalists' Nopc Neither no much of it
seen the light ot cid) iii the mainstream media, which continue
to carts Orgies %PICT sels10911 Is heard an ahPITIMISP %Ord and
the skies arc [saluted all .Lis
lbe New 'oak lime. ran J story in its Sunday Business
section last week that said it would cost a lia of money to
fight global warning the implication being that this money
should come from government and taspayers 1. along with
1111.0' government regulations and control over our lives by the
sets jx•ople who seem ii. have difficulty winning Wart and
ciwanalene spending
Die hint) has warned and cooled user nuns centunes
One can get .1 sense of who is telling the truth shout global
warming his the compans the concept keeps Most of the dis
utiles of global warming are hheral Democrats who never
have enough of our moms and believe there are never enough
regulations come-ming the way we lead our lists. That ought
to be enough to gist eversone pause. along with emerging
es ukas e Nino the global vs arming ih.,disis 01.0r hr• MOM full of
hot air ULM the climate they 141111 Is ritsol0 to burn us up
Dort t till moil tor Cal Thomas to Trihrow Media Servk in
2:23 Kenmore Air Suite 114. Buffalo, N Y. 14207. or rm.sellt
Sari g* tribune tins,
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Bush works on his own agenda
By DEB RIECHMANN
Associated Press Writer
CRAW'FORD, Texas IAP1 — The door
is closing on President Bush's opportunity to shape domestic policy.
His strength is sapped by an unpopular war. Demist rats are running Congress. and the 2008 presidential election
is in full roar, distracting attention from
the president's prionties With dwindling
options. Bush has decided he might get
more done in his final months by going
it alone.
Outgoing presidents often unleash a flurty of executive orders and regulations in
a last-nunute attempt to leave their mark
on U.S. policy Frustrated by Congress'
inability or unwillingness to pass the
president's agenda the administration
already is taking steps to do it through
executive action.
With his immigration bill dead, the
administration rolled out a proposed rule
to address sonic of the maior issues in
the failed legislation It will tighten border security, streamline guest-worker programs and pressure employers to fire illegal immigrant workers
Bush said it Was an example of acting within the boundaries of existing law
when Congress failed to act.
Energy is another area where Bush is
ready to go solo
In his State of the Union address in
January. Bush urged Congress to expand
the use of alternative fuels to cut U.S.
dependence on foreign oil. The president's energy proposal --- dubbed 20 in
10 — aims to cut gasoline use by 20
percent in 10 years
Viith the House and Senate struggling
to compronuse 00 their own energy measures. the president asked the head of the
Environmental Protection Agency and Cabinet secretaries to see how much of his
energy proposal could be accomplished
through regulation — without congressional action
"The president hopes Congress will
return to Washington in September ready.
to work.- said Joel Kaplan. Bush's deputy
chief of staff for policy "Now with that
said, of course we're considering things
that the president can do through his
executive and administrative authorities
But. again, there's a long MO 10 go in

the legislative calendar.Congress is on its August break, and
the president is spending a working vacation at his Texas ranch.
With 17 months left in office. Bush
has veto power and an arsenal of other
executive powers to change policy. But
his critics say he moved across a symbolic line toward lame duck status on
Monday when his longtime political adviser, Karl Rove, announced he was leaving — the latest in a growing line of
senior officials to head for the door in
the closing months of the administration.
Rove said there was unfinished business on energy education and health care
that the president would continue to pursue -- with or without Congress' help.
Rove said the administration might end
up doing things by executive action.
"We have No Child Left Behind, which
we can either do by law or regulation:
C want to do it by law," Rove said.
-The energy. 20-in-10 we can do both
by legislation and regulation.The Democratic Congress is going to
he challenging Bush every step of the
way -- on his agenda, the budget and
particularly the war in Iraq — as he runs
out of time and influence and 2008 elections overshadow him.
John Podesta. former White House
chief of staff for President Clinton, said
Bush is "running into a brick wall in
Congress" and will be forced to use executive action to further his domestic policy desires.
"Hardly a bill goes by that he doesn't issue a veto threat," Podesta said.
-The places where he could find common ground, he's in a 'just say no mode
I find that kind of surprising given the
place he's at in his presidency.White House advisers blame the Democratic Congress for some inaction on the
president's agenda. although it was Bush's
fellow Republicans who helped sink his
immigration bill. The White House says
Bush still has clout in Congress and point
to recent legislative successes: signing a
bill to implement many remaining recommendations of the Sept. II Commission and getting temporary authonty to
expand the government's ability to eavesdrop without warrants on communications
that pass through the United States.

"While the window on major legislation might be closing, there is certainly
enough time to get some things done.
especially in the foreign policy realm,"
presidential spokeswoman Dana Perino
said, quoting White House chief of staff
Joshua Bolten.
Perino said Bush would continue to
push Congress to confirm his picks for
the federal bench, reauthorize No Child
Left Behind, pass his health care and
energy initiatives, and approve free trade
agreements with countries like Peru,
Colombia and South Korea.
"There is enough time to get a lot
done, but we can't afford to waste a single day," she said.
Clinton walked out of the White House
under a blizzard of presidential directives, and there was an upswing in regulations issued at the end of the presidencies of George H.W. Bush and Ronald
Reagan.
About six or eight months before Clinton's presidency ended, his advisers began
to think about all the mandates they wanted to get done before Bush's inauguration day, recalled Don Arbuckle, who
retired last year after working more than
25 years at the Office of Management
and Budget. In his final 20 days in office,
Clinton issued 12 executive orders, including directives on migratory birds and the
importation of diamonds from Sierra Leone.
Within hours after Bush was sworn
in, Arbuckle said Bush advisers were asking him how to reverse Clinton's actions.
"Right up to the very end, they were
trying to get things to the Federal Register and get them published and then
immediately when President Bush took
office. (former chief of staff) Andy Card
issued a memo that said: 'Hang on. Withdraw everything you can until the new
political official from the Bush administration has a chance to look at it."
Kaplan said Bush could use his bully
pulpit and veto threats along with executive orders and regulation to push his
agenda. but that the president probably
wouldn't follow Clinton's lead.
"I'm not sure you'll see this president
or this administration trying to jam a
number of midnight regulations through
the door- Kaplan said.

Failing to protect the Constitution
It's astonishing that Attorney General Stumbo lass
blame for the current constitutional crisis am the feet of
university trustees In a July
30 press rekase. Stumbo blatantly attempts to politicize
this critical marriage issue by
asserting that Fletcher appoint
ed trustees are in • maionts
and responsible tor voting
through unconstitutional
domestic palmier" plans
Ibe tact is that both um
veraits tsoards were denied
the opponunits to sour on
the current illegal plans
When (K released their
.urrerit "Sponsored Dependent" plan. administrators
bypassed a trustee vote COMpktely. claiming it was an
-eitecunve decision" At Utsfl.
last summer. trustees only
voted to authorize President
Ramsey to pursue a Dottiest's
Partner plan. there was no
plan even drafted at that
point It was Ramses who
suithonzed the unconstitutional
Plan

‘ai's more, not onls ulid

the trustees
not get to
sole on the
current
plans, but
Stumbo
doesn't
even have
his numbers
nght The
maionts of
David
them were
Edmunds not even
Fletcher
F amity
appointees
Foundation
Poiscy Analyst According
to UK.
only 8 of
20 trustees were appointed by
Fletcher At lion_ only 9 out
of 20 were Fletcher
appointees
The problem originated
with university officials who
misinformed trustees, telling
them the plans 11 Would not
violate the Constitution. 21
Would include relatives in the
plan. and 11 Would not cost
the university We now know
that all these things are
untnic

Legislators were also given
this false information during
committee hearing testimony,
hence, the urgent need for
legislative action.
Stumbo has had since last
s100171er to act on this issue
hut has been silent until this
week's press release "I
stepped in to correct this
problem by issuing an opinion on June I ..."
Reality Check. If was not
until Representatives Stan Lee
and Tom Burch requested an
official opinion, nearly a year
after Coll. began the illegal
plans. that Stumbo was
forced to utter a peep
When his opinion was
released oti June I, Stumbo
told The Courser-Joarrrsal that
he would pursue legal action
if the universities did not
comply Aside from writing a
few letters, there has been no
legal action In his press
release. Stumbo claimed the
universities "have promptly
taken corrective action" Cofl.
continues to violate the constitution with no changes

since last summer and UK's
new plan still violates Stumbo's opinion by excluding relatives.
With Stumbo presenting
himself as a protector of constitutional marriage. here's an
historical note- In 1998, when
legislation to protect marriage
was introduced, Stumbo said.
"That's nothing but a bill of
bigotry
" (Herold-Leader.
March 4. 1998)
He derided supporters of
the tall as having a "vigilante
mentality" and vowed. "I will
use the office that I have to
stop that . . ." (The Kentucky Post, Feb. 27. 1998)
Fast-forward to 2007 and
Stumbo is referring to opponents of the unconstitutional
plans as "extremists." Not
much has changed at The C
J or with Stumbo in the past
decade Both are still using
derogatory language toward
the 75 percent of Kentuckians
that believe in the law and
enforcement of The Marriage
Amendment
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U.S. troops clash with suspected Sunni insurgents
holed up in Baghdad mosque; one American killed

Obituaries
Mrs. Sally Ann Orten Lorey
Mrs. Sally Ann Orten Lorey, 52, Hazel, died Thursday. Aug. 16.
2007, at 6:15 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A former owner of Spiinky's Restaurant in Puryear. Tenn., she
was of Baptist faith.
She was born Dec. 20, 1954, in Cerulean. Preceding her in death
were her husband, Tony Lorey, mother and stepfather. Betty and
Hubert Eaves, one sister, Rosemary Buchanan. and one brother,
Benjamin Orten.
Survivors include two daughters. Mrs. Amy Troutman and husband. Enc. Alnio. and Sara Lorey and fiance, Ryan Bramlett, Hazel;
two sisters, Mrs. Rebecca Mon and husband. Terry. and Mrs. Jennie
Coursey and husband. Mike, all of Murray, one brother, Michael
Orten and wife, Denise, Dexter; several nieces and nephews including Rachael Coursey, Murray.
A graveside service will be Saturday at II a.m. at the Hazel
Cemetery.'Rev. Elijah Balentine will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Mike Coursey. Ryan Bramlett, Derrick Pace,
Michael Mott, Jason Modglin and Zach Carter, active, and Eric
Troutman, honorary.
Visitation will be at Miller Funeral Home of Hazel from 5 to 9
p.m. today (Friday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to The Salvation Army.
304 W. Washington St., Paris, TN 38242.

Mrs. Ruby M. Hargis
Mrs. Ruby M. Hargis. 80. Estero. Fla., formerly of Murray, died
Thursday, Aug. 16, 2t)07. at her home.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Dell (Dale) William Ray
The tuneral tor Dell Wale) William Ray will be Saturday at 11
a.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Danny
Cox will officiate. Burial will follow in the New Sand Hill
Cemetery in Graves County.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5
p.m. today (Friday).
Mr. Ray, 63, Arbor Place. Smithland, former
resident of Kirksey Highway in Calloway County,
died Wednesday, Aug. IS. 2007, at 4:53 p.m. at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
A retired material handler for Fisher Price Toys
of Murray. he was a member of Vanzora Baptist
Church. He was the son of the late Millard Ray and
Alva Rita Lynch Ray,
Survivors include one son, Timothy Dale Ray,
Ray
Alma: two daughters, Regina O'Neal. Murray, and
Lesa Charlene Martin. Hazel; two brothers, Terry Ray. Reidland,
and Coy Ray, Henderson; two sisters, Mrs. Audry Clark. Smithland.
and Mrs. Brenda Mohler, Mayfield; 11 grandchildren.

Rick Allen White III
The funeral tor Rick Allen White III will be Saturday at, II a.m.
in the chapel of Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 7 p.m. today
(Friday).
Master White Ill, Murray, was stillborn Wednesday. Aug. 15.
2007, at 7:51 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Survivors include his father, Rick Allen White II, and his mother, Heather Williams, both of Murray; grandparents. David
Williams and wife. Susan. Murray. Carla Jo Feezer, Wingo, April
Fry, Detroit. Mich.. and Rickie White and wife, Delila. Kirksey:
four aunts. Courtney Morris. Murray, Micah Beth Williams,
Evansville, Ind., Paige Ann Fry, Detroit. and Lilah Shults, Kiriesey,
duee uncles. Jordan Williams. Murray, Robert James Fry, Detroit.
and Ryan Shults, Kirksey.
Preceding him in death were grandparents, Billy Joe Williams
and Willard and Mary McNeill.
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BAGHDAD (API - U.S.
troops clashed with suspected
Sunni insurgents holed up in a
mosque north of Baghdad and
launched an air-to-ground
Hellfire missile into the structure. One American soldier was
killed in the fighting, the military said this morning.
The soldier was killed and
another was wounded when
troops stationed at a nearby outpost came under heavy smallarms fire from the Honest:
late
Mosque
Mohammed
Thursday in Tanniyah as they
targeted about six insurgents
who were believed sheltered
inside, according to the military.
The U.S. forces then cordoned off the area and, unable to
find the mosque's preacher, sent
mosque's
Sunni
the
groundskeeper into the building
to persuade those inside to come
out after they refused calls on
loudspeakers, the military said.
"About 20 left the mosque
and stated there was no one left
in the mosque. This was not
true," said It. Col. Michael
Donnelly, a military spokesman
for northern Iraq. He said those
20 had been detained.
Troops spotted gunmen on
the roof so a missile was fired at
the building. Donnelly said.
A police officer and a witness, who spoke on condition of
anonymity because they feared
retribution. said U.S. troops stationed near the mosque came
under fire before sunset prayers
and the raid occurred as worshippers left the building after
the services. The missile left a
hole in the minaret, they said.
The military said the roof of the
mosque sustained only minor
damage.
Mindful of the sensitivities
surrounding places of worship,
U.S. forces generally avoid

Paid Obituary
Robert Southall Mayer Jr.
EN ices for Robert Southall Mayer Jr. will be Wednesday.
BUF1,11,
Sept. 26, 2(X)7. at Arlington National Cemetery, Washington, D.C.
Full military rites will be observed.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Cancer
Society. P.O. Box 22718. Oklahoma City. OK
73123-1718 or Leukemia and Lymphoma Society.
Kentucky and Southern Indiana Chapter. 600 E.
Main St., Suite 102. Louisville. KY 40202.
Mr. Mayer Jr., 84. Mermie Road, Hardin. died
Wednesday. Aug. I. 2007, at 4:50 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
A retired captain of the United States Marine Corps with 30
years of service, he was a veteran of World War II. Korean Conflict
and Vietnam War. He was a third degree Mason of Free and
Accepted Masons and was of Lutheran faith.
Born July 9, 1923. in Gallery. Pa., he was the son of the late
Robert Southall Mayer Sr. and Margaret Evans Mayer. Also preceding him in death were two sons. Frederick Mayer and Theodore
Mayer. and one brother, Paul Evans Mayer.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Louise Long Mayer; one
son. John P. Mayer. Hardin: three daughters. Mary Lou MayerHildreth and husband, Steven. Washington, D.C.. Carol A. Study
and husband. Lester. Rodanthe. N.C., and Judith Clark. Dallas,
Texas; one sister. Mrs. Margaret Balmer. Gary. Ind.: two grandchildren. Shean P. Mayer and Lauryn M. Hildreth.
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Navy, Coast Guard searching for
three aviators missing after crash
NORFOLK. Va. I AP) -- tions, which involves taking off
Crews searched Thursday for a and landing on the earner deck.
Navy surveillance plane and the Maus said. The earner was off
three aviators who were aboard North Carolina's coast. about
when it crashed into the Atlantic 150 miles southeast of the
Ocean during nighttime train- Virginia (.'apes. an area roughly
where the Chesapeake Bay and
ing.
"We're still conducting an Atlantic Ocean meet. Maus said
active search-and-rescue mis- he did not have an exact locasion.- said Mike Maus. a tion.
The Truman and another
spokesman with the Norfolkbased Atlantic Fleet Naval Air Norfolk-based aircraft earner.
USS Dwight D. Eisenhower,
Force.
Maus did not know how long searched for the missing aviathe mission w ()uld continue, and tors, whose names were not
he said late Thursday afternoon released. A Coast Guard cutter.
that he could not say for certain airplane and helicopter also
whether any signs of the wreck- were on the scene. the Coast
Guard said in a statement.
age had been found.
Searchers encountered calm
The I:-2C Ilawkeye twinengine turbo prop plane with a conditions, with 3-foot seas. 8
giant radar dome mounted atop mph winds and visibility of
it went down in clear weather almost 6 miles. said Petty
about II p.m. Wednesday. short- Officer Christopher Evanson, a
ly after taking off from the air- Coast Guard spokesman.
The E-2C Hawkeye is used
craft earner L'SS Harry S.
Truman. Maus said He did not for airborne command, control
know whether the plane sent out and early warning It normally
a distress call The plane was carries a crew of five two pilots
conducting carrier qualifica- and three naval flight officers.

AP
A U.S. Army troop from Alpha Company, 1st Battalion, 5th Cavalry Regiment, 2nd Brigade, 1st
Cavalry Division looks out of a small window from an armored vehicle during search operation
in the Amanyah neighborhood, west Baghdad, Iraq, Thursday.
directly raiding mosques in Iraq, against a U.S. combat post in
instead providing a cordon mid-February. Two soldiers
while allied Iraqi security forces were killed and 17 wounded in
search the buildings. But the that ambush.
South of the capital. a memmilitary claims Shiite and Sunni
militants take advantage of the ber of the militant arm of Iraq's
reluctance to use mosques as largest Shiite party was elected
hideouts or as storage for governor of Qathsiyah province
after his predecessor was killed
weapons caches.
U.S. forces recently have along with the provincial police
launched a series of offensives chief in an ambush a week ago
aimed at chasing Sunni and Saturday.
The new governor, Sheik
Shiite extremists who have fled
crackdowns in Baghdad and sur- Hamid al-Khudhari, is the secretary-general of the Badr
rounding areas.
Tarmiyah, a predominantly Brigade, the militant arm of the
Sunni town 30 miles north of Supreme Islamic Iraqi Council,
Baghdad, was the site of a coor- a group led by powerful Shiite
dinated attack involving a sui- politician Abdul-Aziz al-Hakim.
The group has been competcide car bombing and gunfire

ing with fighters loyal to radical
Shiite cleric Muqtada al-Sadr's
Mahdi Army militia for dominance in oil-rich southern Iraq as
British-led forces who have
overseen the region prepare to
draw down.
Al-Khudhari was elected by a
narrow majority, with 22 of the
40 members of the provincial
council voting for him, council
member Ghanim Abid Dahash
said.
The factional fighting is an
example of the complex challenges facing Iraq, from both
Shiite militias and Sunni
extremists, who often target not
just Americans but also their
own sects in internal battles.

Temporary spike in U.S. troop levels is
expected in Iraq in fall, will be highest yet
WASHINGTON(AP)-The
number of U.S. troops in Iraq
could jump to 171,000 this fall
- a record high for the waras military leaders expect
stepped-up insurgent attacks
timed to a progress report from
commanders in
American
Baghdad.
Army Lt. Gen. Carter Ham.
director for operations for the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, said
Thursday the planned rotations
of five brigades moving out of
Iraq and their replacements
coming in will create the temporary increase in U.S. forces.
Once the transitions are complete. Ham said the troop level
will drop back down to about
162,0(10, which is where it is
today. He said current plans are
to stay about at that number into
early next year. unless commanders recommend in their
report next month a reduction in
forces.
Gen. David Petraeus, the top
U.S. commander in Iraq. and
Ambassador Ryan Crocker are
expected to provide a progress
report to President Bush and

Congress before Sept. 15. They,
as well as Defense Secretary
Robert Gates and Secretary of
State Condoleezza Rice. are
likely to testify before Congress
on the report and any recommendations on troop levels.
Congress has pressed the
administration to begin drawing
troops out of Iraq.
"Clearly al-Qaida in Iraq and
others are cognizant of the timing of recommendations and
decisions,- Ham told Pentagon
reporters during a briefing. "Sol
think it is prudent to expect them
to try to influence the decisionmakers. And clearly, the commanders in the theater are cognizant of that as well."
Ham added that while Marine
Gen. Peter Pace, the chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the
other service chiefs are also
doing their own review of
progress in Iraq, he believes
they will combine their effort
with Petraeus, and that the president will be given one comprehensive report from the military.
In a sign that some people
may sense a military turnabout
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in Iraq, a CNN-Opinion
Research Corp. poll found that
people were about evenly split
when asked if the military is
making progress in ending violence there. The survey found
that 49 percent of the respondents said the military was not
making progress, while 47 percent said it was. By 69 percent to
26 percent, most of those questioned said the Iraqi government
is not making similar progress.
By 53 percent to 43 percent,
most said they do not trust the
top U.S. commander in Iraq to
report what is truly happening
there when he reports to Bush
next month. Asked the impact of
a positive report, 72 percent said
it would not affect their view of
the war while 28 percent said it

would make them likelier tc
support it.
The survey, taken Aug. 6-8
involved telephone interview,
with 1,029 adults. It had a margin of sampling error of plus oi
minus 3 percentage points.
Most polls show six in IC
Americans still oppose how
Bush is handling the war, think
the war is going badly and favot
cutting troop strength there.
In other comments. Ham said
the military has seen more incidents in recent months where
explosives are placed in home,
or building in Iraq and set to detonate when troops enter. While
it is not a new technique. he
said, it exploits a vulnerability
that officials are working tc
counter.
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Don't

Your
Credit
Keep
You
From Buying That
New Car, Truck,
Van or SUV You Are
In Need Of.
Regardless of your prior credit history:
Good or bad, our company specializes
in securing loans for the every situation.
We have over 20 financial institutions
that are competing daily to provide
someone just like you with financing for
that new vehicle you deserve
Call Now

1-888-FAST-YES
or Apply Online At

www.fastyes.com
- 24 HOURS A DAY
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Local resident
on dean's list

Adoption Day Fundraiser planned
by Lost But Loved Animal Rescue

BEREA. Ky. -- Murray resident Gloria Fritz was named
to the Jean's list at Berea College for the spring semester
2097

Lost But Loved Animal Rescue ILBLI
will have an adoption day fundraiser on
Saturday beginning at 10 a.m. at Kroger
of Murray.
The organization takes dogs and cats
from the county animal shelter when they
are scheduled to be euthanized. They get
them spayed/neutered, up-to-date on shots,
micro chipped and placed on flee/tick, and
heartworm prevention. They are then placed
Into foster homes where they are sociallo's
until they are adopted Into forever
Datebook ized
By Jo Burkeen homes.
The group also will have a rebate day
Community
on the third Friday of each month at CapEditor
tain D's. Customers are asked to tell the
cashier they are there for the group.
Lost But Loved Animal Rescue is a 501C3 not for profit organizatios.

To he eligible for the Dean's
List. • student must achieve a
.3 2 or higher regular term Ayerage tor a minimum of four
..;lulLsaeurSC1._ the espitvalent of
.:16 credit hours
: Berea is a non-denominational, liberal arts college that
otters bachelor of arts degrees
in 24 fields and bachelor of
science degrees in agriculture
and natural resources, business
administration. technology arid
industrial arts, and nursing
L%ery student receives a tuition
scholarship and worttvr feast
10 hours a week to pay Its
Mg expenses

Photo priwided
MEETING SATURDAY: New Beginnings Support Group recently heard the Dills, pictured, in
concert Featured at the next meeting on Saturday at Westside Baptist Church will be a
movie, "The Last Sin Eater," directed by Michael Landon, who played in the movie series,
"Little House On the Prairie" The meeting will begin at 6 30 p.m. with a pot-luck dinner, and
for more information or a ride. call 753-0156

J'venl 7c)
eznificiers
the following Are remainders of events planned for the coming week that were recently published in the Murrill Ledger
,S Tones
Allhon Blythe Duke, daughter Of Mal. and Natalie Hill of
Murray and Richard Duke Jr of Hazel. and Shawn Oak
Burgess, son ot Amy Burgess and the late Gary Dale Burgess
ot Mayfield. will he married Saturday, Aug 18. 2007. at S
p in at Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Crystal Down Hutchison. daughter of Donald Woodford
and %els.' Hutchison of Paducah. and Christopher Allan Jeter.
son of Randy and Lena Jew and Rhonda and Ion Walker of
Calvert City. will he married Saturday, Aug 18. 2007, at 6.30
p.m at the knights rut Columbus Hall in St John's Lemma
nay, Paducah All relanses and friends are insited
Melissa Hemline, daughter id Mike and Kim Within:. of
Ellenhoro. N . and &tall Jones. son of Wayne and Mary
Ellen tklagi Jones of Murray. will he warned Saturday. Aug
18. 2007, in a sunrise beach weilifine ii Tylice Island Gt

I p ni daily: tar Out Space
Places at 10 a.m Monday
through today and 4 p iiiSat
urday and Sunda). Search lot
Life in the Universe- at II
a.m. and 2 pm daily
Cr% of Iron- will tur
from 1 to 4 p m Sunday at
the Great Western Eurnace
Esents at the Homeplace
will include -Children•s Fest)
sal Discoser the Tann Anti
mak" with special at.IIV itic•
throughout the day from 9.30
a Ili
4 p ni Saturday
Esems at the Nature Stil
lion
include
''Hum-ward
Bouner at 1 40 p in. Saturday.
-Return of the Reel Wolf' at
I
p m Sunday. "Creature
feature Opossum- at 2 p fll
Tuesday. -Truly Monied" at
2 pm on Thursday
It', !MIR' information call
toll free at 1-8(11,1.111 -.177

Katie Lepore, daughter of Frank Harris and Mrs Linda
Bowles of St. Louis. Mo., and Mitchell Tucker, son of Mr
and Mrs Stanley Tucker of Murray, will be married Saturday,
Aug 18, 2007

r Nraires
IPA C.Pest-ca St
NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU AUG 2]
moviesinmurray.com
SHOWTINIES BE FORE € PM
ON SAT & SUN ONLY
Superbad

it-Ilu-345-734)•57r)

The Bourne Ultimatum
PG13 I 00 • 325 - 710 -9.3.5
Rush Hour 3
1-1:40•340.725-925
The Invasion
1.105.320•700•41c

the Laid Legion
PG13 • 130 • 350 -736 - 9S0
The Siaqisoas Mork
PG1373:56:940
Stardust
}CU - 1:20 7:05
Underdog
PG -1.35 - 3:3.5- 0:55
I NierneneellnCked
PG13 - 8:43

Greensboro. NC. Aug 5-11
- Wincie Wright. Jan Doan.
and Nancy Myriad were &legate• at the 61.1 annual meet
mg. bringing hack three awards.
one for Pans. Tenn , and anoth
en two tor the Tennessee- State
Department lhey will he
sharing new ideas and proi
ects in the near future with
the members
First Vice President lane
MeCuiston chatied the meet
mg of the Auxiliary on Aug 5

Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms.
is scheduled to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes.
Pregnant moms. dads and older children are welcome. For
more information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

Locust Grove plans event

and Betty Riggs of Murray will he honored at a
reception in celebration of their 50th wedding anniversary on
Saturday. Aug. 18. 2007. at 2 p.m, in the fellowship hall of
First Baptist Church. Murray. The couple requests that guests
not bring gifts.

Locust Grove Family Movie Night showing the movie, "The
Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, The Witch and the Wardrobe'
will be Saturday at 6:30 p.m. at Locust Grove Baptist Church.
Featured will be a free movie, popcorn and drinks and the
public is invited. A door pnze will be given away at the end
of the movie.

Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Newsome of Farmington will be
married 50 years today. Aug. 17, 2007. A family celebration
is planned Sunday at Patti's Restaurant.

Laker Golf Team Fundraiser planned

James

Mr. and Mrs. Talmadge Carmen Riley of Benton will be
honored at a reception in celebration of their 65th wedding
annisersary on Sunday. Aug. 19, 2007. from 1:30 to 3 p.m. at
Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church. located on Ky. 58
‘keNi. Benton
The faintly requests that guests not bring gifts.

The Calloway County High School Laker Golf Team will
have a Laker Dance Fundraiser on Saturday at the Oaks Country Club. Gaines and Dunking Machine will start at 6 p.m.
and the dance will be from 7 to 10 p.m. The cost will be $5
per person. Each one may bring extra money to dunk some
persons. All persons are invited for this fund-raising event for
the Laker Golf Team.

Craft Bazaar scheduled Saturday
Housing Authority of Murray Resident Council will have a
craft bazaar on Saturday starting at 7 a.m. inside the Ellis
Center. This will include wreaths for a variety of seasonal and
holiday decor, tote bags, bird houses, jewelry and other crafts.
Refreshments will be available.

Need Line lists special needs
Need Line has issued a lists of items needed to replenish
the pantry for the clients. They are salmon, tuna, spaghetti
sauce, spaghetti. nce and instant potatoes for the pantry, eggs,
bread and garden fresh produce for freezer/cooler; dish liquid,
shampoo. diapers size 4 and bath tissue for personal hygiene
and cleaning supplies, and large brown paper bags. These items
may be taken to the Need Line building at 638 South Fourth
St., Murray, between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m., Monday through Fnday. For information call 753-6333.

Walston Detachment to meet
The Walston Detachment of the U.S.M.C. League will meet
Saturday at 11:30 a.m. for a dutch treat meal at Pagliafs. All
Marines and friends are invited.

Blood drive is today
Photo provided
HISTORY AWARD: Callie Wilson center, student at Murray
High School, was presented the History Award at MHS by
Woodmen of World Lodge 728 Pictured right is Lisa Polivick,
history teacher at MHS and left is Mildred Horn, lodge member

AM VETS and Auxiliary 45 attend convention
BUCHANAN.Tenn — Sevrepresentatises
eral
.ANIVETS Aral Ausiliary 45
recently returned front the
national ciinsention held it

Four Rivers Music Friends will meet Sunday at 2 p.m. at
Calloway County Public Library. This is open to all musicians
and listeners. For information contact Velvaleen at 753-6979.

Mother to Mother Group to meet

Land Between the Lakes
plans weekly programs
GOLDEN POND. K.
Land Between the Lakes has
.n.lisitirs planned flit the ,tini
ing week
the Horns-place lasing His
tory tarm. Nature Station. and
Hillman Ferry, Energy Lake
.ind Piney Campground are now
open daily the Golden Pond
Planctaritem. The Elk & Bison
Prairie Wranglers('ampgtound.
turkey Bay OM' Area and
seserAl small cantping areas
ale open year round
Llk and Bison Prairie is
open daily Adrmssion is Ss
per cal
The Golden Pink! Plat-lox
iuni is open daily with adults
sum Si for ages 13 and up.
to 12. and free
S2 for ages
with family for ages 4 and
under "Blown Awas - The
Wild World of Weather" will
be shown at; pm daily "Kentucky Skies" will he shown at

Four Riven group will meet Sunday

in the absence of President
Third Vice Jan 1Niall preSuffern with opening cere- sented final plans for the luau
monies and a welcome. There to be held Sept I. and named
were 20 members and guest. committees to decorate, cook.
present
serve and entertain
Mccuision introduced Susan
Proceeds will support the
Gilbert, a new member, who Children's Christmas party, a
was inducted by Dept Presi- TAW child Welfare project each
dent Wilkie Wright. Sue Wat- year. So break out the grass
ford stood in for Chaplain skins and tropical shins And
kathe Caldwell
plan to attend A great menu
Hospital chair Brenda Leach. is planned with costume contest.. gantes..door pnzes and
was presented a quilt by
generous donor from Calloway music included.
County to use in her tundra's
Duall also gave a report on
mg for St Jude. Children. the HCL'VCC meeting of July
3tedlearch Hospit4 Memphis. a I. jnforming the group of the
lenn in the future
plans for a Veterans Day Parade
to be held in Pan.. Tenn
/(la ReciAtsAttd\
Nov 10. The from: Veterans
groups are working out the
/ 13tidal Coai, 1aA
details for the first Veteran
‘triissa stew art k &biles Heath
parade in many years in Pans
Terri Vance es %Kilda Webber
Speaking for American chair
lune lepore k Mitchell Tucker
Cheryl Lutz. Doall announced
Brand. Barbs A Derek Gordon
that the auxiliary Living Flag
won third place for Patnotic
lulsr Pritchard k Damn Cohoon
entry at the Freedom Fest in
Ashky Cook k Rsan Doinesok
Murray
kinder Smith k loch Gari.m..1
President Suffern's pajama
Megan Bamnalteun k Brandon Kindle
tea party for her new officer%
and all members was a big
ourtrev Murpin k Williant Miens
success Finger foods and spiced
'es were served, along with
games and door prizes
There will nu'4 he a regular
meeting in September due t,,
the annual picnic being held
on Sept I 6..however the hoard
of directors meeting will be
held Aug 29

411 per4Vet

Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross will
have a blood drive today from 2 to 7 p.m. at the Weaks Center, 607 Poplar St.. Murray Blood is urgently needed.

Park pool open this weekend
The swimming pool at Murray-Calloway County Central
Park will be open on Saturday from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. and
on Sunday from 1 to 6 p.m.. according to Mike Sykes. aquatics director

Horner performance Saturday
Eric Homer will be performing at the Graves County High
School Performing Arts Center, Mayfield, for the "Celebration
for Youth and Adults- on Saturday at 7 p.m. A contemporary.
gospel rock band from Carlisk County will open the event.
Sponsored by United Methodist Churches, admission is free.

Murray Ft/C Modelers plan Fly-In
Murray R/(' Modelers invite radio-controlled enthusiasts and
spectators to the Jim Wilson Memorial Fly-In at Erwin Field
on Saturday and Sunday. The event, open to the public, will
he from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on both days. There is a $IO landing fee for anyone wishing to fly their model plane or helicopter. Food will be available from II a m. to 2 p.m. and
dnnks will be available from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. A map with
directions to Erwin Field is available on the Murray R/C Modelers web-site at www.murrayrc.com. For more information
contact the Murray Tourism Commission at 759-2199 or visit
its web-site a www.tourmumy.com.

KSP and KSPWA plans event
Kentucky State Police and Kentucky State Police Women's
Auxiliary will have a car wash on Saturday from 11 a.m. to
4 p.m at Advance Auto Pans. 401 South 12th St., Murray.
Fifty percent of the proceeds will go to help Trooper Trevor
Per-vine to aid his families' medical bills due to his
newborn
requiring several heart surgeries. Vehicles will be washed by
both KSP and KSPWA

Glory Bound Entertainment tonight
Glory Bound

Chnsuan Entertainment Ministry will be tonigh;
from 7 to 9 in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist
Church. 4726 Ky 121 North at Stella Featured will be
Sugar
Creek Singers, Dale Litchford and Margie Black. There is
no
admission charge, but items for Need Line will be
accepted.
For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643,
Renee
Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or
e-mail glory houndelhourtail.com.

Reformers Unanimous to meet

Reformers Unanimous. a Chnst-centered addictions
program,
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p m at Eastwood
Baptist
Church For information or for a ride call 753-1834.
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Photo provided
High School, has been awardlap, tuna salad plate; Thursday - spaghetti w/meat sauce.
versity Church of Christ.
SOUTHWEST ASIA: Staff Sgt. Rushad Stroman. center, gets
chef salad w/crackers, dressing; Friday - turkey wrap, fish nuggets.
ed the Mabel Garrett Pullen
help, from left, Airman 1st Class Gatlin Rowland of Murray,
w/tartar sauce.
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able daily) Monday - breakfast pizza; Tuesday - oatmeal,
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of the star events of 2007. By 2008, you might be more into integrat- UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
fruit juice, fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - chicken biscuit; Tuesday - pancakes w/syrup, Wednesday - bising this person into your life. Positive transformation of your daily **** In the morning you are favored. if you're following your heart
cuit w/sausage gravy: Thursday • breakfast pizza: Friday life will occur, though at times, you easily could feel overwhelmed. and desires. Curb a tendency to go overboard in order to make an
realize.
you
than
more
much
offer
You
roll Lunch (assorted vegetables, chef salad, fruits
frequent
cinnamon
someone
of
on
importance
impression
the
surmise
only
can
If you are attached, one
Your treat
and milk served daily) Monday - chicken noodle, roll. ham
time alone, whether out for dinner or simply relaxing with a cup of Think before you make a heavy request Tonight:
and cheese sandwich, grilled cheese sandwich, Tuesday SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
tea. SCORPIO tests your commitment.
pizza, fish sandwich, peanut butter and jelly sandwich. Wednes**** No one says you need to get up and rush out the door,
- chicken nuggets. pimento cheese sandwich. yogurt and
you. By the afternoon, you might be difficult to stop,
day
perhaps
except
4
5-Dynanik
41se Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have:
animal crackers Thursday - taco salad, hot dog, peanut
as you are focused and know who and what you want. An authority
Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so; I -Difficult
butter/jelly sandwich. Friday - sausage. eggs, biscuit, hamfigure can be unusually difficult Tonight As you wish
burger. grilled cheese sandwich.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
Middle - Breakfast (fruits, fruit juice, toast. cereal and milk
**** Listen to someone who is a fnend and understands, if not
***** Others act as you would imagine, delighting you with embodies your ideals You might change your perspective when
served daily) Monday - chicken biscuit: Tuesday - sausage
excellent choices Express your greganous personality more often
biscuit; Wednesday - scrambled eggs, bacon, toast; Thurssharing with this person. Your ability to transform remains one of your
Allow others to express their depth and canng An invitation heads strengths Tonight Opt to be your own person
day - breakfast pizza. Friday - pancake, peanut butter sandyour way that you'll want to accept Tonight. Easy does it
wich. Lunch (assorted vegetables, chef salad, fruits and milk
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
served daily) Monday - chicken noodle sup, turkey club,
**** Accept the lead in a major project. Don't make an issue
**•* Use the morning to clear out work, errands or anything you heavier or more difficult than necessary. Add fun into the mix. Friends
pimento cheese sandwich, Tuesday - Onental chicken wince,
must do As a result, others find you most available and open to their could be touchy if they are not getting what they deem to be approham and cheese sandwich. Domino's pizza, Wednesday suctoc.stions Revel in the moment with friends and/or loved ones
pizzaghetti. hamburger. turkey and cheese sandwich, Thurspriate Tonight: Say "yes to fun and company
Tor. • its amazing what might land on your plate
day - chicken nuggets, BBO ribette sandwich, Laker wrap;
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
Friday - Salisbury steak, breaded chicken sandwich, ham and
***** Take off early if you want to maximize your free time.
**** Roil with the moment, realizing you might not need to main- Whether meeting a friend midway or going to the country for an
turkey sub
tain as hectic of a pace as normal. Still, make the first move to elim- adventure, you seem to be all smiles Seriously consider what ails a
High - Breakfast (cereal, toast, cinnamon toast, Pop tarts,
inate a project. You will relax even more when you get errands done
fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - chicken biscuit;
friend or key loved one Tonight A force to be dealt with!
Avoid being overly senous Tonight: Mellow worts fine
Tuesday - breakfast bagel; Wednesday - ham and cheese
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
biscuit; Thursday - biscuit w/sausage gravy: Friday - cinna***** A partner or dear fnend commands your attention Let him
***• You come from a deer point of view Your priorities exhibit Or her know that it is your pleasure Schedule a mental escape, even
mon raisin biscuit Lunch (chef salads, fresh fruits, vegetayour true personality. Those close to you understand that they can
bles, deli sandwiches, hamburgers and milk served daily) Monif a physical getaway is not possible Music, detachment and a sense
trust you Your playful side emerges with a loved one or child
day - chili cheese burrito, peanut butter and jelly sandwich,
of reverie mix. Tonight. Relaxed, finally
Tonight Put on your dancing shoes.
Tuesday - steak nuggets. roll, grilled chicken sandwich. WednesLEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
day - sliced turkey, roll. Sloppy Joe sandwich, Thursday BORN TODAY
**** Get an early start. Clear out errands and phone calls while Actor Robert Redford (1936) actor Marlin Mull (1943), actor
sliced turkey, roll, Sloppy Joe sandwich: Friday - Stromboli.
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making time to invite a Mend or two over. A serious discussion could
rain on your parade If you decide 10 make it weighty Try putting this
chat into perspective Tonight. Don't push
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...God did not give us a spirit of timidity but a
spirit of power and love and self-control.
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Worship
Sunday School
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7 00 p m
Thursday Night
1000 a in
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Occasionally, we may miss
out on a unique experience or
may not profit by some situation because we are afraid of
making mistakes or attempting something that seems too
risky, and thus we end up
doing nothing. The old cliche,
"nothing ventured, nothing
gained" applies here, because
of its own. World-class figure
risks
has
nothing
doing
skaters will fall thousands of times before getting the
dunce to compete in the Olympics, and they will
have to choose a demanding and risky program if
they hope to bring home the gold medal. While it is
possible to be too comfortable with risk, many of us
are too averse to it. The right approach in most
endeavors is somewhere between the extremes.
Ideally, we should attempt things that have a moderate level of difficulty, so that we have a reasonable
prospect for success. And then if we succeed, we gain
the confidence necessary to attempt more difficult
things. In the Bible, when David went out to fight
Goliath, the odds were seemingly against him, but his
skill with the sling tipped the odds in his favor. Now
of course, no one remember those timid souls who
refused to fight the giant Philistine.
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ChurchBulletins
Various churches have released information concerning their worship services
for the coming weekend as follows:
Grace Baptist Church: Bro. Sammy
Cunnigham, pastor, will speak at the 10:45
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Henry
Nance is minister of music with Sherry
Fortner, Oneida White and Kathy Garrison as accompanists. Eddie Morris will
give the children's sermon and Brian
Steward is minister of youth. Sherida
Gentry will sing a solo at the morning
service and Kailey Stone at the evening
service. Assisting will be Bud Downey,
deacon of the week, and Walter Bell,
Kerry Stone, Junior Garrison and Charles
Craig, ushers. Sunday School will be at
9:30 a.m. and prayer meetings at 5:30
p.m. The church sponsors "Experiencing
Grace" on Sunday at 6 p.m. on Radio
WVHM 90.5 FM.
Glendale Road Church of Christ:
John Dale, minister, will speak about
"What's So Amazing About Grace?" with
scripture from John 1:11-17 at the 9 a.m.
worship service. Jay Lockhart, guest speaker and former minister of the church, will
speak about "Faces in the Crowd" with
scripture from Matthew 27:31-36 at the
6 p.m. worship service. Todd Walker,
associate minister, will lead the singing.
Also assisting will be Garry Evans, involvement minister, Nick Hutchens, youth minister, Tony Kelly. Artie D'Elia, Jimmy
Ford, Joel Fisher, Ted Howard,Logan Dodd,
Gerald Coles, Tim Coles and Edmond
Gamble. A short worship service will be
at 5 a.m. and Bible classes at 10:15 a.m.
Locust Grove Baptist: Pastor W. Ryker
Wilson will speak about "A Servant of
God: Unlocking Our Potential" with scripture from Matthew 20:28 at the 11 a.m.

worship service and about -The Freedom
of The Gospel: The Exchanged Life Part
I" with scripture from Romans 5:12 at
the 6 p.m. worship service. Barry Thomas
will give the children's sermon. Robert
Houston is song leader with Sharon
Pierceall and Jennifer Wilson as accompanists. Eddie Sheridan will present special music at the morning hour. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m. and Sunday
night student service will be downstairs
and children's Bible Adventure. Wednesday .events at 7 p.m. include Shiloh
(youth), Veggie Tales Night (children) and
Alive (adults).
Immanuel Lutheran: Rev. Dr. Chad
Foster, pastor, will speak about "We Are
Surrounded By So Great A Cloud of
Witnesses ... Let Us Run With Endurance
The Race That is Set Before Us" with
scripture from Hebrews 12:1 at the 10:30
a.m. Sunday at the 12th Sunday after
Pentecost worship service. Holy Communion will be celebrated with George Fnebel
as elder. Sunday School and Adult Bible
Class will be at 9 a.m.
University Church of Christ: Charley
Bazzell, minister, will speak about "The
Race of Your Life" with scripture from
Hebrews 12:1-2 at the 10 a.m. worship
service and Andrew Johnson from New
Pathways for Children will speak at the
6 p.m. worship service. Assisting Sunday
morning will be Greg DeLaney, Randy
Dunn and Philip Maxwell. Danny Claiborne is worship leader and Roy Hawkins
is youth and family minister. Bible classes will begin at 9 a.m.
First Christian: Dr. Charles Rolen,
senior minister, will speak about "Hard
Choices For Faithful Disciples" with scripture from Luke 12:49-56 at the 10:15

a.m. worship service. Mark Dycus is minister of music with Julie Warner, Donnie
Hendrix and Judith Hill as accompanists.
Special music will be by Eleanor Mills,
soloist. Assisting will be Eddie Phelps,
worship leader, Don Miller and Dan McKee!, elders, and Fred Wells, Lyn Ryan,
Denny Lane, Billie Burton and Jim Boone,
diaconate.
Goshen United Methodist: The Rev.
Mark Earheart, pastor, will speak about
"The Test" with scripture from 11 Corinthians 13:5 at the 9 a.m. worship service
with Joe Lawrence as pastor's assistant.
Nicholas Brunn and Teela Etheridge will
serve as acolytes. Children's church will
be directed by Norma Edwards. April
Arnold will direct the choir with Renee
Doyle, Pat Brunn and Carla Halkias as
accompanists. Betty Lawrence and Becky
Miller will serve as greeters. Sunday
School with Bob West as superintendent
will be at 10:15 a.m. in the family fellowship center. The Goshen-Kirksey youth
groups and Sunday night services will be
at Kirksey at 6 p.m. during the month
of August.
North Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian: Rev. Charles Westfall, pastor, will speak about "Grow Up" with
scripture from 1 Corinthians 3 at the 11
a.m. worship service. Camme Cain will
direct the music with Margaret Nell Boyd
as accompanist. Sunday School for all
ages will be at 10 a.m.
First United Methodist: Rev. Richard
Smith, pastor, will speak about "Friends
of Creation" with scnpture from Genesis
1:26-31 and Psalm 24:1-2 at the 8:45
a.m. Early Light service and the 11 a.m.

•See Page 10A
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Margaret Taylor, right, holds the engraved plaque presented
to her by Ron James, left, Sunday School superintendent of
Memorial Baptist Church.

Memorial Baptist Church
honors Taylor for service

began
Memonal Baptist Church at the church. However,
a Sunday School Teacher teaching children's .csss and
Appreciation Dinner honored gradually moved tri'• e adult
Taylor for teaching age group.
ing to see it all coming togeth- Margaret
In accepting the award, Mrs.
more than 50
er and to see so many church- Sunday School
Taylor told of her love for
years.
sideworking
area
the
es from
Ron James, superintendent of people, her love for the church
by-side to reach their friends
school, presented Mrs. and the Lord, and said, "I
Sunday
and neighbors."
an engraved plaque guess I will just keep on teachwith
Taylor
GraWill
The Four Rivers
gratitude to her ing."
expressed
and
ham Celebration is a not-forMartin Sevems, pastor at
dedication
profit corporation, operating for her faithfulness,
for Memorial, said "Mrs. Taylor
teach
to
willingness
and
Cela
of
under the direction
is such an inspiration to all
ebration General Committee led so many years.
of us, and we thank God for
the
teaches
currently
Taylor
by Chairman Ron Beaton. The
a ladies class at her great example:.
Class,
Esther
local
by
organized
event is
churches and volunteers in conIn our
junction with the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association.
For more information visit
www.bilI ygraham.org/WGC_Fo
urR vers.asp.

Cliff Barrows will attend prayer service
PADUCAH. Ky. — Cliff this city, is paving the way to
Barrows, longtime friend and Will's message next month."
Another important event in
associate of world renowned
evangelist Billy Graham, will the coming weeks is Circle the
come to Paducah for the Unit- Center, a gathering of teens at
ed Prayer Service on Sunday. the Paducah Expo Center, which
The event, a precursor to the will be held at 4 p.m. on Aug.
Four Rivers Will Graham Cel- 26. Both gatherings will be
ebration, will be held at First an opportunity for churches
Baptist Church in Paducah at and Christians in the Four
Rivers region to come tbgeth5 p.m.
"I look forward to my time er for a time of prayer before
in Paducah, both for the Unit- the Celebration, scheduled for
ed Prayer Service and the Cel- Sept. 14-16 in the Paducah Expo
ebration in September," says Center.
"We must never forget to
Barrows. "Even now, I know
that God. by His Holy Spirit pray. Out of everything that
moving powerfully throughout goes into this Celebration.

prayer is the key component,"
says Barrows.
More than 2,500 volunteers
from 173 cooperating churches representing 33 denominations are already actively working on final preparations for
the Celebration. At a special
breakfast on Aug. 4, 95 pastors and leaders from 53 local
churches came together to learn
more about following up with
new Christians after the Celebration.
"There's only one month to
go," says Sam Hardy, director
of the Four Rivers Will Graham Celebration. "It's so excit-

CHURCHES

Russell Chapel Church
will hear Crick speak

Elaborate church buildings
By Richard Youngblood, Minister at University Church of Christ
Queitioni''How can anyone justify building big,
fancy church buildings
while there are still so
many poor people in our
world in great need?
Would Jesus do this?
Answer: Jesus made it
clear that his mission on
earth was to minister to the
sick, poor and to lost souls.
He began his formal preach:
mg in a synagogue in
Nazareth by announcing.
-The Spirit of the Lord is
on me, because he has
anointed me to preach good
news to the poor. He has
sent me to proclaim freedom
for the pnsoners and recovery of sight for the blind, to
release the oppressed. to proclaim the year of the Lord's
favor" (Luke 4://(-19 N1V).
He began another sermon
by saying. "Blessed are you
who are poor, for yours is
the kingdom of God" (Luke
6.20 N1V). To His disciples
Jesus said. "Sell your possessions and give to the poor.
Provide purses for yourselves
that will not wear out, a
treasure in heaven that will
not be exhausted. where no
thief comes near and no
moth destroys. For where
your treasure is, there your
heart will be also- tl...uke
12:33-34 N/V).
At the same time. Jesus
said nothing about church
buildings. During His earthly ministry, he preached
mostis outside on the hillsides and along the shores
of the Sea of Galilee.
• metimes he did teach in
• - vate homes where people
attic to see and hear him.
The first Christians assemded together in the temple.
yriagogues, pt-is ate homes or
• btu: places like the school
.f Tyrannus in Ephesus or
tside in open air places
When we hear the word

"church" today, we usually
think of a building where
Christians gather for worship,
but in the Bible the word
"church" refers to the people. It is actually a translation of the word for "assembly." The first meeting
houses for churches were not
erected until about 200 years
after Jesus was on earth.
Does this mean that Jesus
would be opposed to all
church buildings? No. The
early Christians did not have
electricity, automobiles,
buses. radio, TV or newspapers to help them fulfill our
Lord's mission on earth.
Along with these modern
conveniences, a church building can be a useful tool for
the church to use in serving
God's purposes.
However, there is a problem when the church building becomes more of a convenience suited to the preferences and comfort of the
church members than an
instrument for ministering to
the poor and lost for whom
Jesus died. Sometimes
maintaining of religious institutions is given a higher prionty than fulfilling God's
mission to people
Artistically -elaborate physical structures may actually
do more to call attention to
themselves than to the Lord.
Instead of glorifying Christ,
such buildings may hinder
people from knowing him
The apostle Paul said,
"When I came to you. broth
ers, I did not come with
eloquence or superior wisdom as I proclaimed to you
the testimony about God. For
I resolved to know nothing
while I was with you except
Jesus Christ and him crucified. I came to you in
weakness and fear, and with
much trembling. My message
and my preaching were not

with wise and persuasive
words, but with a demonstration of the Spirit's power, so
that your faith might not rest
on men's wisdom, but on
God's power" (1 Corinthians
2:1-5 N1V).
In a similar way, we
should seek to impress people with our Savior and not
with the beauty of our meeting places.
In light of the above, I
believe Jesus would say our
church buildings are justified
only to the extent they can
be and are used to fulfill
His mission to the poor and
the lost. Certainly he would
not give the erecting of
buildings top priority, and it
should go without saying
that the poor should feel

most welcome in whatever
buildings are constructed.
Where to draw the line
between appropriately adequate and inappropriately
elaborate is unclear and must
be left to the best judgment
of each local church.
However, serious and
prayerful attention should be
given to seeking for wisdom
and spiritual discernment
along with constant re-evaluation in light of scripture
and God's mission for His
church.
Send questions or comments to University Church
of Christ. 801 N. 12th, Murray, KY 42071 or phone
753-1881.

Russell Chapel United Methodist Church will have a revival
meeting starting Sunday and continuing through Tuesday.
Bro. Jim Crick will be the speaker at the services starting
at 7 p.m. each evening. A potluck meal will be served at 5:30
p.m. Sunday.
Special music will be presented at each service. Bro. Forrest Carver, pastor. invites the public to attend.
The church is located on Irvin Cobb Road, approximately
5 1/2 miles off Ky. 94 East.
For more information or for a ride call 753-3949, 436-5900
or 753-0313.

Memorial Baptists will
start revival Sunday
Dr. Travis Plumlee, evangelist and member of Central Baptist Church, Conway. Ark., will be the speaker at the revival
starting Sunday and continuing through the following Sunday.
Clarke Terry, a former student at Murray State University,
now minister of music at Country Bible Church, Kaufman,
Texas, will be in charge of the music for the revival.
Services will be at 8:30 and 10:50 a.m. and 6 p.m. on Sunday and at 6:30 p.m., Monday through Saturday.
Bro. Martin Sevems and the church invite the public to
'attend these special services.

"Out ofthe Walls
Celebration for Youth and Adult,

II See Page 10A

Summer Praise 2007
N1

Saturday, Aug. 18th • 7:00 p.m.
Graves County High School
Performing Arts Center

featuring the combined choirs of

Westside Baptist Church, Murray

Admission is FREE

Southland Baptist Temple,Paducah
Erie Horner
Performing
`Frailty"
A contemporary gospel rock hand from Carlisle Co., KY
will be opening this event. They are fast, fun. and LOUD.
as well as spiritually moving.
•

SPONSORED BY THE UNITED METHODIST CHURCHES •

...singing the music of the Brooklyn Tabernacle Choir,
Christ Church Choir, Prestonwood Choir & others.
Sunday, August 19 - 6 p.m. at Westside
207 Robertson Rd. S., Murray
Sunday, August 26 - 6 p.m. at Southland
927 Yarbro Lane, Paducah
Saturday, September 1 - 7-10 p.m.
"Paducah Downtown"

WORSHIP
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Monks offer retreat for soldiers

Mentoring Matters

CAMBRIDGE_ Mass (4.P)
— National Guard Capttrey Cox watched soldiers lose
sight of God in the violence
and daily grind of the war in
Iraq
He's hoping they can find
their faith again in an Episcopal monastery along the(harks
Riser
Prodded by (*us, the Society of Saint John the Evangelist is offering a"healing retreat"
weekend in October to help
soldiers returning from war
adapt to tife hack home and
reconnect with their faith
The retreat aims to give soldiers space to reflect, worship
;aid share their expenences.
"I'm not saying a weekend
is going to solve Any problems. but what it can do is it
can give people a respite.** he
said. "Not only are they able
to talk about their heart and
their mind. 'bon they're. able U)
talk about their soul."
Cox, who is studying to be
an Episcopal priest, was a social
worker for troops in Iraq and
is now a contractor for the
Army's Wounded Warrior program, which assists severely
injured or disabled soldiers.
War can wear out faith, he
observed

By DR. ROGER WEIS
BBBS Founding Chair
Back in the early 90s as a professor in the American ,.Hurnanics/Youth & Nonprofit Leadership program at
Murray State, I got lots And lots of phone calls from
parents — mostly moms who were concerned because
their children were having lots of trouble with school,
relationships and life in general and they didn't know
who to turn to.
We got in contact with the national Big Brothers Big
Sisters I BBBS) organization to see about starting one
right here in Murray. The BBBS program recruits adult
volunteers to mentor children who need social, emotional ;
and academic guidance.
Studies indicate that children who have a BBBS mentor improve academically, socially, and are much less
hkely to use alcohol, drugs or get involved with criminal activity.
With the help of MSU students, faculty members and
.•
a number of concerned community leaders, we raised
•
more than $20.000 through the Buddy Campaign to
oate a BBBS branch right here in 1996.
Over the years, the program has mentored hundreds
of children with school-based mentoring in both school
systems and with community-based mentoring and is
working with more children then ever
before. 1 would like to thank the many
volunteers and contributors over the years
who have made this happen and our
wonderful professional staff for their passion and expertise. Thanks so much.
Any parent or teacher can request a
mentor for a child by calling BBBS
director Suzy Crook at 759-2227. If you
would like to make a difference in a
child's life by becoming a mentor, contact Suzy at the same number.
Thanks to all of you for making a
difference, one child at a time. We'll be
hack next month with more news about BBBS!

Att.

••

-
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Brother Roy. an Episcopal monk, stands in the chapel of Society of Saint John the Evangelist
in Cambridge, Mass Roy and his fellow brothers at the monastery will host a "healing retreat"
weekend in October to help soldiers returning from war adapt to Ide back home and reconnect
with their faith.
we suspect there's a great need rooms offer little more than a tually adrift when they return,
he said.
bed and silence,
for healing out there"'
"Some places are unsure
The monks dress in long.
The society was founded in
Waf ...teems like, at tittles,
England in 1870 and has 22 brown robes and take vows of about how to address the soul,"
the absolute opposite of what brothers today. Including 18 celibacy, poverty and obedience. he said. "What we're going to
our natural beingis," cos said. lising in raimbridge and at a One .
of their chief ministries do, is we're going to use the
The retrent, which is no(affil- retreat center in West. New- is hospitality, and'Cox has wisdom of the monks and the
iated with the milnary. is open hury Among the Canihndge res- experienced it firsthand. He wisdom of each other to address
to anyone affected by war, and idents is Thomas ShaVv, bish- went on retreat there after serv- it straight on
members of other laiths are op of the Episcopal Diocese ing in Iraq for a year beganThe monastery can fit about
welcome. Brother Roy Cock- of Massachusetts.
16 people for the free retreat
ning in October 2005.
rum said His hope is that - (her the stone walls of the
The stress of living in a Oct. 4-7. A **healing service"
those who attend find a place compound - - which is mod- war lone is about more than will be open to dr public on
of rest where they know that eled after an early Christian the violence, Cox said. Often. Oct. 6, and Cockinm says he
God and others Cate about. monastery — rowers slide along it's the wait for your next mis- will share the liturgy used there
them
the Charles River Inside, day mom for the next phone call with the wider church.
"We want to make the space lilies grow on a courtyard strewn from family, for the day when
Applicants will be chosen
available, to see if what we with hark shed by towering you can go home. It can leave based on their explanation of
have to offer is valuable," he sycamore trees. Its Spartan people feeling lost and spin- why they want to come.
and
said. "We suspect it

•Church Bulletins ...
From Page 9A
traditional service Dr Patti
Wingler is minister of • music
with Juan Bossier as organist
for the second fivrite Auld
Daniel Hopkins and the Praise
learn at the early service Susan
Blackford, Gale Cornelison and
Holly Bloodworth will sing
"Precious Memories"- at the
early sets ice The chancel choir
will song "Holy God. We Praise
Thy Name: and Kristen Shepard and Dr %ureter will sing
"0 Lord Most Holy- at the
second sers Ice Anther Sugg
will give the children's sermon at both services Acolytes
will be Lucas Hill and Jordan
Nagy Worship leaders will he
Marcia Kornecke at the early
sets ICC and Jim Stabler at the
second service The previous
week's worship KINI‘C will he
telesised on NessWave ('han
eel 19 at II a 111 at141 on MU(
ray Electric t•hannel I s at
1210 pm Sunday
First Presbyterian: Res
Das id !Mi ntgomery. co pastor
will speak about "Surrounded
with scripture from ilebre% s
11.29-12 2 at the lii 4 am.
worship sets ice, the first to be
held in new church worship center at Main and 16th Streets
Todd E Hill is choir director
with Lee Kern as pianist Assistang will be Res 1)r Ann Marie
Montgomery. liturgist. and Ann
Adams. Ken Wolf and ('harks
Lamb. ushers
First Baptist: lh Wendell
Ray, pastee, will speak about
"God Is Moving- at the /1.3()
and 1015 am worship services Mike Crook is associate
pastor of music with Margaret
Wilkins and Lisa Ray as accompanists, assisted to the Praise
Team Bova Sisth. assoc oak
pastor of students. And David
Eaton will lose 'The NET Testimony AMI Prayer- at both services The sanctuary choir will
sang "Mercy Saw Mc- ad
Margery Shown will sing -The
Holy City- at the sc.ond service Assisting will hc Bro
Smith Tim Greer and Richard
Jones. . deacons, and Doug
Dieleman and IN Ray Moore
The licason nottnation tot Wesles Calsen will he at the 6
p m sersNe in the sans tuary.
%Linda% School will he at lit at
• m and ANANA at 3 p m
Cabers Temple Pentecostal: Re. Darrell Young,
pastor, will speak about "New
Coseriants ' at the II am
worship service Wesley Noting
will he in charge of praise and
worship Sunday School with
classes fix all ages will he at
10 a m and Bible study and

Youth Group will meet at 7
p.m. Wednesday
Westside Baptist: Rev.
Glynn NI Orr, pastor, will
weak about "Do Somethingv.iih scripture from Matthew
- 21 and I John 3:16-18 at
the 1010 a.m worship sers ice. Tommy Scott is minister
of music. The choir will sing
"Who Can Slimily My Soul Like
Yoe" with Jackie West as
soloist and Linda Wright will
present special music At the
morning hour. Assisting will
he Ron Hubbard and David
Heathcon, deacons of the week.
"Summer Praise 21107- will be
At h p no featuring the combined choirs of Westside and
Southland Baptist Temple of
Paducah Sunday School will
be at 9,30 A.M.

•••
Poplar Spring Baptist:
Dennis Norvell, pastor, will
speak about "Our Election By
God- with scripture from
Thessalotuans 1:4-8 at the 11:46
and 11 a.m. worship services.
-The Glovers" from Hopkinsville will bring special
music and a word of testimony in the 6 p.m. worship service. Dee and Kathy Lipford
will lead the worship services
with Hazel Brandon, Susan
Reynolds, Dee Lipford and
Carol Kelly as accompanists
Sunday School for all age,
will he at 1() a.m.
Hardin Baptist: Bro. Ricky
('unningham, pastor, will speak
about "Run. Phillip. Run" with
scripture from Acts 8:26-40 at
the K. 9- 15 and 10:30 a.m
worship services.

•

•Our Churches ...
From Page 9A

Bell City Baptist Church
to observe anniversary
the Bell City Baptist ChurL h will observe the I Ord anniser
vary of the church on Sunday Al the II am worship service
Rev. Rick Walker will be the anniversary Sunday speaker
A noon meal will be provided and a singing program will
begin at 1 p in with Bob Nance as director
Kevin Crawford and David Perry will serve as guest singers
Dr. William Dodson, pastor, invites former members and
friends to attend this special service

Christian Liberty Fellowship
schedules gospel singing
Christian Libeny Fellowship Church will have a gospel
singing on Sunday at the services at 1010 am. and 6 pm
Featured will he the group, Sounds of Country Gospel. at
both sersuses
Res Richard Holt, pkiakil, invaes the public to attend

Oak Grove Baptist Church
homecoming on Sunday
Oak Grose Baptist Church. 5525 Jones Mill Crossland Rd .
Puryear. Tenn. will celebrate its homecoming on Sunday
Former pastor. Jerry Drye, will be the speaker at the 11
worship service
A gospel singing featunng the Salem Ridge Quartet from
Clarksville. term . will he field in the afternoon.
Lunch will he seised at noon

Ladies' Day planned
at Ninth Street Church
Ladies Day will he held at Nandi Street
PAD((All, Ky
Church of Chnst. 713 South Ninth Si,Paducah on Saturday.
Aug 25
The theme will he "A Celebration of Womanhood- with the
guest speaker to be %ogee Estelk Davis of East Jackson Street
Church of (hrist, Jackson. Tenn
Registration will start at 8 30 a.m.
For more information call I-270-442-3/02.

Assemblies of God elect veteran
administrator new chief executive
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — The Assemblies of God, one of
the nation's largest Pentecostal denominations, has elected a
seasoned church leader as its new chief executive.
George 0. Wood, who has served as general secretary since
1993, was elected to the top post of general superintendent at
the denomination's 52nd General Council meeting here.
Thomas Trask, who was elected to the top spot in 1993, is
stepping down two years before his term expires. Wood wiD
fill the remainder of that term.
Wood was ordained in 1967. The son of missionaries, Wood
was born in China.

NEW
013-GYN
Dr. Matthew Price
Personal
Compassionate
14.

Now Taking Appointments'
Obstetrics
• Routine and High Risk Care
Gynecology
• Annual Exams, Pap Smears
Cancer Screening
Gynecologic Surgery
• laparoscopic/Minimally
Invasive Surgery
Family Planning
• Contraception, Infertility

Menopause, Osteoporosis,
Incontinence

Primary riPt
Care
MEDICAL CENTER
Mon - Fri: Sam - 8pm
Sot: Sam - 6pm
Sun: 1 - 6pm
MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING MURRAY • 270.759.9200

SPORTS
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RACER FOOTBALL

Former
Racer
Pearson to
play at
Lambuth
FORMER GUARD
ENROLLS AT
JACKSON SCHOOL
Staff Report
More than a year after being
dismissed from the Murray State
men's basketball team, Trey
Pearson will be back on the collegiate hardwood for the 200708 season.
The Jackson (Tenn.) Sun
reported today on its ..website
(jacksonsun.com) that the former Ricer and South Fulton
(Tenn.) High School star will
play next season at Lambuth
University.
The Jackson-based school, a
member of the National
Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics (NAIA), will be the
third college for Pearson since
he earned the 2002 Class A Mr.
Basketball award in Tennessee
as a senior at South Fulton.
According to school officials,
Pearson was admitted to
Lambuth on Thursday and has
one year of eligibility left, the
newspaper said.
Lambuth head coach Kevin
Burton told the Sun that his
newest player deserved another
chance.
•See PEARSON, 2B

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times photos

Murray State sophomore Zach Barnard (left) and freshman Jeff Ehrhardt have been battling it out with fellow freshman Chris Franklin this summer for the starting quaterback position.

ival
THREE RACERS VYING
FOR ONE KEY POSITION
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Position battles on the football field can sometimes
get heated.
That has admittedly been the case — both literally
and figuratively — for three Murray State signal callers
who are battling fiercely to be the guy under center
when the Racers open play against Louisville on Aug.
30.
But the trio of incumbent starter Zach Barnard and
redshirt freshmen Jeff Ehrhardt and Chris Franklin insist
their friendship and the betterment of the team comes
first.
-It's a great, heated battle." said Erhardt. "We defi-

nitely want the best person out there for the team, whoever that is. We're fine with whatever the coaches
decide. We just want Murray State to do well."
"It's always good when you can challenge somebody," Barnard added. "All three of us are trying to get
better and beat each other out, but it's a friendly competition. We're friends with each other, and we try to help
each other out."
"We're all fighting day to day to get that job," noted
Franklin. -We're all pretty good friends. But on the
field, it's a pretty good battle. That's what makes it fun.
... It's going to come down to who can use their abilities
the best."
For Murray head coach Matt Griffin and his coaching
staff, decision day is rapidly approaching as the seasonopening duel with the Cardinals looms.
"It will all shake out probably by Saturday," Griffin
said during Thursday's media day activities at the
school. "We're going to let the scrimmage (today)
decide that."
If experience were a factor. Barnard would win

hands:down, as he is the only
one of the three who saw
RACER FOOTBALL
game action in 2006.
Practice
Today 8 15 a m
It was a baptism under fire 'Practice#16
117 Today 3 35 p m
for the 6-foot-4 Spottsville, Practice /18 Sat
3 15 p m
3 35 p m
Ky., native, who took his Practice 019 Sun
Practice
AU9. 20 8 15 a m
lumps while throwing for Practice /20
#21 Aug 20 135 p m
1,583 yards and 11 touch- 'Practice /22 Aug 21 305 p m
downs in II games last fall as
'— Denotes Scrimmage date
the Racers went 1-10. He also and time
tossed II interceptions in his
first year in blue and gold after transferring from
Marshall.
"We had a lot of people learning what they were
doing on the fly. and I was one of them," Barnard
explained."Now, with a whole year under my belt, I feel
much more mature back there. I feel like my experience
has changed my game a whole lot."
But what Ehrhardt and Franklin lack in experience,
they more than make up for with talent.
III See OBs, 2B

Coming Up

CARDINAL FOOTBALL

PREP SCRIMMAGE

Kragthorpe: Cardinals can
compete for national title
NEW U0FL COACH
MAKES BOLD
STATEMENT TO
FANS AT LUNCHEON

SCOTT NANNEY

Lodge( & limes

'Murray High running back Jamie King is chased by a Paducah Tilghman
; defender during Thursday night's prep scrimmage between the two foes
: at Ty Holland Stadium

5.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— For mildmannered Louisville coach Steve
Kragthorpe, it was about as bold a statement as you'll get.
Speaking to hundreds of Cardinal
fans at the team's annual preseason
luncheon on Thursday, Kragthorpe said
the defending Big East champions think
they're good enough to compete for the
national title.
"I told our guys that on August 30th.
119 Division (I-A)start the tournament,"
he said. "At the end of it all. there will be
two teams playing for the championship.
I don't think It's too bold to say we want
to be one of those teams."
Kragthorpe. who replaced Bobby
Petnno in January. added he's been
impressed by what he's seen from his
players during training camp.
'They're coachable," he said. 'They

ED REINKE / AP
Louisville football coach Steve
Kragthorpe believes his team can be
a factor in the national title race as he
prepares the Cardinals for an Aug.
30 opener against Murray State.
want to learn and they want to be great.
And we're going to help them do that."
The Cardinals went 12-1 last year,
winning the Big East and the Orange
Bowl. Louisville opens the season at
home on Aug. 30 against Murray State.

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger file
Former Murray State guard
Trey Pearson will play his
final season of eligibility at
University
Lambuth
in
Jackson, Tenn., during the
upcoming 2007-08. Pearson
played two seasons for the
Racers before being dismissed from the team in May
2006.

PREP VOLLEYBALL
ROUNDUP

Lady Tigers
win fourth
straight
MHS WINS IN
STRAIGHT SETS
OVER BALLARD
Staff Report
LA CENTER, Ky. — Murray
High's Lady Tiger volleyball
team continued its early-season
roll on Thursday night, winning
its fourth straight match with a
two-set victory at Ballard
t Memorial.
The Lady Tigers (4-0) swept
the first two sets for the fourth
consecutive time, defeating the
Bombers 25-15 and 25-14.
Lauren Dieleman paced
Murray with 10 aces, seven
complete passes, six assists, one
kill and one dig. Caitlin
Herrington led the Lady Tigers
in kills with four. She also added
two blocks and seven passes.
Leah Dieleman tallied 14
passes while adding an ace. She
also recorded three digs and two
kills. Christin Gong had 10 aces
and eight passes, while notching
one kill and one dig.
Abby Dowdy added one kill
and one dig while recording two
blocks and two aces. Jamie
Courtney had an assist, an ace
: and six passes.
Murray High will return to
action on Monday. when it hosts
Lone Oak at 7:15 p.m.
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CCHS
shuts out
Lone Oak

Mur

Ei

etili

Haverstock Insurance Agency
,
WII

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211S 12th St •Murray KY .75.13415

ttx,erstor.

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

BOYS LOSE
SEASON OPENER
AT GRAVES
-Ste

Report
Winkler provided the

Amy

would need on

County squad
Thursday

Lady

night. as the

undefeated

remained

Lakers

Calloway

her

offense

only

with a 2-0 victory over Lone
Oak in prep soccer action at the
Jim Nix Soccer L'omplex.
Winkler scored both unassist-

Nationai League Standings
All Times CDT
East Divtaion
L Pet 013
W
67 53 558
—
New Yon
3
533
56
64
PhiadelPhi•
64 57 529 31/2
Arend
56 65 46311 1/2
Honda
55 66 45512 1/2
Washington
Central Division
L Pet GB
W
—
62 59 512
leleauliee
61 59 508 1/2
°VOW
1/2
2
492
60
98
Louis
St
8
54 67 446
Houston
52 60 433 9 1/2
Cincinnati
11
50 69 420
Pittsburgh
West Division
L Pet GB
W
—
69 53 566
Arizona
3
65 55 542
San Diego
6
517
58
62
Colorado
62 59 512 61/2
Los Angeles
51 70 42117 1f2
San FranCISCO

American League Standings
AM Times CDT
East Division
L Pei GB
W
72 48 800
Boston
67 54 554 51.'2
New York
11
508
59
61
Toronto
56 63 47115 1 2
Baltimore
46 74 383 .26
Tarnpa Bay
Control (*Aston
L Pct GB
W
—
67 54 554
Dead
EA 54 550 1/2
Cleveland
80 eo 500 6 1/2
Minnesota
54 66 45012 1/2
Cheap
53 67 44213 t2
Kende alg
Wee Oblese
L Pct GB
W
—
70 49 588
Los MOM=
66 52 559 3 1/2
SasNa
80 62 49211 12
Osklied
53 67 44217 12
INNS

ed goals — both coming in the
first half — to help Calloway
MICHAEL DANN

Ledger & Times

Murray State head coach Matt Griffin, speaking to local and area media members during

improve to 2-0 on the
season.

Thursday's Media Day activities at the school. could decided on a starting quarterback as early
as today, when the Racers hold their second scrimmage of the preseason
he

6.4.

210-pound

Ehrhardt. who marred at the prep
!eye' at Si Louis's Westminster
has

Christian

Al adem.

.imprrssed

the coaching

staff

"I

his rilis are in a better position

was a redshin freshman

to compete for the starting job

And didn't really know what was
But Coach Fein has

going on

clone a great job of

breaking

"Jell can run aft•und and do

Calloway recorded 20 shots

It's

in the match. including It on

their second tune through the

goal. Goalkeeper Kelsey Greer

stronger and

faster

system." he said. "Even though

had

:ter than /ash." said MSU offen-

pernkl for Franklin. who made

hich transferred after a year at

including

Mickey Fein

'understands what we're doing
on the

offensive

side

of

the

ball
While he would have liked to

true

all

were

his mark as a 1130-year Starter at

Marshall. they

Lexington's Paul Dunbar High

freshmen to us last year Now,

School. where

he

they

sophomores and

they're

for

threw

unskrstand. They've been there

match

betore."

May field.

"Last year was a huge transi-

Often, the play at the quarter-

Boys Soccer: The Calloway
County Lakers played their sea-

in

winning

losing.

and

last

Car Ehrhardt admits that

tion year for me," he claimed.

ence

redshin Veastlft was boleti-

"Going from high Sr. Neil l° col-

However. Gnffin doesn't expect

lege football. ifs i huge differ-

his signal callers to shoulder the

ItiOUglit I knew A liiile bit
about football just from playing
in

high

recalled

school,"

ence.

Everything

speeds

Ohio Valley Conference losses

It was such a good

year to learn everything and get

"I want that guy to do his

yards And 4 4 toUr. hdom Its dunng

condonable. Now, I'm

more

job." he said. "What I don't

his career at Westminster "But

relaxed

I feel like everything

want is somebody trying to win

sti hell

I Came here. I

malt/est that
different

was a completely

losing at Second Distnct rival
Graves L'ounty 3-I.

ballgatne

has slowed down for me aMlle

Just do your job.

was available at press time.

•Pearson
From

That's all "

hit"

Page 18

"I've
a

has

I. LOUIS 8, MILWAUKEE 0

information

additional

No

break a string of 15 consecutive

Ehrhardt, who threw for 4,591

it

son opener on Thursday night.

entire load as the Racers look to

up

When I got into practice. I realLied that.

District foe

at Second

back position can he the differ-

his
.. hiI

The Lady Lakers return to
action on Monday in a 5:45 p.m.

before joining the Racers last

tall

nine in the second

half.

3,671 yards and 38 touchdowns

have had SIMIC game eSperterk:e

the contest,

10 saves in

There WAS also an adjustment

sive coordinator

1-0. She

utes remaining to give CCHS a

those things. I think. a little bet-

"But Lich is mentally tough and

Lakers a

"All three of them have come
back

He's made a huge difterence."

Lady

the

struck again with just two min-

commanding edge.

this year.

things down and helping me out

with his poise and mobility

The first Winkler score came
at the 23-minute mark to give

(;riff in agrees that all three of

world

young

never met anyone who
perfect

background."

Burton said. "I fully expect him
to be successful here."

nurser"°saws
Glitland 8 Chimp While Sox 5 10
Innings
Detroit 8 NY Yankees 5
L A Angels 4 Toronto 3
Kansas City 6 Texas 2
Friday's Games
LA Angels (Lackey 15-6) at Boston
(Buchholz 0-0) 12 05 p m 1st garne
LA Angela (Santana 5-11) at Boston
(Bodied 15-51 605 pm 2nd clerne
Detroit (Roberlson 7-9) at N Y Yankees
(POW,9-7) 606 pm
Biliemore (G Olson 1.1) at Toronto
(Burnell 6-6) 13 07 p m
Cleveland (Byrd 10-5) at Tampa Bay
(Jackson 3-11) 6 10 p m
Texas (Gabbard 5-1) at Minnesota
(SINa 9-12( 710pm
Kansas City (Bannister 13-7) at Oakland
(Meyer 0-01.9.05 P 111
Chicago While Sox (Contreras 6-141 at
Swine Neese 12-8) 9 05 p m
Saturday's Genes
Baltimore )Trachstil 5-7) at Toronto
Itesch 4-5) 1207pm
Detroit (Durbin 7-5) at N V Yankees
(Clemens 4-5) 2 55 p m
LA Angals lJer Weaver 8-51 at Boston
(Schiling 6-5) 8 05 p m
Texas (Lee 5-9) at Minnwola (Bonser
5-9) 6 10 p m
Cleveland (Westbrook 3-7) at Tampa
Bay (Hammitt 1-2) 6 10 p m
Kansas City (Perez 7-11) at Oakland
Gaudin 9-81 8 05 p m
Cruder White Sox (Danks 610)at
Seattle (Weaver 4-101 9 05 p m.
Sunday s Games
Detroit at NV Yankees 12 06 p m.
Baltimore at Toronto 12 07 p m
Cleveland at Tampa Bay 12 40 p m
A Angels at Boston 1 05 p m
Texas al Minnesota 1 10 p m
Kansas City at Oakland 305 p m
Chicago White Sox at Seattle 305
pm

Thursday a Games
Si Lou,8 Milwaukee
Chicago Cubs 12 Cinconnat 4
Pittsburgh 10, N V Mets 7
Arizona 5 Florida 4
Philadeiphia 4 Washington 2
San Francisco 9 Atlanta 3
San Diego Ii Colorado 9
L A Dodgers 6 Houston 2
Friday's Genie
St Louis (Looper 10-9) at Chicago
Cubs(HO 6-7). 1 20 pm
San Francisco (Zito 8-11) at Florida
(Olsen 9-9), 605 p m
N V Med (Glavine 10-6) at Washington
(Chico 5-6) 6 05 p m
Preade(phia (Durbin 4-2) at Pittsburgh
(Gdzisianny 11-6). 6 05 p m
Anzona (Webb 12-8) at Atlanta
(Comber 0-2), 6 35 p m
Cincinnati (Arroyo 5-13) at Milwaukee
(Sudden 8-91 7 05 p m
Houston (W Wiiiiams 6-12) at San
Diego (Peavy 13-5), 905 p m
Colorado (Fogg 7-7) at L A Dodgers
iStults 0-1i 9 40 p m
Saturday's Gores
Si Louis (Reyes 2-11) at Chicago Cubs
(Marshall 5-6) 2 55 p m
Arizona'(Outings 5-6) at Atlanta (Carlyle
7-4i 605pm
Cincinnati (Undecided) at Milwaukee
Vargas 9-4) 6 05 p m
Philadelphia (Moyer 11-8) at Pittsburgh
(Maholm 8-14) 6 05 p m
San Francisco (Cain 4-13) at Florida
(VandenHurk 3-3). 6 05 pm
NY Mots(0 Perez 10-8) at
Washington (Lannan 1-1), 6 05 p m
Houston W Williams 6-12) at San
Diego (Germano 6-6). 9 05 p m
Colorado itindeeicien at L A Dodgers
7-4 9 10 p m
Sunday's Games
Arizona at Atlanta 1205 p
San Francisco at Florida 12 05 p m
NY Mots at Washington 12 35 pm
Philadelphia at Plesburgh. 12 35 p m
Cincinnati at Milwaukee 1 05 p in
Houston at San Diego, 3(15 pm
Colorado at L A Dodgers 3 10 p m
St Louis at Chicago Cubs 7 05 pm

Pearson entered Murray State

Shutout & Sweep

with considerable hype. in 2003
after

the

from

transferring

University of Mississippi. where
he played as a true freshman.

CARDINNES SWEEP NI, CENTRAL LEADING
The %S.ay thing are
MILWAUKEE API
voing for the Milwaukee Brewers right now. esen

BREWERS

good conchal!. he can throw

it

for

strikes,"

rules. Pearson averaged

14.5

points per game in his first sea-

Molina said "You can see it, it's obvious "
It wasn't so obvious to Braun. who thought he

`father Molina is J wuwer hitter against them

After sitting out the 2003-04
se:IWO due to NCAA transfer

son at MSL' as the Racers finished 17-11 in 2004-05.

heat the Brewers A-41 run IhurscLo. completing a

had seen ball four and turned to walk to first base
another misstep in a
before being called out

Mier-game sweep And %.losing to within 2 1/2

rough stretch for the sputtering Brewers

paign. Pearson was second on

games rut the NI. Central lead for the first time

The Cardinals outscored the Brewers 28-7 in
the %enc.. and Milwaukee now has lost 13 of its

the team in scoring (10.3 ppg

Whim hit two home runs and the Cardinals

since April 20
m excited. Iles JusC we want to base sonic of
that ,ontention fun over the last six

weeks,"

( * Animals manager Tony IA Rus.ir said "And this
.•ises us a better chance to have that tun"
It was the first szteet miulnhomer game for
Molina. who

JIM into thursdAy s game with one

List IS games
but just

by

helping the Racers capture the

game after Chicago

lar-season and tyrnament titles.

Cincinnati on Thursday
"We still control our own destiny:. Brewers

But he was dismissed from

manager Ned Yost said "We have to find a way to

the team in May 2006 by then

play better"

new

Before the gattW. sescral Brewers players took

v.hose wren scoreless innings of two hit baseball

lighten the mood in the clubhouse It changed their

Brewers rook-

ie sensation Ryan Braun that ended a bases loaded
lam in the third lllling
*I'se got confidence in him. het JOU: he's go( A

behind Shawn Witherspoon in
Ohio Valley C'onference's regu-

hall

turns giving each other crewcuts in an attempt to

2 cur v avail to

2005-06 cam-

beat

a

But Atter-wad. the catcher

included a baffling I

the

the Brewers remain in first place.

preferred to talk about pitcher Adam Wainwright.

home run this season

During

head coach Billy

BPearson

join

will

a

Lambuth squad that expects to

CM% was swept at home tot the first

Fish stay unbeaten with
one-point win over K.C.
KANSAS CITY. Mo. (API

return eight players from a run-

time since Florida took three games at Miller Park

ner-up finish in the TransSouth

last September

t'onference Tournament

games

without Johnson. their
back

who is

-- Those few Kansas City fans

All-Pro running

who booed Trent Green in the

holding out demanding

first

quarter

Thursday

were

more

money. Injuries to the offensive

probably ready to beg him to

line aren't doing much good for

come back in the fourth.

a rushing game that netted only

Green looked sharp in

ed off -court incidents.

look hut not their luck

Mc Brew

Murray

Kennedy after a string of repeat-

NFL PRESEASON

his

61 yards

first appearance in Arrowhead
Stadium

since

insisting on

a

trade to Miami during the offseason. The Chiefs, on the other
hand, mostly looked lifeless for
the second straight week while

VP

symoutit

Lindy Saito,
Nair tinveri rano per
low..in ma cs nuance
caraocrie

trying to bind a new quarterback
and limp along without holdout
running back Larry Johnson.
In the final minutes. Patrick
Cobbs scored a touchdown and

4011111044.
T

John Beck slipped into the end

E3CZ:tT-TC)NA

/NT

/one for the 2-point conversion

E3CaT
IsADDEL YEAR-ENID
)
C:rvI' •IL-1"ir
:1111.1111111111111111111111111

that led the Dolphins to an 1 I 10 victory and made them 2-0 in

SALES
EVENT

the preseason tor the first time
since 1982.

So

did it seem weird. Green

was asked, playing for a Chiefs
opponent in the stadium where
he starred for six years?

-The

2007 Nissan Versa 2007 Nissan Altima
tal
'500
9%.
**tan

AC. Auto . Power Windows

93 988*
Power Lociss CO Player

57724 MO Mode 1162417

MSRP
Nissan Customer Cash
Premier Nissan Discount

POWOr Locks. Power Windows.
Automatic. Air Conditioner CD Player

988*
19
2.9%*

or 1 •
is. le Monet.

Se .7207 Se 57193 Model 00671 7

t(-.• GO bereft

$21.100
-612
- 500

$15,030 MSRP
- 500 Premier Nissan Disc
- 542 Nissan Customer Cash

'13,988'

619.988.
-OWE,VIM a alai IMP

••••

Val MD IMMO

al MI••••MINDO

•••••Il•MN

•PM
all WU 81111•••••• VS
pa UM Ea •••••
••
AWN/ ala• a UM=•••
••• ••••••••••is•••••••••i5 ea some iniais ai war so oast ear see•••••• is MINION MOW= alle

IPIIIENIIEFt NISSAN
F

1

731.642.0601

300 HWY. 77, PARIS. TN

1.800-264-7726 www.premiernissan.us

whole thing." he said.

"From traveling into the stadium, to going off to pregame
is armups, to the game. looking
across the sideline and seeing a
lot of guys I spent a lot of time
with the last six years

It Was

definitely different
Green. whose 87 3 passer
rating is the hest in Chiefs history. played the first two series

aid was 4-for-7 for 41 yards. He
led one smart drive that failed
when Jared Allen stopped Jesse
Chatmart for a I -yard loss on
f,iiirth-and-goal from the 3.
Beck. the third Miami quarterback to appear in the sloppily
played game. hit Kerry Reed Inc
17
yards
and
Courtney
Anderson for 25 in a sevenplay, 73-yard scoring drive and
appeared to be stopped short on
his 2-point conversion. The
Chiefs (0-21 challenged the call
but it was upheld.
The Chief* have scored only.
one offensive touchdown in two

IAN Nei St. • 753•51142

W Schedule
TOOAY
AUTO RACING
2 p.m.
SPEED -- NASCAR Nextel Cup, poke
quit:tying for 31.4 Performance 400 at
Brooklyn Mich
3:30 p.m.
SPEED — NASCAR Busch Series
practice to. Carla, 250 at Brooklyn
BOXING
9 p.m.
ESPN2 - Featherweights Jason
Lazier (21.1 -0) vs Emmanuel Loom
(234- 1) at Wiley Center CNN
EXTREME SPORTS
11 p.m.
USA -- AST Dew TOUI Vane
invilabanel al Portland Ore (same
day tags)
GOLF
2 p.m.
IOC — PGA Tour Wyndham
Championship model round. at
Greensboro NC
530 p.m.
TOC — Champions Tour JELD-WEN
Tradition second round at Sunnver
Ore
Ulna LEAGUE BASEBALL
1 p.m.
ESPN
World Series pod piny
round teams TBA at Wiheenepprt. Pa
3 p.m
ESP•42 — World Series pod plaiy
round WOMB TBA. at
Pe
S um.
Esetio — World Serb* pool day
round Wane 113A. at Wilhwnspor1. Pa
7 p.m.
ESPN — Wond Settee. POOlOild
round 100.11% TEM at WIIIIMP011 Pa
MAJOR LEAGUE SAMMIALL
1:10 p.m.
WON - St Louis at Chicago Cubs
NFL FOOTRALL
7 pm.
FOX
Preeeson. stirresois al N Y
Jets
TENNIS
7p
ISM?
ATP Western A Southern
Financial Group Maslen duertertawit
at Cincessell

•••
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OM

such preierenom Ilmitations or

tntentsm k, make am
k =ovation

State laws tontatt &amnia/non in the mit mama or Avertismg ot real estate bred on tackm in addition to those protected under Wind Law

We
IN
tic
130
130
140
150
ISO

IM will knowm0yi accept any advertising kit real estate
wh.d n rsoi a,.aboit of the Law. Al Fame se limb,
inhumed that all dweIhrms advertised me avadayie on an

Mart Saw
Turredej

equal opportunity basis
For nativer meistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirement,

rretwesiley
Thunder
Friary

contact NAA C_ounsd Rene /'

semis,

,-'03164/31030

ISO

1116
ISO
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Arileies For Sam
3110
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300
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410
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42$
Lem II Carom

Fenn Equipment
Messy Equipment
Sport. Equipment
Firewood
liken*
Mobilo Monts Lots For Sam
Mobile Som.For Sale
Mobile /tome For Reno
Mobile Monte Lots For Rent
gusame Rentals
apertrnieres For Rent
Rooms For ROM
HOMOS For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commerciel Property
Pies £S.is5
taessacs a meows
Public Sae
Land For Rent or Lime

niEgaiiii5AgEM;

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
AM Neer.
407707 1 migro è llmes Fa Ebeeniag
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Lots For Sale
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Mimes For Sale
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USW Trucks
Campers
Boats I Mason
Services Mend
Free Column
Tobacco I Simone

$8.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.

AU 3 Ads Must Run Within 0 Pau Period
$3.35 •

r column inch extra for Monda
1 111

$8.25 First Day
Over

. Guide)
1Sho • in.

N.1
- 20 words Of less

za words 5,50 each

Additional Consecutive Days: 5 12 per word per day.
I,go into Shopping citadel
'
35 extra tor

ads.

maintains the right to reject or 0[10
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ILA1
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ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916
ay-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Mond

VISA

060

licrppp RirthdotrIl

Help Wanted

Nolte'

UPPERCUTS Salon
Neils aiming•$20
Areyhe.gellaim, manicures & pedicures
1104 Story Ave.

BIOMEDICAL
EQUIPMENT
TECHNICIAN(BMET)

753-2887
00
Lout and Found
LOST: 2 white blue
eyed cats. Last seen
Oakdale 8 18th St.
area. 759-9890. 2939890. 293-9470
01
Leal
Notice

Lao*
Notice

Henry County Medical Center is seeking a
Biomedical Equipment Technician. The
Biomedical Technician is responsible to
maintain, repair and perform preventive
maintenance on various hospital medical
equipment including laboratory, surgery,
vital signs, physiological monitoring systems including hardwired and telemetry.
The technician will also assist in maintaining telephone and data infrastructure.

Invitation lki Bid

The City of Murray will receive sealed BIDS for the Bee Creek Sewer
of approximately 706 Linear feet of 16* DIP gravity
2 manholes
sewer, 74 linear feet of 10" DIP gravity sewer, and installation of
will be
with all related work as specified and shown on the Drawings Bids
City Hall
accepted by the City of Murray at the City Clerks Office in the
on, Local
Building, 104 North 5th Street, Murray, KY 42071 until 2,00 p
opened
Time I Monday, September 10, 2007, and then at said office publicly
shall
and read aloud in the 2nd Floor Council Chambers of City Hall. Award
and ability to
be made on the basis of lowest bid price, experience, workload,
inclusive
meet schedules. The above is a general description and is not an all
work to be
list of project items for which the contractor is responsible. The
,ompleted is detailed in the Bid Package, Specifications and Drawings

Interceptor Relocation

rut, Hall
Copies of the CONTRACT DOCUMENTS may be obtained at the
for the cost of a
building 2nd floor. 104 North 5th Street. Murray. KY 4207.1
$50.00 refundable deposit.
to the
Bids shall be accompanied by a bid bond or•certified check payable
bid to ensure
City of Murray in the amount equal to five percent (55 of the
is made.
the execution of the contract for which the bid
and waive any forThe OWNER reserves the right to reject any and all BIDS
period of sixty (60)
malities in the bidding. No BID shall be withdrawn for•
consent of the
days subsequent to the opening of the BIDS without the
OWNER
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
Kentucky General Assembly
Pursuant to KRS 132 02'7, as enacted by the
Kentucky, will hold • Public
Extraordinary Session of 1979, the City of Murray,

, City Hall
hearing on August 23. 2007. at 6:30 p.m., in the Council Chambers the public
hear cormnseita from
Building, 104 N. 5th Street, Murray. Kentucky to
regarding proposed 2007 tax rates on real property
n
As required by state law, this notice includes the following informatio
Tax Rate Per $100 Revenue
Assessed Valuation Expected
1 Preceding Year Tax Rate
$2.176,512
3948
and Revenue Produced
2, Tax Rate Proposed for Current
$2.364,132
3844
Year and Expected Revenue
13) Compensating Tax Rate and
Expected Revenue

3696
3844
Personal Property 3948

(41 Revenue Expected from New Property

15) Revenue

Expected from

$2,263,494
90,416
$ 328,981

by levying a tax rate
The City of Murray proposes to exceed the compensating tax rate
City government
of$ 3844 which will be spent in the public safety departments of
PUBLICATION OF
THE KENTUCKY GENERAL ASSEMBLY HAS REQUIRED
This ADVERISEMENT AND THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN
H Thomas Rushing
Mayor

NOTICE
Notice a hereby given that • meeting of the committee established by the Calloway County Fuca]
Court to review the proposed regulations governing
within
the maintenance of structures and premises
held on
the boundaries of Calloway County will be
at the
PM
1200
of
hour
the
at
2007
20,
August

Calloway County Sheriffs Office located at 304
Maple Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071
This the 17th day of August. 2007

0 00 00,
Happy
74th
((i
)Anniversary
Jesse & Lila
Oakley
Love Ya,
Linnie
Please send them
a card!

William Marcum
Chairman

STEVE N 11)\11%1

753-1752

THE Murray Ledger 8
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray

Ledger & Times, nor
WY of its employees
socept any responsibility whatsoever for their
acties.

"PUBLIC NOTICE"
STEPS ARE BEING TAKEN AT

11111111111 IIONIIIIIL SABIN=
TO IMPROVE MANY FACETS OF OUR
OVERALL OPERATION FOR THE
BETTERMENT OF THE FAMIUES WE SERVE
ONE OF THOSE STEPS IS TO VALIDATE THE
INFORMATION IN OUR CEMETERY FILES WITH
ALL OF OUR PROPERTY OwNEFts

A child needs you'
Become a foster parent, up to $36/day
270-443VVKUMFS
90:04

Miff 11111111111WIL BAINICIIIS

MANAGEMENT ASKS IF YOU ARE AN
OWNER PLEASE CONTACT OUR OFFICE AT
753-2654 SO WE CAN HELP YOU AND
YOUR FAMILY
FOR APPOINTMENTS PLEASE CALL
753-2654 BETWEEN MON.-FRI.9 AM.-6 P.M.
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

Looking for
smiling
morning & lunch
help FT/PT
Apply in
person
at Wendys.

Applicant must have an Associate of
Biomedical
in
Science
Applied
Engineering (Equipment Technology) or
equivalent training in biomedical equipment repair. Also required is a minimum
of three(3) years experience working in a
hospital environment maintaining medical
equipment.
We provide an excellent benefit and salary
package including health, vision, dental,
and retirement. Interested candidates
should send a resume or apply in person.

ASSISTANT Database
Administrator,
Information Systems
Department. Full-time,
non-tenure track posibegin
to
tion
2007.
September,
ILLIS2T11:

Bachelor's degree in
Computer science or
related field, one year
experiprofessional
ence with Oracle. or
Microsoft SQL Server.
or DB2 administration;
one year professional
with
experience
MySOL administration
is required. Must have
strong oral and written
communication skills;
ability to work as a
member of a team.
Re Spa nalbilltlet:
Under direction of the
Manager, Applications
Development, support
the institution's activities related to installaconfiguration,
tion,
and
maintenance
upgrades of supported
databases

Remember your
GIRANDPAREINTQa
September 9, 2007
Tell your grandparents and the world how great you
think they are by putting your picture in our
special Grandparents Day section on
Saturday, September 8, 2007!
-

Single Space - $12.98
ins more Man Iso children per picture
MAXIMUM 20
(
WORDS
Double Space. S18.04)
MAXIMUM 40
WORDS
Send payment, photo, names
of grandparents. name(so ot
chileitrenl, and sell-addressed

stamped envelope for return
of photo to
Murray Ledger & Times

Keagao Duvall
Grandparents
Cache & LceAnn Staples
Ronnie & lane Babb
Cathy & Larry Gooch
Willis & Wilma Sanders
Jack & Denise DUN all ,

P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Cal

DEADLINE IS
SEPT. 5 AT 12PM

Application Deadline:
Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030

August 28, 2007. To
Aooly: Send cover letter, resume and three
Paris, TN 38242
current letters of pro731-644 8472
fessional reference to:
Practical Dental
Assistant
Chair,
cowen@hcmc-tn.org
Assisting
Database
We are now accepting
Equal Opporturuty Employer
We make house calls at
Administrator Search
registration for the
extra charge,
no
e,
itte
Comm
class which begins
ns
Se,
sites.
catio
ng
Appli
Various Computi
Sept 8, 2007.
Services
ent
Developm
You will be trained on
Support,
11
for
and
Saturdays
SPECIAL RATE: OMIT $35/hr!
Information Systems,
weeks, allowing you to
State
Murray
Call 270-205-9490 or see
keep your present lob
University, 112 18T
while you gain skills for
www.testercomputerrepair.com
Building, Murray, KY
a rewarding career.
"JOIN OUR QUALITY FIRST TEAM"
42071-3347. Women
Most dental assistants
100 Bed SNF/NF. Non-Profit Facility
060
and minorities are
have evenings, weekImmediate Openings For CNAs, All Shifts;
Help Wanted
encouraged to apply.
ends, and holidays off
Murray State University
Experienced Restorative CNAs,
For more information
NATIONAL CALL
is an equal education
ENTHUSIASTIC per
and'registration forms,
Days and Weekends; CMA, Afternoon and
NG
EXPANDI
ent
employm
CENTER
and
website
chairside
our
sonable
visit
Weekend Shift; RN/LPN, 7 PM to 7 AM
Several new positrons www.bohledental.com
opportunity M/Fla . AA
assistant for orthodonWeekends and Charge Nurses All Shifts.
$7-$16
available. Earn
employer
tic office. Travel to
or call our office
Shift Premiums, Excellent Pay and
per hour. No selling. Dr. Charles Bohle
of
Murray, Mayfield, and
BRITTHAVEN
Benefits Based On Expenence
Paducah. Fax resume Training provided. If 270-442-0256
Benton is currently
you have a pleasant Financing Available
to 270-554-2019
accepting applications
To
Person
In
Apply
voice, good communi- Enrollment is Limited!
the following posifor
cation skills, and are
Human Resources, Mon.-Fri. 8AM-4PM
tions. Certified Nursing
dependable, call 759- PT/FT
Resort
110 Convalescent Drive,
Assistants. We offer
lhe Power id Family'
4958
and
Maintenance
competitive wages and
Calvert City, KY 42029. EDE
Help Us Help Kids!!
436groundswork
an excellent benefit
part-time
Pareat
hiring
Foster
a
Be
NOW
2345
package. Apply in perWe are looking for a
)arutonal employee for
(270)898-1293
son at Brathaven of
5
area.
Mayfield
the
motivated energetic
Dose
PULMO
Benton 2607 Main
(8661 30NECCO
days a week. Reliable Pharmacy is now hiring
641S
person to train for
Hwy
Street
and
transportation
Full-Time
a
for
FT/PT office worker for
Benton, KY 42025
Management Position.
check
records
Lead.
se
office
PHONE
Warehou
y
NO
optometr
EOE/AAE
paid
401k,
pay,
Great
required. Competitive The Warehouse Lead
PLEASE
Flexible hours, no
CALLS
wage, paid vacation. is
vacation and insurance options.
for
responsible
weekends Inquiries
ASSISBUSINESS
employee stock owner- assisting on maintaining
106
Starting pay is SS/hr. Stop by our
at
apply
please
growa
are
We
TANT
and 401k
equipment.
Street, ship plan
facility
6th
North
Murray location and fill out an
ing Dental practice
Please contact Vat shipping, receiving and
KY
Murray,
today.
application
looking for an individual
Miller at 270-527-2041
responsibilities as neewith a great personality
FULL-TIME positions
per Warehouse
to grow with us Dental
NOW taking applica- essary s delegation
as residential providers
experience preferred
tions for all positions Manager' e in mainteavailable for communiSend resume to PO
residential
and all shifts. Apply Expenenc
ty-based
and
nance
Box 1040-A, Murray
developIn person at Sonic
program for
receiving Is
shipping/
12th
S.
KY 42071.
disabled
Orive-In, 217
mentally
required_ Ability to mulSt., Murray. KY No
adults. Our company
FT and PT positions.
titask and manage time
DISCLAIMER
but
calls.
shifts
phone
vanous
offers
We offer great pay, flexiwill be qualities of our
When accessing the
all openings are nights
_
help wanted- section
ble hours. paid vacation and medical ins.
PART time LPN posi- successful candidate
and weekend shifts
on our classifieds
tion available in medStop by today and fill out an application.
We offer opportunity for
webpage at
ical office. 3-4 days per Pulmo Dose Pharmacy
advancement. excelhiring
now
murrayledger com
week. No weekends. is
lent benefits including
you will be redirected
certified/licensed
resume
send
Please
401K,
training.
paid
to tobnetwork corn
Respiratory
with references to P.0
medical/dental insurHelp WOW
d
Ms
By default.
Therapists and RNs to
KY
Murray.
463,
Box
ance, paid holidays,
Murray and local job
pin our clinical team
42071
sick
and
wanted
vacation
HELP
listings will appear on
RTs are responsible for
Sales
apply on
INSIDE
Please
repair
leave.
Maintenance
this website
providing telephonic
ME office help
y
PART-TI
Communit
Representative Pella
at
person
needed to
person
However, as a national
mar- support regarding resof
telephone
Some
Window and Door is on
ves
Alternati
maintain 30 group
website. not all listings
pi r a tory
keting expenence helpneed of entry level
Kentucky, 102 Daky
Must have
homes
on the jobnetwork corn
equipment/supplies
office
Local
ful.
KY.
Benton,
Inside Sales Rep in
general
Dnve,
of
knowledge
are placed through
within their clinical
Monday, Wednesday.
minor
the Murray. KY showmaintenance,
the Murray Ledger
WANTED
expertise and educaHELP
9AM-3PM
Position
Friday
and
room
electrical, mono( plumb& Times Please call
Pert/Full time 3 shifts Write P.O. Box 2426, tion to field staff, referinvolves initiahng the
ing, some carpentry
us if you have any
ral sources, patients
daily 7 days a week
through
Paducah, KY 42002.
sales process
Must have a minimum
questions regarding
care-givers
and
S9hr after paid
demonstraproduct
the Murray area
of two years backSchedule may include
training + Benefits
SPORTSMAN'S
tions, tech assist for
Job listings Thank you
ground in maintenance
nights and/or weekContact us now'
customer
ANCHOR RESORT
in
walk
repair Bring qualifica
ends
1-8815-974-JOBS or
MARINA
ty
preparing customer for
Communi
working
to
love
tions
DO you
corn
74
www 1
outside sales team
Atternatives at 102
with kids?
All positions require
for
Housekeeping
need
TE
IMMEDIA
contact and general
Benton,
CAKY Drive,
Wee Care Enterprises
minimum educational
:
Available
helper
Position
layers
Individual
carpet
office duties
KY 270-527-2255 You
may be lust the place
background of high
honest
for
Smith
Looking
an
at
Joe
energetic
Apply
must be
for you! Full time and
must apply in person to
school diploma or GED
hardworking individuexcellent communicabe consadered for this
Part tome positions Carpet 753-8680
Please
equivalent.
any
work
to
able
als
tor. well organized. and
opening We offer a available
deliver or mail your
day of the week
have strong compute(
wide range of benefits AP* at:
resume to 120 Max
Part time positions
skills
employees
our
to
Martial Arts Amenca
ons now being Hurl Dnve Murray. KY
Applicati
Construction/building
holivacation,
Blvd
including
1413 Olive
to
email
Of
accepted,
Leedom.lar.
products knowledge
day pay. medical insurMurray, KY 42071
elizabeth car0rotech
Anchor
Layekapt drvAann So • full
n's
Sportsma
not
but
helpful
arice. dental insurance (270)753-6111
pewee
corn. We are an Equal
Resort 8 Manna
required Please email others.
thnuk1 low Inn.Inige
hiring
now
KFC
Opportunity Employer.
68E.
Highway
S
oM
U
letter,
Mftehilroahr
or fax cover
cashiers, cooks, and
cornirrigation
knot
Wien,
lag
LOCAL
42025
KY
Benton,
resume and salary
Arin
VENDING sales part
looking for labor- shift leaders. Must be
Please Call For
to
requirements
4f.F11-12 PM
ers. Transportation a available for all shifts.
Appointment 270- 354- time 4PM-9PM Call
Jobe pelladirect.COM
270-444-9989
mua htsnediate open- Apply in person 205 N
E668
338348-3864
12113 St
ings 270-435-4778

CALVERT CITY
CONVALESCENT
CENTER, INC.

T

NOW
I
I
A
piiii.zra HIRING

CLASSIFIEDS

411 • I. ride', August 17, 2007

Telecommunications
company has openings
for field technicians
Starting salary S9-10
doNwe an hour No
expenence necessary
Some out of town tray
04 (eche(ed Must be
drug free with • valid
Drivers license Call
270-753-1902 10 set up
an interview or fail
rerium• to
270 753.1909

WASHER 11 Dryer
$225-$250 753-4109

SOFA loveseat chair,
tables. pictures, lamps,
rugs aCC*114001011 All
good condition Great
pnces 753-8673

NO PRICES MARKED
NO CHANGE BACK
YARD SALE

where: Cook Lane °Et Bethel Rd.
when: Saturday 8 a.m. - noon

131 Camelot Dr.

YOU buy what YOU think YOU should get
for the money YOU decide to spend

inn EquIpwre
INDOOR MULTI FAMILY
WANTED cheap 5' o
6' Ow arid/or 5 or 6
bled, 436-2542

YARD SALE

CLEANING for Homes
or Businesses I have
20 years experience
270- 759-9553

lots of name brand
girls clothes size
0-3 years, baby
gear 8 decor,
home decor, and
much more '97
Plymouth Breeze
black, 4dr.

1 ARD SALE
1614 Loch

Grocery Building)
Fri & Sat
OWNER
FINANCE
'96 39$ 26A $5.000
Clown $645 month 1
acre 72 Sundance
753-1011
1998 16X80
mobile home. 38R,
28A, 200-amp, ex cond.. must be moved.
Kidrsey, KY $18000
270-293-7090
Al Fleetwood 16x80
38R 29.5. extra nice
270-489-2525
GOVERNMENT
FUNDS FOR 1ST
TIME HOME BUYERS! Zero down, Your
land or family land
731-584-4928 Ends
August 15

Continue*,
Connoction
403 Sycamore 752-0431
CorpuW SaisaSsrece
Nekrodurig Serums
temr Pere I I./oicc Pap%
SIDIA COMPUTERS
A. certified Technician
Service. repairs
759.3556
140
Met to fliti
ANTIQUES (.all Larry
753-3t.t 1
Junk cars. trucks and
tractors 438-5235
CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Geode, 519 S 12th.
Murray
0000 used refngerators, electric ranges.
gas heaters air conditioners
baseboard
heaters Used Larpet
ing 753 4109
‘st It/ 0(
II NIA UAW,

Sat., 8/16
6:30AM-7

1407 Main
(Inside former Owens

2814 1BA 12x72, par
laity furnished 166
Rolling Acres Ln $350
security. 1350 month.
No pets 753-6558
SMALL 29R $225.
7534012

$110 per month Newer
homes only 492-84418

[
1111
7
-TMut
ar

I

Bedroom dupiex
apartment. $250.•
deposit. 506 Vine.
4024225(270)5192702
1 OR 2br apts new
downtown
Murray
starling at $200/mo.
07 Hot tub brand new 753-4109
peckags.6 7 person, tBR dupisx. CAVA. all
appliances furnished
lots nt iets
including WO no pets
ozoneator, water fall
cover. retail $7 300 $350 month 402-8 N
must sell $3.600 801 435-2731
(573)3013-1031
18R near MSU. other
-nal riots in Elm locations available.
2 bu
Grove Cemetery $400 appliances. Colerrieri
each Phone 759-4885 RE 153-9808
for more into
'BA it appkandis furUniversity
nished,
2 cud° cobtrieW. 7
Heights Subdivision
shahs* each, tuN or .
No pets
Deposit.
colonial Ape &
accessories:1400 00 $3254moreh.. 753-4037
or 753-1951
Call alter 5pre
(270)227.1974
IBR. venous locations
_
APPROX 400 board ft. S2004300 Coleman
ceder Aortae Vwlous RE 7534098
widths. Wt. long. $360 29A duplex. new,
(270)293-0237
C*'
1 04. 400liencos fur.
CINDERELLA
onion+ evened Venous locadream_ 1 size 4 yel- tions Coleman RE
low. 1 114411 8 Nue. $150 753-9998
duplex. nice,
each 270-4924814
CM/A. wisher, dryer II
Murray Memorial appliances, shed
Gardens
1811A
deck
Ridgewood. lease
2 Crypts
deposit $475 mo no
Inside chapel
bete 753-7991
1.8 500
228-9001
(270)247-0335
DASU C1-4 A
ser
_NOrrr
appliances. Coleman
Calloway County RE 7534008
!clonal History &
BR.
washer dryer
Family Hist(
quell neighborhood no
pets. $475/month •
Books
deposit 753-0919
759-4938
48$
2
8A. all appli753-2350
ances, central H/A
r,
never Colemen RE 75341198
used, 1*-etese. sold EXTREIAELY rim
wood, carved legs. *Mt 29R. 20A Opt spaecc. Dockage. retails cious Ivitig a Idlchen
64.500. soiling for are& located in a great
must sell neighborhood If rem$1.500
(573)300-1031
*Med call 227-5452
SiAiditD Responsible LARGE 38$ tuinishea
Piny to take on small CM/A. utilities paid.
monthly payments on 29A. *amber/dryer 1
Dellinieon Bag year lease No pets
Hl
Saw TV
Fleherencsis required
1400-386-3970
1606 Metro 2'05192699
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
LARGE
1W $325
SELECTION
29fi $375
use* AMMAN( is
Cal Miley,
753-8980.
111911110 1111*11105,
MCSR Holding conOn Me *off
dominiums
Meese
cal 767-1111411

/IL /%1713

Sam-?

Pocket knives. bar, baby bedding & crib,
baby clothes, bedspread, drapes, lots of
men & women clothes & shoes, household knick knacks. too much to mention'
360

re

imerieg Fer REM

LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
2BR $34000
38R $42500
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon -Fn
Call today for appoint
rnent
7534221
NEAR university. I.
28R apts 753-1252.
753-0606
NICE 2814 duplex. carport, no pets
227-3064 753-7457
NON-SMOKING 113R
unfurnished apt., water
paid. available Ober. no
pets 753-5980
NOW LEASING
1 2 8 3becfroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Awry at /Aur-Cal ApM.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday Friday
Phone 759-4964
Equal Housing
Opportunity
T0011400-8484058

CAC
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-8266
CM:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
1.-s..itcd ',II s 4th St
270-436-5496
270-293-6906
PREMIER
IAINISTOR AGE
'Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe 8 clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
Ceosurici Prop Far Rent
OFFICE or retail spa, i
available Pnme soca
bon 753-2905 293
1480
Office Space
Economical single fur
noshed offices for lease
with common board
room CENTURY
21 ask for Loretta
753 1492

VERY Close to WSW
Affordable one bedroom apartment incl
basic kitchen spot*
ances and covered
picnic area Starting 0
$295rdio 227-465.4

SHOP for rent
121 Norm
1 mile outside city
•3 Bays
*Large Parking area
•viiater provided
•Natural Gas Heat
'Air conditioned office
'Available for storage
(270[751 2486

340
Hewes For Rim
2 bedroom, I bath. 2
Car garage. washer
Completely
dryer.
remodeled,
man
$550 pius
extras
deposit No pets 753
8044. 226-8150
2 3 8 413khome
Lease
I
deposit
required 753-4109
219 Woodlawn 38R
IBA. computer room.
now CM/A, stove.
refrogerMoi. vied, pets
considered. $875 •
deposit 759-1771
28R in city, fenced
backyard $425/no •
deposit 753-4751
36$, 1 1r28A. S.VI of
town, urge yard.
garage. appionoss.
$750Ww.•deposit
regimes& NO PETS
753-7020
31301 IBA CAVA. MI
appMnces. $475
Brand new 3811 28A in
Hazel CAVA, it new
applienoes.11625
References. deposit.
Woes No pets
753-1060
39R. 2 bah home on
lake with prrvale dock
$800 morel 7504046
438-5258
EXCEPTIONALLY nice
3 bedroom 2 bath
home with famey room
2 Car garage large
tented yard. attic slot
age all appliances
in
Oaks
Located
Country Club Golf
Course '-community
(2701759
$900imo
5885 or (270i293- 7085

AKC Golden. Retriever
puppies Parents or
premises $300 270
395-8396
DOG Obedience
436-2858,
REGISTERED
Miniature Schnauzer
Black male,
pups
silver
female
and
female Vet chocked.
shots, wormed, tails
docked. $500
293-1482
SHIBA
Mu
metes. $50
270-382-2831

Ours

TZU
puppies
AKC. CKC, dew dews
removed,
shots,
wormed.
male
8
'female. $300- $350
270-251-0310 mew II
AM
swifts
WHEATstraw $3 per
270-841-1806
bale
mobile number
400
lisle.

3-PARTY
l'ARD SALE

Lationd
Fit., Aug. 17
Sat., Aug 18
( oilltpfesu it golf
Jut.
, hand sAN
antique
seiderar,s
garrung table
furniture. hahs
cli.thes. lots of nix.
household items

YARD SALE
210 N. 8th St.
Fri., Aug. 17
8AM-7
Sat., Aug. 18
7AM-?
bicycles. biding
stairs foosball
table, air hockey
table standalone
fireplace. new
porcelain sink

Saturday

AIX Warehousing
New PAU 120-50
753-7008
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units evadable. 7532905 or 753-7536

6:00A N1

ProPtilY
DEAL FELL THRUI
LAKEFRONT
1+ AC - $78,410
Deal fell thru due to
bad credit' Opportunity
to own fabulous lakefront on premier recreational lake in KY Was
$84,900 Excellent
financing Call now 1615-515-5550 x 1409

16 acres or!
Backusburg Road
Koksey 489-2994
(270)831-0419

YARD
SALE
316 S. 15th St.
August 17 8, 18
6AM-?
clothes furniture
and other hOuSehold items

lab
••*OWNER
F 1 NANCI NG*"
405 S 5th St 3814
IBA $3.000 down
$450 month 753-2222

General Contracting

USED TIRES
14 th lb inch

Commercial I Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

Starting at S20
mounted
Call

753-5606

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007
1980 CJ-7 Jeep 304 V8 new back seat and
gas tank 227-0956
after 5PM

2006 Ku Amanti
loaded, 18,000 miles
$14,900 OBO Also
1904 motorhome 7531078, 752-0448
Prix
2000 Grand
98,000 maxis, excellent
condition Take over
payments Call 2936517 or 489-2863
97 Honda CIVIC, Silver
(270)519-5969

a

ged Trudo

1:14
Lifetime glass breakage warranty o

vinyl replacement
Windows by.

RESICOM CONTRACTORS
270-227-2115
270-293-1899
c}b
It

615 Main St.,
Hazel. On the
highway.
Sat.• 7AM-?
recliner, lawn mower.
changing table,
sports cards, bigger
size clothes, too
much to mention

SPORTS CARD
& COLLECTIBLE
SALE
641S to Midway,
right 1828W 6th
house right
Sat. • 8AM-2PM
bassos.% basketball
football Nascar sup
plies wrestling fig
Urea lOyS snare
drum 1st 25 get
Ban Bonds card

YARD SALE
886 Oaks
Country Club Rd.
Sat. • 7AM-1PM
washer - dryer, fishing gear, yard decorations, gas grill,
patio chair, total
gym, assorted
tools. patio chairs.
DirecTV equipment, much more.

YARD
SALE

110 AS11 SI.
161)0+ SQ. I S.
Pricrd right low
ttttt• err 'villa'
property in Ilic
hiss 441*...
Sat. %um 11411i
NAN) 144 Aloriki
1607 Kirkwood
Elegantly remodeled,
redecorated, nice lot,
trees, excellent location, completely updated, many modern
features. 28R. 2-BA.
master with whirlpoolwalk-in shower. LR
sunroom *Obey windows, great room- nice
FP- gas-logs, French
doors to deck, up-dated kitchen and dining area, nice almond
cabinets 8 appliances
new root 8, covered
gutters. Cl-i/A Must
see to appreciate
(270)753-8029
1710 Magnolia Drive
4-BR, 3-BA, LR. DR,
eat-in kitchen, recreation room. Wel maintained 227-5414
3 BR 1 Bath Murray
school district, CAVA.
newly remociaied
227-0345
BRICK 38R. 28A.
approx 1.600 so ft
81 West Drive
$118,000
(270)227-7358
FSBO Gatesborouqh
tn-ievel 413R 38A, inground
Po01
$250 000 293-2418
I Al \Ill)! S II
111111

Parks St.,
behind Horton's

14151.5.,,c.111\
..
,
1%

Lock Shop

•

Sat • 9AM-12PM
No early birds,
men's ziothes
furniture and more

- YARD
SALE
Woodmen

MAIM brand infani

Building, North

L hildrens & adult

4th & CC Lowry
Saturday
7AM-7

'1 -'••11 ,114

OPEN House Sat
9AM-1P14, Sun 1P1M5P1A FSBO 1,900
sq ft bncli home, 4
bedt2 bah wrge ealin
kitchen, Irving room.
oversized Ramey room
w/fweplac• and builtins.
Murray
and
Calloway
County
Schools. attached 2 car
garage w/workshop
spadous
fenced-on
1809
backyard
Drive
Catalina
3148,000 978-1028

1 ASPHALT

2007 GMC classic cab
10,000 miles. $16,101:
492-6205
2000 Ford F550 truck
with 14' Supreme box
bed. VIO engine, like
new, 1 owner, 4,000
actual miles, garage
kept. 753-6660 or 978
0402
1997 Ford F-150, 4x4,
leather. ext cab, brush
guard, custom grille,
spray in bed liner,
$5,800. 227-8414 or
753-9609

88 Bayliner Capr
Runabout with trailer
Needs minor work
Great deal $850 7532961

LAM
•
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring
& Landscaping
Sadialactom guaranteed
Call 753-1816
or =7-0611
YOUR AD
rout
P
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753.1916

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 moue saavica
Res . Corn . & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All jobs' big or small

75 -95 2
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tres
Service. Complete tree
removal, etc Insured

Services Mine

1 %Ala [SURPRISES

\litt'hclI Bros.

loving Experts
Localitong Distances
Federal I. unite.& Insured
Free estimates
Incatls on neduperated
hen-4004 V4184.1262)

Paving
Mi.

era,4Sterne at a

759-0501
753-1537

Downs

Apartments
isos

Ihussof Drive • Muria

1/
1
4

-$211')

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
(1..1 Two Bedroom Apartments
('easel Hem and Air
enema Appal...nom

NEON BEACH
1-STORAGII
•All Size

Available
*Now HMO
Climate

(Mc,Hours II a-OL - 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

,c3

Units

lots of stuff
heap'
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

110
Wel ben

MCKINNEY INS.
IN N.5TH STREET

%1
\,gi

on .11101.

%II% I 101141111.

Control

753-3653

lit 1
eed

75345110
os Yamaha Streicaner,
5-w surrorey. new seat
& baggage rack, 2.1100
wile& asking t11.800
saw 400pm 759-0992

17 I
the
abli
of
on
Cr
W01
get
fire

Pas dig. Sivalcrialing
& Hauling
'$l)%1 11001
270-753-2279

PURCHASE Area
Hypnosis
Learn Relaxation
Relieve PTSD and
Anxiety
270)436-5927

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work /A Track
hoe

David's
Home
Improvement

NADEAU'S
Construction
•Floonng *Decks
'Vinyl siding -All
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/insured

.later Damaged Floors
Braces!, ROO( Joists
Hemooesng & Pluirting

DAVID'S
Cleaning
Service. All external
cleaning. Vinyl, fences,
etc. (270)527-7176
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have tune

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE 11 PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

Dawd Galernore Owner
Will Do Insurance Work
Vlsi & Masterf a 4,-reved

731-247-5422
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable. but •
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

Painting, siding, roots
decks
293-5438

FREE
r•rt

S crap
'
,spheric es Old along
el Stem Windows I Deere
Metal Mowers IL IL6. r.
'alter attar Sate*
- 7-286
FUTRELL S Tree
Service
Trimming
removal
stump grinding firewood Insured
489-

WM rnE
CONSTRUCTION
_ in poured
ii,rete basements
i.ensed& In,ured

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
sink 8 tree work
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair. puck-up, delivery. 436-2867
-7
A.1- urnp Removal
Fully insured
437-3044.
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry
additions decks
Hauling, clean up sink
Garage, yards
bungs
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs expenence
Anytime 753-9210

HOUSE wash specm
$89 00 up to 1,500 so
ft Sidewalk included
Uc & Insured
(270)978-1772

519-2713

HANDYMAN
Do you need help' I do
painting, concrete, carpentry, and masonry
work Home 731-247or Cell 731-2345933
Attention
Tobacco Fanners
Potation services
available

WILDLIFE
Food Plot
Consultants
4:leer and Turkey
Custom planting
*Soil testing
'liming and Fertilizing
*Spraying
*Bedding area Design
and Construction
'Wildlife Trees and
Shrubs Available
(270)293-5519/days
498-8950,evenings

Free
Pallets

Call

Loading Dock of

(270)293-7109

Murray Ledger it Times

JOE'S JOBS

First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

4144 • 22-.5644

Get Your Yard Sale Kit
And Make Your Event a Success'
ith
lard
;
s nese of
•

PRICES:
4.0
70

Owords
or less' days
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.......... it

4

A I
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NEED HELP?
Handyman Services.
All remodeling.
No job too small.
Free estimates.
(731)247-3001
(731)363-35U

THAVN
ASPHAI:r

$11
(alimony Garden/Fssex
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MULTI
FAMILY
YARD SALE

I,".',

clothing & bedding

All Real Estate advertised in the newspaper
is subiect to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as
which
amended
makes it illegal to
advertise any preference limitation, Or doscnminabon based on
race color, religion
Sax, Of national origin
Of an intention to make
any such preference
limitation, or discnmination. Thu newspaper wIll not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate wench is
in violation of the law
Our readers are hereby informed that all
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
•••• I nity basis •
14

1 to 295 acres Wes
CaHoway
Owne
financing
489-2116
leave message

103 Saratoga Dr.

stepowih

Calhoon CAmstruction, LLC

Weevils

YARD SALE!
ITEMS INCLUDE MOSTLY TOYS,
BOYS CLOTHES AND BOOKS

Murray Ledger &
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words'
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$28

120
3
$35
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CALL JILL OR JULW AT
Ea*0Inegailas
753-1116 FOR DETAILS!
• 2 Aoseenon , issweerfir Sell
• 140 bighl Pre•Pured anis
• euecerelu drew Fare 'co
• loisi-ears Owner
• Sew %tome
ION Masud Ave.• Murray
011k•r baser 7:30 am.b 5111pai.
Mimaiy-FrIde,
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LookingBack
10 years ago
Michael Clark, Aug 5
Kentucky Gov, Paul Patton has
00 years ago
:lamed Olivia Ann BUIE of PaduAll schools in the Murray City
,ah and Ehzabeth Gnffin McCoy School System will open Aug. 28
of Hoplunsville to the board of for the registration of all pupils.
regents of Murray State Univer- This includes Murray High School
sity. He has also reappointed Bev- and Austin. Carter and Robertson
erly Ford of Benton to the board. Elementary Centers.
Published is a picture of Bobby
Published is a picture of memWatson getting a helping hand bers of the Kappa Department of
from Henry Caylor as they repaired the Murray Woman's Club showa tobacco barn on the Airport ing the scenery for the Children's
Road. The photo was by Staff
Fashion Show to be held Aug 18
Photographer Bernard Kane.
at 8 p.m at the club house on
Julie Gargus has been selectVine Street, Murray
ed as the new preschool teacher
SO years ago
at the Murray State University
A real estate sub office of the
Child Development Center.
United States Army Engineers Dis20 years ago
trict, Nashville, Tenn., was opened
Members of the Calloway Coun- in Cadiz for acquisition of lands
ty Fire Rescue Squad. assisted by and related real estate operations
the Murray Fire Department, were in connection with the Barkley Dam
able to save trailers on each side Project.
of one that was destroyed by fire
Ray Henderson. Gunner's Mate
on Aug. 15 at Shady Oaks Trail- Third Class of United States Navy,
er Court about 6:30 p.m. The is serving aboard the attack cargo
woman in the trailer was able to USS Algol in operation with
get out after being warned of the "Tradewinds," an amphibious trainfire by hearing her dog barking.
ing exercise in the Hawaiian
Published are a feature story Islands.
and picture by Murray Chief of
Mr. and Mrs. Caner 0. BranPolice Larry Nixon. The story was don were married for 50 years
_.
by. Staff Writer Donna Newcomb. Aug. 11.
Recent births reported include
60 years ago
a boy to Kimberly and William
Two stores at Pottenown were
broken into the night of Aug. 15,
Mc-Callon and a boy to Tam and
according to Calloway County
Bryan Dunlap. Aug. 13.
Sheriff Wendell Patterson. They
341 years ago
Published are a feature story
were operated by Hardin Wrye
and pictures of four sisters, all and Winfred. Taken from the Wrye
formerly from Calloway County store were $100, cigarettes and
who have spent more than a cen- canned goods, and from the James
tury teaching school. They are store were $45. cigarettes and
Elizabeth Copeland, Charlene Curd, canned goods..
George Hart, master commisAnne Brinkley and Nelle Scroggins, all daughters of the late Mr. sioner of Calloway County, was
and Mrs. Charlie Walker of near named as receiver for the Murray
Hospital by Judge Ira D. Smith
Hazel.
Mr and Mrs. Henry Atwood of the Calloway County Circuit
Schrader were married for 50 years Court.
Donna Jean Hobbs and Gene
Aug. 12.
Births reported include a girl Page Fairchild were married Aug.
to Don and Judy Overbey, Aug. 10.
I. and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.

Man finds love close to home in
arms of his former stepmom
DEAR ABBY: Say there's
this guy who's about 30, who
has a stepmother who is
younger than he is. (She's 27.)
They have a warm, happy,
close, loving friendship -- nothing abnormal or unusual.
Then the father dies, having had no
children
with her. Is
it wrong for
the guy to
a
develop
romantic
interest in
And
her?
what about
DearAbby her Would
it be wrong
By Abigail
for her to
Van Buren
take up with
her former stepson?
I have never experienced a
deeper, more romantic kind of
love than Lhave,with my former stepmotn. Dad had himself a prize catch. She's built,
pretty, understanding and a
great cook -- and the way
we've been going, we might
be married sometime soon.
I just can't decide if it's
right or wrong. What do you
think? -- SMITTEN IN NORTH
TEXAS
DEAR SMITTEN: What
you have in mind is unusual
but not unheard of. You are
not her biological son, so there
is no reason why you could
not marry if you wish. In fact,
it could work out very well
since your feelings for each
other evolved from an already-

Todaylnilistoni

21

Or
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By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Aug. 17, the
229th day of 2007. There are 136
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Two hundred years ago. on
Aug. 17, 1807, Robert Fulton's
North River Steamboat (popularly, if erroneously, known to this
day as the Clermont) began heading up the Hudson River on its
successful round-trip between New
York and Albany.
On this date

In 1863, federal batteries and
ships began bombarding Fort
Sumter in Charleston harbor during the Civil War, but the Confederates managed to hold on
despite several ds of pounding.
In 1896, a prospecting party
discovered gold in Canada, a finding that touched off the Klondike
gold rush.
In 1915, a mob in Cobb County. Ga., lynched Jewish businessman Leo Frank, whose death sentence for the murder of I3-year-

Friday, August 17, 2007 • 5B

old Mary Phagan had been commuted to life impnsonment.(Frank,
who'd gasintained his innocence,
was pardoned by the state of Georgia in 1986.)
In 1969, 256 people were killed
as Hurricane Camille slammed
into the Gulf Coast,
In 1978, the first successful
trans-Atlantic balloon flight ended
as Maxie Anderson, Ben Abruzzo and Larry Newman landed their
Double Eagle Two outside Paris.

established friendship. I say,
go for it — but be prepared
for some teasing.
•
•
•

DEAR ABBY: My husband
and I received a wedding invitation from my nephew's son,
whom we have never gotten
to know very well. Included
in the invitation was a deposit
slip to a bank savings account
"in lieu of gifts"!
We later learned that everyone on the guest list received
a deposit slip, even the grandmother. Is this proper? This
is the first time we have ever
heard of this, and frankly, we
were rather insulted. -- PUZZLED IN COLORADO
DEAR PUZZLED: Please
waste no more time feeling
offended. The family who
issued the wedding -invitation
is obviously grossly ignorant
about the basic rules of etiquette. According to "Emily
Post's Etiquette" (17th Edition), when issuing wedding
invitations, "any mention of
gifts or listing of gift registries
is unacceptable."
I am sure you dealt with
the solicitation you received
as you would any other. Just
be glad they didn't have your
bank account number, or you
would have found enclosed with
your invitation a notice stating that your account had
already been debited $125 to
cover the cost of your dinner.
000

DEAR ABBY: 1 recently
found a bottle of antidepressants in my parents' medicine
cabinet, prescribed for my
mother. I want to ask her why
she has them. but I am afraid
she might get angry. Is it rude
to ask? If my mom does have
depression. I would want to
do everything I could to keep
her happy. Should I ask her,
or just forget about the pills?
-- CONCERNED ABOUT
MOM IN ILLINOIS

r

DEAR CONCERNED: If
you ask your mother about the
antidepressants, you had better be prepared to tell her why
you were in her medicine cabinet. Indeed, she might feel
invaded. Personally, I think
you should refrain from asking. Obviously, your mother
does have depression or the
meds would not have been
prescribed for her. However. I
do like your idea of doing all
you can to keep her happy.
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Reader needs more info
on renal obstruction
DEAR DR. GOTT: Please all your questions, he will be
explain something for me in hearing from your lawyer.
I admit that this approach
terms that I can understand. I
have just been diagnosed with may be somewhat drastic and
renal obstruction. The doctor did is not the way I characteristinot explain to me what causes cally deal with my colleagues'
it, what treatment is necessary. misbehavior. However, this sit— nothing! uation is so obviously unnecesnurse sarily hurtful to you that an
His
said I must aggressive solution seems appropriate.
have surgery
•
Give me a follow-up.
immediately.
To give you related informaNeedless to
say, I am tion. I am sending you a copy
quite upset of my Health Report "Kidney
would Infections and Disorders." Other
and
your readers who would like a copy .
like
opinion should send a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope and
Dr. Gott ASAP.
DEAR $2 to Newsletter, PO Box 167,
READER: Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be sure
By
Dr. Peter Gott Renal to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: We have
obstruction is
a medical term for any disor- a situation that troubles us. Our
der that is marked by blockage son and his wife are raising our
of the ureter (the tube that drains granddaughter, now 20 months
urine from each kidney to the old, in a fine fashion, except bladder). This can be the con- .7they.refuse--to have her inocusequence of a stone, a kink in lated. Period. They seem to be
the tube, a growth. an infection basing their decision on information from an outfit called the
or an injury. The obstruction
can be serious because if it is National Vaccine Information
not corrected, over time the urine Center.
We are worried that this lack
will build up in the affected
kidney, which will then cease of protection for her may be
troubling or even disastrous in
functioning.
Frankly, I am shocked that the long run. As a point aside.
you were left hanging when it would seem that if nobody
what you most needed was more got vaccinated, then we would
information. While it is possi- regress centuries back in health
ble that immediate surgery is care and in quality and length
indicated, less drastic therapy, of life.
DEAR READER: I agree.
such as sound-wave lithotripsy
vaccinations,
(to break up stones) is nonin- Children need
vasive and might be appropri- despite the reality that some
youngsters have unpleasant side
ate.
I advise you to be a bit effects from them. I believe that
obnoxious. Insist on a meeting the benefits far outweigh the
with the physician without delay, risks. I encourage your son and
and if he continues to put you daughter-in-law to rethink their
off, tell him you do not wish objections and discuss this sitto change doctors, but if he uation with your granddaughdoes not see you to explain the ter's pediatrician.
situation completely and answer

ContractBridge
I. You are East, defending against
Four Spades, the bidding having
3
2 NT; South
gone: North
Spades; North — 4 Spades
NORTH
*K4)7 3
K4
•AQJ 62
416AQ
EAST
•6
•A 1 9 2
•K 84
•K .1 96 3
West leads the seven of hearts,
declarer following low from dummy.
Plan your defense.
2. You are declarer with the West
hand allow Spades. and North leads
the jack of hearts. Ilow would you
play the hand'.'
EAST
WEST
4105
.A176432
VA 7 3
• 8
•AJ 1053
•7
rOK 10 8
40().1 9
•••

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren. also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 694.40, Los
Angeles, CA 90069.

NI CI I E0-0

I. The best chalice to defeat the
contract is to play the deuce of hearts
at tnck one! If you make this play,
the contract is likely to fail. Assuming West's seven is his tOurth-best
heart, it will win the trick when you
play the deuce on it. Partner should
then deduce that you allowed him to
hold the lock because you wanted

him to Icad a club at trick two.
If you played the jack of hearts • !.
instead at trick one, declarer would
make the contract if he had as little
as:
•A 10 9 8 2
•6 5
•1053
47 42
whatever you did next, declarer
prevented from scoring
be
not
could
10 tricks consisting of five spades,
four diamonds and a club. A club
shift by partner at trick two, howCs-el, would allow your side to collect
two hearts, a club and.a diamond for
down one.
2. Wis the jack of hearts with the
king and lead a low spade toward
dummy's 10-5! This safety play.
guards against either opponent holding all four missing trumps, which is
the only holding that realistically
jeopardizes the contract.
If North holds the K-Q-9-8. he can
score only two trump tricks regardless of how he defends. But if you
started by playing the ace of trumps
from your hand, or by leading a
trump from dummy, North would
score three trump tricks, and you
would finish down one.
If South turns up with all the miming trumps, he will also be unable to
score more than two trump tricks
after you begin by leading a low
trump to the ten.

Tomorrow: Bow would you play this one?
i201)7 K,n trwu,-,
irx

•
•
•

Crosswords
I
ACROSS
C)FA

mom,.

EtIE:1-1-1EIR icor WCPFISECD

GIAIRIFIIEL_CKR)
AND THEN %VT
TNE AGUAFULIOA

PEANUTSAPIP
AND SOME PENCiL. >)ME
PAPER, A PEN AND A
LOOSE-LEAF BINDER

CAN YOV TN INK OF
ANYTHIN6 ELSE I Mt1644T
NEED FOR SCHOOL .7

Slangy net
4 Large herring
8 It has flippers ,
12 A successor
of Knute
13 Intertwine
14 Muscle
complaint
15 Quick fixes
(hyph )
17 Castle defense
18 Go furtively
19 Hi or bye
21 Fly catcher
23 Like pretzels
27 Person place
ortnong
30 Norwegian
name
33 Is for them
34 Possesses
35 —
Wsedersehen
38 Cook slowly
37 Fluffy's doc
38 Round
containers

19 Cartoon shrieks
40 Sun-dried brick
42 German
physicist
44 Bulrush
47 Holy cats'
51 Smoke ham
54 Pilot s aid
56 — Khan
57 Welke talkie
word
58 Not sociable
59 Oft-misused
Pronoun
60 Green Hornets
valet
61 Sister of Helios

Answer to Previous Puzzle

MOM
UOMMO
DIMOUOM OROMOO
OD MU OM MU
MOO ODOM OUR
MEE ORO MOOM
EOM MEMO
MO MUD
UOMMUO MOMO
M000 OM 00130
UMM OBOBEI OUCI
MO OHM Of1U

Bog black dogs
Persia today
Hamlet e g
Allay as thirst
Yes
in Yokohama
6 Down Under
rockers
7 Ricky Ricardo
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8 Where Pago
paw*
9 Environmental
prefix
10 So'
11 Authorize
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16 Night followers
20 Set a price
22 Admirer
24 Better than
never /
25 Satan
26 Somber
el/worm-is
27 Exploding star
28 Used plastic
29 Till
31 Chafe
32 In that case
(2 wds
36 Turnpike
rumblers
38 Tie-dyed
garment
41 liAinnow kin
43 Type of power
plant
45 Furry Jeck ally
46 Aria performer
48 Raise as a
ion
49 Canyon effect
—
50 The the
iimItt
51 Crow's call
52 "Yecchr
53 Cheek P
55 Soccer goat
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NOW'SYOUR
CHANCE TO TAKE
ADVANTAGE OF
O'+ BONUS CASH
ON SELECT MODELS.
25-MPG HIGHWAY

2007 DODGE RAM 1500 QUAD CAW/REGULAR CAB

2007 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN

• AVAILABLE 5.7 LITER HMI* WITH MDS FUEL-SAVING TECHNOLOGY')
• LONGEST-LASTING, MOST DURABLE

LINE OF FULL-SIZE PICKUP TRUCKS

• FULLY BOXED FRAME RAILS WITH HIGH-STRENGTH STEEL

0

1,000

%
APR +$
FINANCING
BONUS CASH

• STOW 'N GO' SEATING AND STORAGE
• 5-STAR GOVERNMENT CRASH TEST RATING"

19000
PR +$
FINANCING')
LOYALTY CASH
FOR 60 MONTHS

FOR 60 MONTHS

32-MPG HIGHWAY')

30-MPG HIGHWAY

2007 DODGE CALIBER

ALL-NEW 2008 DODGE AVENGER

• MP3 COMPATIBILITY

• AVAILABLE HEATED/COOLED CUP HOLDER

• AVAILABLE CHILL ZONE — BEVERAGE STORAGE BIN

• CHILL ZONE" BEVERAGE STORAGE BIN

•ILLUMINATED CUP HOLDERS

• AVAILABLE MYGIG'" ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM

MopR+$500

APR
FINANCING

FINANCING"'

BONUS CASH

PLUS GET OUR EXCLUSIVE

LIFETIME
POWERTRAIN WARRANTY

DODGE.COM/MIDWEST

GRAB LIFE

Evs

18004ADODGE

Seer dealer for a copy of limited warranty and details. Non-Transferable. Not available on SRI. diesel vehicles, Sprinter, Ram Chassis Cab, and certain fleet
/•#
vehicles On purchases beginning 7/26/07. (2)0% APR for 60 months equals $16.67 per month per $1,000 financed for qualified buyers with 10% down
ammo
through Chrysler financial Not all buyers will qualify. (3) 14 city/18 hwy 2007 EPA estimated mpg. (4) Based on RI. Polk 8 Co. Vehicles in Operation registration statistics
1486-200%. (5) Durability based on longevity. (6) Financing for qualified buyers. Not all buyers will qualify. Must take delivery of '07 models from dealer stock. (7) Based on 2007
EPA estimates. (8) Star ratings are part of the U.S. government's SaferCar program (safercar.gov). Dodge, HEW, Quad Cab and Stow 'n Go are registered trademarks of Chrysler Li-C.
Chrysler Financial is a divisioa of Chrysler LIX

